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Women entering predominantly male professions such as policing are often faced

with gender-related obstacles and challenges. In order to understand why women

have been resisted in policing, it is necessary to recogntze the dynamics of the police

culture. Policing involves an informal work-group cohesion based, in lalge part, on

men's shared definition of theil masculinity (Martin, 1980: 79). This work

environment creates challenges for female police officers to break through the

baniers created by male cultural norms and become integral members of the police

service. To explore female officers' experiences of wolking in an occupation

dominated by a male culture, a multiple-method case study apploach was used that

involved qualitative interviews with 25 female police officers of the Winnipeg Police

Service (WPS), a short quantitative questionnaire on general job satisfaction levels

and an analysis of relevant documents plovided by the WPS. The face-to-face

interviews allowed the women to express themselves freely about theil perceptions

and experiences as female police officers. They discussed issues that wele impotant

to them regarding how their work and personal life intermingle, including family and

work issues, advancement opportunities, camaladerie among peers, gendered styles

of policing and harassment and discrimination within the service. The women

explore ideas of improving their workplace and share experiences whicli show that

male cultural norms of the workplace still exist to create a chilly climate for female

officers.

ABSTRACT
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Women entering pledominantly male professions such as policing are often faced

with gender-related obstacles and challenges. Although women have been officels

in Canada since the early 1900s, female ofïcers are still expeliencing the negative

effects of traditional attitudes of male superiority. In other words, there are various

socially-embedded gender stereotypes which often play out in predominantly male

occLlpations. These steleotypes manifest themselves in ways that are contrary to the

interests of the minority group of women on the force.

In order to understand why women have been resisted in policing, it is

necessary to recognize the dynamics of the police culture. Policing was created by

men to enforce the laws of the state. Policing involves an informal work-group

cohesion which is based, in large part, on men's shared definition of their

masculinity (Martin, 1980:79). In her study of police officer s, Martin explains that,

"The integratlon of women into police pzrtrol work as co-workers threatens to

compromise the work, the way of life, the social status, and the self-image of the

men in one of the most stereotypically masculine occupations in our society"

(Martin, 1980: 79).

INTRODUCTION

Furthermore, police departments have adopted a paramilitaly model of

organization with a hierarchical and bureaucratic structure. This structure may make

entry into policing even more difficult for women as the culture is exclusionary, still

being shaped by and for men (Pinch, 2002: 5). Culture is learned from previous
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generations, bloadly shared by membels and contains agreed-upon symbols that

"help people create and make sense of their world" (Pinch, 2002:5). In his study of

the Canadian Forces, Pinch explains that the "traditional culture" (of military and

paramilitaly alike) is deemed necessary fol optimizing or even maximtzing

effectiveness in the combat arms (Pinch ,2002:3). Historically, traditional masculine

culture has included an emphasis on aggressiveness, physical plowess, male rites of

passage and other male bonding rituals. This mascuÌine culture forms the core of

social cohesion, esprit de colps and success in war-fighting largely because it is a

physically and mentally male-dominated arena. Pinch (2002) goes on to explain that

the traditional masculine military culture has developed in opposition to women's

roles as wives ol mothels in need of plotection, or as objects of chivah'ous attention,

romantic attraction or sexual exploitation. Since traditional war'-fighting is

masculine in natuLe, the entry of women into the culture may change it in some

measurable way, which may be construed as having a detrimental effect on the

cohesion and subsequent effectiveness of the group. In these terms, although women

are now allowed to freely pursue policing as a career, this does not mean that their

experiences in policing ale free from conflicts alising from an informal male police

culture.

The purpose of this study is to explole the work-related experìences of female

police officers in the Winnipeg Police Service (WPS) and to examine how their

experiences or perceptions are linked to gender'. The study begins by locating female

police officers in history as well as in contemporary times. Chapter One is devoted
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to a review of female policing histoly, a discussion of challenges still faced by

female officers, as well as exploling research that has helped guide the present stLrdy.

Chapter Two discusses the methodology used in the study, including the research

goals and a description of the data collection and analysis methods. Chapter Three

examines the strong link between work and family which women believe they

experience differently due to their gender. Here, I explole the women's family and

work biographies, maternity issues and women's juggling act between wotk and

home, and how women pelceive a diffelence from their male peers in promotion

opportr.rnities due to family amangements. Chapter Four explores how male culture

has affected the camaraderie among the women on the force and its effects upon

advancing and mentoring. Specifically, I discuss female officers' perceptions of

being in competition with other females for advancement and job-transfer

opportunities within the folce. This chapter also deals with the women's sense of

camaraderie in light of their male-dominated workplace and the debate about the

effectiveness of the mentoring program for female lecruits. In Chaptel Five I look

at the way in which wolking in a male culture shapes how women are perceived and

sexualized by male peels and superiors, and how this is detrimental to their full

inclusion as equal members of the WPS. In this chapter, the women explain their

sexualized position as women in a male dominated arena, as well as theil attempts

at camaraderie with male peers. Gendel discrimination, sexual harassment and ways

in which women deal with these instances are discussed. Chapter Six explores how

gender dynamics are at play regarding men and women's policing styles. I explore
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the women's views regarding the genders' different modes of policing and women's

views on successful policing stlategies. Here, the women discuss their difficulty

with having to hide theil emotions and femininity in order to be seen as a

contlibr.rting and serious member of the (male-dominated) police unit. The

concluding chaptel summarizes the research and discusses the limitations and policy

implications of the study.
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CHAPTER ONE
WOMEN IN POLICING: WHAT THE LITERATURB TBLLS US

Female police officels face challenges stemming from being a minority in a male-

dominant occupation. To study women in policing, it is necessary to undelstand how

women have enteled the police domain and what their experiences have been.

Numerous studies, both histolical and contemporary, have shown that women in

male-dominated occupations such as policing confront difficulties such as gender

disclimination, sexism and sexual harassment. Women have engaged in a long

struggle simply to be permitted within the outer circles of 'male' professions. When

women were allowed into these circles, typically because of political pressure, they

were relegated to support roles, rather than being allowed to take part in the full

range of duties. It seemed that women weLe forever to be 'sidekicks' to their more

powelful male counterpafis.

Although thele is now a much higher lepresentation of women in once male-

dominated spheres such as law and medicine, this inclusion has been lecent and

sometimes inequitable. Males have historically fi'amed these professions in a way

that has closed the dool to those qualities socially assigned to femininity, such as

sympathy, understanding and sensitivity. Benoit (2000: i6) concludes that

historically, social stereotypes of male superiority initially led to the legal exclusion

of women from male professions. Mole recently, it has involved the subordination

of those women who succeed in entering these spheres by limiting opportunities for

advancement. Benoit (2000: 17) adds that only by studying women at wolk can we
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know the social conditions in which women find themselves. Understanding a

person's work is "as good a clue as any" to understanding the course of his ol her

life, social being and identity (Benoit, 2000: 11).

According to the Winnipeg Police Service's 2003 Statistical Repolt,

the Winnipeg police force is composed of 1,014 male, and 158 female officels.

Although this number has increased over the past decade, women still comprise only

14 percent of officels in this public service. What is it about policing that keeps the

number of female officer-s so low? Historically, with the help of women's lobby

groups, women have fought to gain employment in the police force. Although

political bariers have been broken, some observers believe that women as a group

are still not fully integrated into policing. Cunent research suggests that women still

encounter discriminatory practices, especially with regard to their mobility and

advancement and through plevailing sexist attitudes.

From the Past to the Present

In Canada, women were filst hired onto police forces in Vancouver in 1912,

followed by Tolonto, Winnipeg and Edmonton in 1913, 19Il and 1919 respectively

(Linden and Minch, 1982: 6). The first two women hired in Vancouvel had no

training or uniforms. These women were mainly employed as prison matlons, but

by 1943 were also dealing with juveniles, women offenders and victims. Female

officers finally received 'women's uniforms' in 1947 and began to receive the same

training as male officers 1n 1952. They were not, however, allowed to carry a
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weapon. Not only did carrying weapons go against the ascribed female role of

nurtuler (not aggressor), women were not allowed on patrol, thr:s canying a weapon

was deemed unnecessaly. In the United States, police departments had policies that

discouraged the hiring of female officers, including quotas that usually limited hiring

to one percent or less (Balkin, 1988: 30). The work of female officers tended to be

lestricted to cases involving women and children and to clerical duties, which were

more in tune with the norm of women perfolming acceptable modes of 'women's

work.'

Not surprisingly, in the 1960s women were still restricted to jobs within the

doors of the police station, meaning that patrol duties were off limits to them (Linden

and Minch, 1982:6). Due largely to the efforts of women's lobby groups,

goveffìment laws against all forms of disclimination were enacted during the 1960s

in the United States, and in the early 1970s in Canada, which forced police

organizations to ensure that women could also pursue careers in the police field. As

opportunities were opening for women in policing, police departments were

unprepared for them. Departments were not ready to train or recluit female officels.

There were no uniforms, weapons or locker rooms for potential female officels.

Inspector-Lison Ostiguy (LeBeuf and Mclean , l99J: 114) explains that during her

entry to the Montreal Police force in 19'79,"there was no good will and open-

mindedness shown on the part of the leaders of the time." She adds that the first

female police were constantly required to prove themselves from both a work

performance and skill standpoint. Not only does this suggest that women were
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highly scrutinized by their male peels, it also suggests that because women were

considered or.rtsiders they had to plove that they were just as capable as their male

peers in older to obtain some semblance of respect. Most women who had been

hired by the police department were confined to the rank of constable because of the

lack of opportunities offered by the police organization (LeBeuf and Mclean, l99J:

8). Susan Eng (in LeBeuf and Mclean, l99J:29) explains that in the 1980s and

1990s, women were recruited to deal with sexual assault and domestic violence.

Police agencies perceived a need for women because female victims wanted the

reassul'ance that the officels understood their perspective and concerns. By the

1980s, all women were routinely assigned to patrol duties, but even then, women

were not assigned to detective units or elite squads in most areas.

Although the representation of women in policing in Canada has increased,

they still comprise only a minority of the police population. According to a leport

by Statistics Canada (2000), there were twice as many women police officers in June

2000, as there were a decade earlier. In 1990, there were 3,513 female police officers

in Canada, representing just over 6 percent of all officels. By June 2000, there wete

1,658 femalepoliceofficersaccountingforalmost 14percentof thetotal. British

Columbia has the highest proportion of female police officers, at almost l8 pelcent,

followed by Ontario at 15 pelcent. The Atlantic provinces had the lowest female

police officel representation, at l0 percent. Although representation of female

officers has been on the rise, mere numbers do not leflect a change in internal

workplace attitudes towald women.
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The Question of Equality of Female Police Officers: Are Women Good Cops?

Although decades have passed since women began entering policing, they still face

challenges due to their gender that their male counterparts do not experience.

Because women are still a minority in a male-dominated workplace, some female

police officers continue to struggle to gain acceptance from their male co-wolkers.

Although female officers feel as capable as male officers, many still believe they do

not receive equal cledit for their job performance (Wolden, 1993: 212). While

police work traditionally has been a male-dominated occupation, several writers

argue that there is still the traditional belief that assertiveness, aggressiveness,

physical capability and emotional toughness are "male" characteristics necessary to

perform competently as a (male) police officer. When a woman displays these very

same char¿rcteristics, she is often perceived as "cold," "plrshy" or somehow in

violationoftherolesociallypresclibedforhergender(Daumetal,I994:46). While

a man may select a career in law enforcement without question, a woman aspiring

to become an officer is viewed as unusual ol inappropriate. She must not only prove

that she has the knowledge, skills and abilities needed for the job, she must also

prove she is as good as the plesclibed ntule norm (Daum et aL, L994:46).

The obstacles these women must face reflect bias and myths conveyed by

society. According to Inspector Ostiguy (LeBeuf and Mclean, 1997:ll5), these

include the beliefs that: men are more rational and logical than women; men can deal

with certain crises and tense and violent situations, while women tend to break down

and feel sorry for themselves; men ale capable of performing difficult tasks, while
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women are merely content with doing simple routine tasks; men are active and

inspire respect because of their superiority, women remain rathel passive and are

incapable of taking charge. In a similar manner, Price (1996:2) explains that male

officers anticipate female officers failing; doubt women can equal men in most job

skills; do not see female officers as doing "real" police work; and perpetuate myths

about women's lack of emotional fitness. All in all, there seems to be a consensus

with many female officers that the majority of male officers resist women in

policing. These findings were also found in Western and Eastem Europe, Asian and

Latin American countries. Female officers in these studies have also reported

suffering from discriminatory treatment at the hands of many male colleagues (Pr-ice,

1996:2; Cauchi,1998).

Studies suggest that the successful performance by women in various

policing functions prove that women ale capable of performing all the tasks related

to police work (LeBeuf and Mclean, l99l: L13). However, a study by Daum et. al.

(1994: 46-7) conducted in an American metlopolitan police depafiment found that

42 percent of female police officers did not feel accepted by male officers, and 55

percent felt unaccepted by supervisors. Sixty-eight percent believed that they

personally had to work harder than theil male colleagues to gain credit fol their

work. Thus, female officers who encountered discrimination and inequality in the

workplace have experienced a lower sense of morale and a higher sense of

inferiority. Unfortunately, in this study there were no comparison data on the views
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of male police officers legarding their own perceptions of acceptance on the job

versus those of female officets.

In contrast, studies by Linden (1980) and Brown (1994) explore the

perceptions of male officels regalding their female co-workers. In Linden's 1980

study of Vancouverpolice officers, male officers were askedtheilopinions of female

officers, palticularly what they thought about female officers on regular patrol duty.

Findings showed that 50 percent of the male officers surveyed thought it was a goocl

icleato have women as part of the patrolforce, while 18.5 pelcent were wtdecidecl

and 31.5 percent believed it was a bctd iclea lo have women on regular patrol duties

(Linden, 1980: 30). Furthelmore, Linden found that 82.4 percent of male officers

who had been paftnered with female officers answered that it ts a good idect to have

women on patlol. Thus, male officers who had extensive experience working with

female officers showed much more positive attitudes towald female police than other

males in the department (Linden, L980:77).

In comparison, a study conducted by Brown (1994:51) administered the

Patrolman's Gendel Attitude Scale to male state police officers (of various years on

the force) in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana. To obtain a male point of

view, the male patrol officers' attitudes wele investigated by using a scale of

questions designed to determine overall "attitude" as well as their attitudes towald

individual topics relating to interaction between males and females on patrol. Of the

280 questionnaires that coLrld be scored, Blown found thaf 4.6 percent strongly

cLccepted women on patrol; 27.9 percenl acceptecl;38.6 percent were split; 16.8
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percent clicl not úccept women on patrol; and7.9 percent strongly did not úccepÍ

women on patlol (4.3 pelcent were neutlal). Only 31 police officers had not

previoLrsly worked with women. Interestingly, in Brown's study, male minorities

(Blacks, Asians, etc.) were more positive than their Caucasian colleagues toward

female police officers (1994: 51). There was also a significant conelation between

the officer's age and his negative attitudes toward women, as well as between time

on the job and negative attitudes. The older the male, the less favourable he was

toward female officers. Likewise, the greater the male officer's time on the force

was comelated to a more negative attìtude toward women on patrol.

Female and Male Modes of Policing

Research on female officers' capabilities reveals no statistically significant

differences between men and women in terms of their capabilities in physical

conflicts (Brown, 1994: 50). Women have proven to be as effective as men in all

facets of police work. Although earlier studies assumed women and men were

diffelent when it came to policing, little difference was foLrnd once objective

observational methods and analysis of reported evaluations by supervisors were used

to compare the sexes. Some gendel differences have been identified by some

studies, although it would appear that these findings are rather inconsistent. Some

of this earlier research suggested that female officers were less aggressive, made

fewer anests and were less likely to engage in control-seeking than male officers

(Balkin, 1988: 30). Part of this difference may be in role socialization, but there are
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also other possibilities (Linden and Minch, 1982: 35). The lower arrest rate for

women may have been due to the fact that "many an'ests ale the result of an overly

aggressive police officel who causes a loutine incident to erupt into a near-violent

confrontation, thus forcing an anest" (Crites cited in Linden and Minch , 1982:35).

Female officers were less likely to provoke this sort of violent leaction and were

consequently less likely to have to make an arrest.

The first study of women on patrol was conducted in Washington D.C., in

1973 by Bloch and Anderson, followed by the St.Louis county study by Sherman in

1975 (Balkin, 1988; Sherman, I9l5). These studies found that male and female

police officers performed patrol work in a similar manner. Some núnor differences

noted wele that women made fewer affests and issued fewel traffic citations, and had

a less aggressive policing style as compared to the men. The men were more often

foundtobeguiltyofunbecomingcondr.rct(Balkin, 1988:31). Astudyconductedby

the California Highway Patrol in 1916 leported similar findings, with the conclusion

that it was indeed feasible to employ women in the highway patrol, since women

seemed to be performing capably (Balkin, 1988: 30). A Denver study, performed by

Bartlett and Rosenblum in l9JJ, concluded that women were equal to and as

effective as men in all categories of police work. Minor differences noted in their

study were that male officels were better shots and that female officers received

fewer public complaints, but took more sick time than the men. A New York study,

conducted by Sichel et. al. in 1978 (Balkin, 1988: 32), concluded that female and

male officers performed similarly. They were both for.rnd to Lrse the same techniques
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to gain and keep control, and were equally unlikely to use force or display a weapon.

Among the differences observed in this study wele that female officels made fewer

ailests and took more sick time, and male officers were better shots and did mole

stlenuous physical work when with a female partner (while two female partners

seemed to share the physical work mole equally). As well, citizens judged female

officels as more respectful, pleasant and competent than male officers, and citizens

exposed to female police tended to express a higher regald for the department. Thus,

although each of these studies concluded that women and men perform their policing

duties capably, the few differences noted were not consistent across the board.

Recent literature (Haynes,1993; LeBeuf and Maclean, I99J: 113; Hoffman, 2005;

Boyd, 2005.) suggests that female officers are just as capable of using weapons,

apprehending suspects, investigating crimes and meeting the physical and mental

demands of the job as their male colleagues. Women are aggressive when they have

to be and are also more patient communicators and tend to show that they care more

about helping people than their male peers (Hayes, 1993).

Women's Visibility

Men who are socialized with cultural values of male supeliority over women,

especially in the workplace, may expelience anxiety when faced with competent

women. Brown (1994: 51) suggests that female competence may not fit with some

male officers' mode of thinking. Thus, a male officer may reduce his anxiety by

distorting reality to support his view of female inferiority. His peer group of other
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male officers, supervisors and administrators often support this same reality. The

Washington (Bloch and Anderson, 1973) and St.Louis (Sherman, 1975) studies

found predominantly negative attitr-rdes by male officers towards female officels,

related to the belief that females could not respond as capably as males in violent

situations (Balkin, 1988: 32). A major reason commonly given by men is that

women are not strong or aggressive enough for patrol work.

The fact that the number of female officers represent a small proportion of

officers on the force may affect their workplace atmosphere. Kanter (1911) has

pointed out the importance of ratios (ol numbers) in understanding the behaviour of

minority group members. Police departments fit into her category of skewed

olganizations, in which the ploportion of the minority group often does not exceed

fifteen percent of the total membelship of an olganizalion. Thus, she sheds light on

the dynamics of minorities in organizations such as policing. She explains that some

women are treated as representatives of their ascribed status category, lather as

individuals. Kanter (1977:210) suggests there are three sources of problems faced

by minorities in an organization that lead to adjustment problems: visibility; contrast

(or polarization); and assimilation. Since female officers are relatively rare when

compared to the number of male officers, the minority of females tend to feel highly

"visible" and scrutinizedby the group. It is difficult to enhance one's performance

while being analyzed by male officers who may be ready to criticize at the slightest

opportunity. "Contrast" refers to instances when members of the dominant group

(male officers) exaggerate the differences between themselves and the minority
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group (female officers). For example, physical strength, or lack thereof, is

exaggerated. Female officers have often leported feelings of stress and isolation due

to being frequently evaluated by male standards (regarding physical strength and

male stereotypical norms such suppressing emotions) (Holdaway, 1998: 54).

"Assimilation" is the process by which members of the dominant group distort the

characteristics of the minority in order to fit the stereotype which the dominant

members hold. This results in role entrapment for the minority group. For instance,

Linden and Minch (1982: 72) note that for years, women were excluded from full

palticipation in the police departments, often being assigned or choosing to do

"inside"rathel than "outside" jobs. This may have been largely due to the prevalent

stereotype that females cannot survive on the streets and would be sexually assaulted

if they were to be assigned to patrol duties (Linden and Minch, L982:72). Thus,

women were not hired in great numbers, nor did they have the same pay or tlaining,

creating obstacles in obtaining plomotions.

More recent studies focusing on female officers' stress found that some

women leave policing due to discrimination, sexist attitudes and sexual harassment

fi'om male police officers and supelvisors (More, 1992; Seagram and Stark-Adamec,

1992; Bartol et. al; 1992). The soulces of police officers' stress are comparable

between male and female officers with regard to experiencing tragedy and burnout;

howeveL, female officers note working in a male-dominated environment and

incompatibility with male partners to be a source of stress that males did not mention

(Mole, 1992; Seagram and Stalk-Adamec,1992; Bartol et. al; 1992). Fielding and
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Fielding (1992) note that female officers ale still looked upon in a negative light by

male officers because of lack of pliysical strength and the belief by male officers that

female officers are better suited to cale fol family than fol police work. A study by

Sims (2003:286-7) repofts that76 percent of officers believe that women ale just as

capable of thinking logically as men (the other quarter do not agree with this

statement) and 14 percent believe that there ale many jobs fol which men should be

given preference over women in being hired and promoted. Eighty-three percent of

Sims' sample (which consisted of 807o male officers) aglee that discrimination

against women is still a problem.

Some researchers (Vega and Silverman, 1982) have suggested that attitudes

of male officels toward their female counterparts will improve the more males and

females are partnered together. Sims (2003) found that time spent in contact with

female officers was inversely related to ovefi sexism. This means that "as tìme spent

with female officers increases, the likelihood of having negative attitr.rdes toward

women decreases" (p.29I). She also found that manied males had more positive

perceptions of women than non-maried males, which suggests that the more time

male officers spend in the company of women, on or off the job, the more likely they

will have more favourable attitudes toward women (Sims, 2003:293). Fut1.,hermore,

Sims (2003) adds that the more male officers experience contact with female

officers, the more opportunity they have to re-examine theil pelception of women's

policing abilities. Although longitudinal studies legarding the changing views of

male offìcers toward female officers are few and far between, because the Winnipeg
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Police Department consists of only l4 percent women, many male officers will not

get the opportunity to work extensively with a female officer. Nonetheless, if the

number of female officers was to rise, there is hope that positive experiences with

females as partners will shed negative female stereotypes and prejr-rdices in male

officers' perceptions.

Job Satisfaction

The obstacles women face in their male-dominated workplace due to theil gender

work to influence theil job satisfaction. In addition to the reported male police

officels' negative attitudes, women in policing face other challenges which play a

part in theil experiences on the force. These include family responsibilities, role

strain at work, sexual harassment and family and matemity issues (LeBeuf, 1996:24;

Price 1996: 2). Job satisfaction is important in that it increases loyalty and motivates

employees to peform well (Greene, 1989). Measuling woLkers' job satisfaction

levels may be complex, given the many factors which affect employees' satisfaction.

Job satisfaction is the degree to which an individual feels positively or

negatively about various aspects of the job. It represents the personal meaning or

perceived quality of one's job and associated work experiences (Duxbury and

Higgins,200l: l8). Job satisfaction may be measured in many diffelent ways,

depending on what issues researchers wish to focus on. In his study of police officer

satisfaction and implications for community-oriented policing, Greene (1989: 175)

incorporated several variables he believed were important in measudng job
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satisfaction of police officers. These job satisfaction measures included: (1) growth

needs satisfaction (the breadth of assigned duties); (2) motivation (enthusiasm and

enjoyment of the job); (3) security satisfaction (ability to control and direct one's

own behaviour); (4) satisfaction with co-workers; (5) satisfaction with supervisor;

and (6) pay satisfaction. Gleene found thatjob satisfaction has different effects on

officels' perceptions of community policing, depending on the type of job

satisfaction being measuled. As officer motivation and satisfaction with co-workers

increased, so too did their perceptions of community support (Greene, L989: I7).

However, the study found that the higher the satisfaction of security in their jobs, the

lower theil pelceptions of community support. This supports the notion that "certain

officers may protect and ìnsulate themselves from community interactions when it

is felt that such contacts decrease the officer's ability to direct and control his or her

actions" (Gleene,1989:179). In other words, the less concemed with job seculity the

officers were, the more likely they wele to view the community in a suppoftive way.

Therefore, Greene's study points out that researchers need to explore why people ale

drawn to police work in telms of the types of satisfaction they are seeking from the

job. It is clear from this study that measuring police officers' job satisfaction is a

complex issue.r

This complexity is one of the reasons why I chose to use both a short quantitative survey and fàce-to-
face interviews. As I discuss in Chapter Two, I was able to see how fèmale officers view their job
ovelall and also explore the specifìc challenges they overcome daily. The women's satisfaction stems
not only tì'orn working with the pubtic but from their relationships with their co-workers and superiors,
and from balancing fàmily and work lesponsibilities. Therefbre, while I researched genelal measures
of satisfaction in the sulvey, specific measures of satisfaction were obtained in the interview, in order
to understand women's specifìc experiences in depth.
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Job satisfaction may be measured by a mr.rltitude of variables deemed

impoltant to the wolking lives of police officers. Although past research on job

satisfaction has been measured in many ways by different researchers, it is difficult

to fincl research focusing specifically on the issue of female officers' job satisfaction.

However, Fry and Greenfield (1980), Linden (1980) and Holdaway and Parker'

(1998) have included various measures of job satisfaction levels in theil research.

Fry and Greenfield (1980: 123-126) examined attitr,rdinal differences between

male officels and female officers. Sr-rrvey data on general satisfaction, job

commitment, role conflict and ambiguity were obtained from 529 male and 21

female patrol officers in an American Midwest police department. The research

instrument used a series of aheady existing general close-ended questions on job

satisfaction, commitment, role conflict and ambiguity. "Role conflict" was defined

as the degree of incongruity of expectations associated with a role. "Role ambiguity"

was conceptualized as the lack of clarity of role expectations and the degree of

uncertainty legalding the outcomes of one's role performance. Further to this,

seven questions pertaining to job stress were asked, using a 5-point Likert scale.

Among the findings, Fry and Greenfield (1980: 125) note that, "theLe is some

indication that olganizational factors, and not personal ones such as gender, account

for satisfaction, commitment, role conflict and job stress in the workplace."

The researchers believed that the lack of significant differences may be

attributed to the fact that men and women were facing similar task environments and
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organizational control systems within the strict bureaucracy and chain of commands

within policing. They concluded that "women who pursue nontraditional careers

reject sex role stereotypes and . . . once in those positions, they have needs, motives,

and values similal to men who also are in those positions" (Terborg,7977:658

quoted in Fry and Greenfield, 1980: 125).

Fry and Greenfield's study may not be an accurate representation of the

expeliences of men and women on the force, as the participants of the study were not

able to adequately communicate theil experiences. The use of general close-ended

questions may not have plobed specific issues facing women in policing which affect

job satisfaction, such as wolk and family conflict, perceived ability to become

promoted, work lelationships with other officels, etc. Fry and Greenfield's findings

seem to contradict much literature wdtten in the area of policing, especially

legarding male and female experiences of their wolk environment. Other research

has for,rnd that men and women officers worked in very different environments

within the one police department, with intenial and external factors contributing to

a highly differentiated, gendered structure of employment (Holdaway and Parker,

1998: 53)

In her study of Canadian employees, Duxbury analyzedover 1,000 additional

comments written at the end of an extensive close-ended questionnaire on the

balance of family and work and job satisfaction. She states, "'Who were these

Canadians talking to when they wrote their comments? Some were talking to us, the

researchers. They were telling us what their lives are really like and elaborating on
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issues that did not fit neatly into a five-point scale" (Duxbury et aL, 2003: 73).

Obtaining these voluntary comments allowed for open dialogue with respondents

legarding their pelsonal experiences of balancing wolk and home-life. This allowed

the researchers to better understand the issues they were intent on leaming. Thus, it

is uncertain whether Fry and Greenfield were able to capture important experiences

related to gendel using their general close-ended population research instrument.

One study that incorporated questions of gender differences and job

satisfaction was conducted in England in 1995 (Holdaway and Parker, 1998: 40-60).

These lesearchers studied women officers' experiences and perceptions of their

police environment. Following a series of focus groups for men and women officers,

and selective interviews with senior officers, a questionnaile incorporating topics

relevant to equal opportunities and experiences of employment was given to all 411

women officers serving in the constabulary and a stratified, random sample of 561

male officers with rank and job title as sampling criteria (Holdaway and Parker,

1998: 43). Two hundred and sixty three women (64Vo) and 320 men (57%io),

respectively, completed the questionnaire. Contrary to the findings of Fry and

Greenfield, Holdaway and Parker noted some significant diffelences between female

officers and male officers. These findings pertained to differences in various aspects

of preferred police work, fulfilment of aspirations, promotional differences, equal

opportunities and career encouragement, and conflict between home and work.

Although Holdaway and Palker's study found a consensus of occupational values

between men and women and that both greatly value the climinal aspect of their job,
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the study also foLlnd that conflicts between home and wolk werc generally sharper

for female officer s. Their findings also suggest that because of these conflicts, some

women are excluded fi'om full participation in the police (Holdaway and Parker,

1998: 58). This exch-rsion is evident in the lower prestige given to certain

assignments predominantly assigned to women (assignments often having to do with

women and youth). This exclusion is also evident in the Criminal Investigation

Department's (CID) perceived "discdminatory and exclusionary plactices that were

disliked by women officeLs" (Holdaway and Parker, 1998: 59). Moreover, women

repolted having to work hardel than men to achieve a parity of acceptance and had

to avoid mistakes in their work for feal of criticism that women are not as able as

male officers. With regards to family, significantly more women than men denied

being a parent when at work. They believed that mentioning childcare commitments

made it difficult to work overtime or certain shifts, that their colleagues would

interpret this as evidence of unsuitability for police work (Holdaway and Parker,

1998: 53). By using focus groups and obtaining the officer's verbal naratives,

Holdaway and Parker wele able to break down the key issues pertaining to female

and male police officers that encompass job satisfaction thror.rgh actual job

experiences (a method also adopted in the present study).

Work - Family Conflict

Job satisfaction is greatly affected by family life. Balancing the demands of work

and home often conflict and place workers in a position of having to chose between
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one or the other. This sttain leads to stress as the employee is being pulled by both

sides to meet his/her responsibilities. Because women ale still the primary caretakers

of the home, they feel pulled between home and work more so than their male peers.

In order to understand job satisfaction, researchers need to look at not only the

immediate experiences on the job, but also how the job spills into the rest of their

respondents'lives.

Duxbuly (2001) has conducted research on work and family balance in the

public and plivate sectors and small business and technology companies, foL which

overl00,000Canadianshavebeensurveyedorinterviewed. Herresearchhasshown

a negative relationship between job satisfaction and work stress, work-family

conflict, absenteeism and intent to quit. A positive relationship has been observed

between job satisfaction and olganizational commitment, malital satisfaction, life

satisfaction, and mental and physical health (Duxbury and Higgins,200l: 19).

Various measures of job satisfaction were used, including: satisfaction with the job

in general; satisfaction with pay; work hours; work schedule; and work tasks.

Duxbury also found other measures which influence job satisfaction, such as: job

stress level; the extent to which the job affects family life and vice versa;

organizational commitment; and role overload (Duxbuly and Higgins, 2001:3,19).

Among hel findings, she states that "People who can't balance [wolk/life] have

lower levels of job satisfaction. They are less committed to their organizations, and

less loyal. They report higher job stress and they're more likely to be absent from

work as well as take a higher number of days off' (Duxbury, 2001).
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Stone and Lovejoy (2004:65) studied women formerly in the labour force

working in male-dominated positions and the reasons why they left. The major three

reasons why women left were: work inflexibility (those working the 'mommy track'

were stigm atized and did not receive promotions); the pull of children (need for good

daycare and emotional needs of children); and husband's attitudes (husbands would

not pick up the slack at home; that wives work was secondaly to his; and husbands

did not help with child rearing responsibilities).

In Hochschild's (1997) study of a large corpolation (Amerco), she reported

that survey after survey indicated that wolking families at every level in the company

were stlained to the limit due to trying to balance work with home-life. She states

that three-quarters of women and half of men agleed that "It is hard for me to

manage work and family/personal lesponsibilities." Fufihermore, 60 percent of

women and 50 percent of men said that their health suffers as a result of meeting

both family and work responsibilities (Hochschild, 1997:21).

When housewolk andemployment are studied, women seem to bealthe blunt

of household chores more than their male counterparts. Hochschild (1989) studied

working parents' second shift (in the home) and noted that women often devalued

theil paid work and that theil husband's wolk and leisure time seemed mole

important than their own (p.98-109). At times, the strain between the second shift

at home and full-time work led some women to quit their jobs all together. The

majority of men in Hochschild's study did not share the load at home to the same

extent as theil wives. Some men refused outr-ight while others "Lefused more
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passively, often offeling a loving shouldel to lean on, an understanding ear as their

working wife faced the conflict they both saw as hers" (Hochschild, 1989: 7). Both

husband and wife in her study saw the conflict between paid work and house work

as the women's problem. She suggests, "One reason women take a deeper interest

than men in the ploblem of juggling wolk and family life is that even when husbands

happily shared the houls of work, their wives felt more resportsible for home and

children" (Hochschild, 1989: 7). She noticed that women had a greater sense of

detail and noticed things husbands did not - the child's nails needed to be cut, the

Halloween costume sewn, a gift mr.rst be purchased for a classmates birthday part!,

doctor appointments made, play dates etc. (Hochschild, 1989: 4-10). Women find

a wide variety of things that need to be done in the home without being lelegated to

do them. Women spent mole time taking care of household chores which ale

constant and repetitive tasks (washing, cleaning, cooking, tending to children's

needs). Men'sdivisionoflabourcenteredaloundthingsthatwerenotofimmediate

urgency, such as mowing the lawn or repairing an appliance. Hoschschild (1989: 8)

also found that women perform a multitude of tasks at once - fold laundry, write

shopping list, watch child, vacuum - while men more often do one thing or another

- take the child to the palk orcook dinner. Hochschild (1989:7) also found a 'leisure

gap' in the home, where men were allocated mole leisule time and women were not.

During women's second shift they try to be supermom (by squeezing in as much

quality time before bedtime); they redefine "needs" at home (how much time the
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child should spend with the sitter or with her); and re-define personal needs (by

cutting back time with friends in order to meet home demands).

DLrxbury also addresses gendel differences in the experiences of work-life

conflict. In both her 1991 and 2001 samples, female respondents (regaldless of

whether or not they had children) reported highel levels of perceived stress and

deplession than male respondents, and mothers reported higher levels of stress and

depression than females who were not parents. On the other hand, parental status

was found to have little impact on stress or deplession levels fol the men in the

sample (Duxbury and Higgins, 2001: 33).

Thus, women are still the main caretakers of the home andfamily unit as well

as having to deal with their own employment responsibilities. Work satisfaction

does not stop at woLk, but spills into the lives of workers. Likewise, family life

affects the stress felt by workers while on the job. This struggle to juggle may be

especially difficult for women who still carry the main responsibility of maintaining

the family home. Some women qLrit work not because they do not enjoy their job,

but because they are not satisfied with the way work demands create a struggle in

theil family life. Unforlunately, thele comes a point for some women where a

balance cannot be met without sacrificing one or the other.

Promotion and Discrimination

Although women have gained access to positions formerly barred to them, such as

policing, they are still denied full equality in the workplace, which ultimately affects
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the satisfaction with theirjob. Gregory (2003:1) points out that even though women

can now secure powerful professional, academic and corporate positions once

reserved for men, the ever present 'glass ceiling' still deters the advancement of large

segments of the female workforce. He contends that sex discrimination has not been

eliminated. There exists discrimination in workplace policies and practices that

adversely affect women with children and pregnant women (Glegory, 2003: I).

Perceived job discrimination is a major factor in the level of job satisfaction

experienced by female officers. Price (1996: 5) found in her study that women in

urban policing expressed a high level of cynicism about policing as a career and

many felt anger towald their depaltment and job. These female officers cited

conflicts between working houls and personal life, lack of opportunity and

advancement, as well as negative attitudes of male officers and supervisors as the

main leasons for their disillusionment with police work.

Moleover, job satisfaction decreases when women experience discrimination

in work assignments, promotions and recommendations for promotion.

Understandably, female officers do not want to simply represent a statistical

requirement forced upon the police depafiment by the goverïment or politicians.

Female police need to be recognized as full and contributing membels of the force.

Inspector Ostiguy (1991: 114) r'eflects that the police culture is such that achievers

ale considered "pushy," particularly when it comes to women. Furthermore, those

who stand out receive little credit. Ostiguy relays her own experience: "Whenever

I was promoted they often said that these promotions were good for 'the image'
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instead of crediting my skills and ability." Likewise, Gregory (2003:43) explains

that "Personal attributes presumed necessary for higher-level positions in the

business wolld are often seen as incompatible with personality charactedstics

generally associated with women." Forinstance, women are viewed as nurturing and

sensitive - traits not often looked upon as favourable in a male-dominated

workplace. On the one hand, women are perceived as lacking the aggressiveness and

dedication necessary for success; on the other hand, women who are assertive and

dedicated are often viewed as ovelly aggressive, uncooperative and unfeminine

(Gregory, 2003:43).

Seniolity plays a majol role in promotion in many police depaltments. Due

to women's failly small numbers and rather late entrance into policing, they have

lacked the seniority requiled to represent a significant proportion of female officers

in the highel ranks. Holdaway and Parker's (1998 :5 l-52) study of men and women

in an English constabulary examined why men and women had not applied for

promotion in the three years prior to the study. The researchers inquired as to the

specific reasoning of the officers who had not applled for promotion (727o of men

and787o of women). The most common factor indicated by 69 percent of the male

officers and 60 percent of the female officels were "content with position/undecided

on the futul'e." Other common reasons by men and women were "unsure where I'll

end up working if promoted" (23o/o of men and24%o of women); "have not had time

to study for exams" was mentioned by 32 percent of men and34 percent of women.

Holdaway and Parker found that:7 percent of men and24 percent of women stated
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lack of experience; 7 percent of men and 32 percent of women mentioned

insr.rfficient length of service; 5 percent of men and ll percent of women cited

potential conflict with domestic commitments; 2 percent of men and 13 percent of

women brought up difficulties in wolking the hours required/expected; 2 percent of

men and l0 percent of women cited feal of negative comments about being selected

for equal opportunity reasons lather than merit; I percent of men and 4 percent of

women said they felt discoLrraged/blocked by immediate supelvisor. These reasons

should be placed in the context of the constabulary's promotion policy, which states

that length of service and tenure are not the key determinants of promotion. In othel

words, this particular police service does not requile long lengths of time on the force

befole applying fol a plomotion. Regaldless, the dominant infonnctl view held by

the organization is that tenure is the most important qualification for plomotion.

Consequently, since women are fairly "new" to policing, the view that tenure is the

most important determinant in promotion sustains the under-representation of

women within the promoted ranks (Holdaway and Parker, 1998:52). Also, the

statistics above show that women mentioned home-care responsibilities as reasons

they did not apply for promotion to a greater extent than men.

Women experience interruptions to their career that men do not experience.

Stone and Lovejoy (2004:63) explain that although the majority of women with

plofessional degrees ale working, they are out of the labour force at a rate roughly

three times that of their male counterparts and overwhelmingly cite 'family

responsibility' as the reason. This intemuption affects their plomotional
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opportllnities and job experience levels and for some affects their pay. Gregoly

(2003:7) states that 4 percent of the highest ranking corporate officers of Fortune

500 companies in 1999 were female. Women comprise only 2.7 percent of highest-

paid corporate officers but even at the highest levels of the cotporate hierarchy,

women are paid less than men (Gregory,2003: 7). In fact, the average lifetime

cumulative earnings of a fifty-year old woman is $496,000, while that of a fifty year

old man is $ 1.1 million. Because of a lifetime history of lowel pay and interruptions

due to women's care-giving responsibilities, women retirees earn less than one-half

the pension income of men (Gregoly, 2003:7). Thus, the cost of career intenuptions

are significant to women. Individually women bear them directly in the form of lost

salary, or blocked ol slowed advancement (Stone and Lovejoy,2004:64). These

intenuptions account for as much as one-third of the gender gap in earnings and

partly explain the relative absence of women in the upper echelons of most

professions (Stone and Lovejoy,2004: 64).

In 1991 the U.S. congress created a Glass Ceiling Commission to study and

recommend measures to eliminate the "artificial barriers to the advancement of

women and minorities" (Glegory (2003: 10). In i995 the commission issued a report

which affirmed the continuing presence of barriels in the form of false stereotypes

and perceptions held by companies. These include notions that: women do not want

to work; they are less committed to careers than men; they are not tough enough to

succeed in the business world; they ale generally unwilling ol unable to work long

or unusual hours; they are unable to relocate geographically; they are unable or
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unwilling to make decisions; and they are not sufficiently aggressive but instead are

too passive and too emotional (Gregory, 2003: 8).

Given that companies were found to have these perceptions when it comes

to women succeeding in upper levels of management, it is no wonder women's

satisfaction with promotion at work is hindered. Gregory (2003:8) explains that it

is difficult for women to enter a career path that will take them to higher positions

when they are likely to be placed in support-staff positions, such as personnel, human

resources, public relations, communications and customer service. These positions,

which are fairly easy for women to get into, have no movement between staff and

'line positions' to get promotions (Gregory, 2003:8). Women are less likely during

the course of their careers to be assigned to positions that lead them to seniot

management.

There have been measut'es taken by companies to be aware of the glass

ceiling, although having a law in place is not enough for women to advance. Strict

employee policies explain that women mLlst be treated no less favourably than

similally situated men (Gregory,2003:102). However, this policy does not lead to

equality as long as women are the primaly care-givels in the home. Glegory (2003:

102) explains that ".Women must fulfill their family lesponsibilities while employed

in a work environment designed by men with far fewer family obligations." He

states that men relied on wives to mind the home while they put their efforts into

their workplace. The workplace is built on male rules, especially where males

dominate the work population. 'Women struggle to succeed at both. Strict equal
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opportunity laws do not mean that women's special circumstances will change and

they will be able to work comfortably at the same level as men. These policies hold

"motheLs to a male model of competition in which they cannot equally compete"

(Gregory, 2003: 102). Thus, as long as women are primary care-givers in the home

and as long as policies are built by men for men, no amount of laws or cotpolate

policies on equal workforce participation will help because women's situations are

not those of their male counterpalts.

Sexism, Sexual Harassment and Gender Discrimination

Sexism and sexual harassment by peers and superiors negatively affects female

officers' job satisfaction. When women participate in activities considered to be

gender inappropriate (such as policing), they may become targets of sexism or gender

discrimination. To be more specific, sexism is the subotdination of one sex, usually

female, based on the assumed sr-rperiority of the other sex (Kendall et al, 2000: 340).

Sexism directed at women has thlee components: (1) Negative attitudes toward

women; (2) stereotypical beliefs that leinforce, complement or justify the prejudice

and (3) discrimination - acts that exclude, distance or keep women separate (Lott,

1994 citedin Kendall et al, 2000: 340). Sexism is not a foreign expelience to female

police officers. In a study conducted by 'Wexler and Logan (1983: 48), eighty

percent of female police officers reported high levels of stress alising from the

negative attitudes of male officers toward female officers. The female officels

experienced the same job-related stress as males (fol example, dealing with the
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criminal justice system and living with potential danger), but the single greatest

sollrce of stress fol the female officers was the negative attitudes of male peers

(Balkin, 1988: 33). These negative attitudes are manifested in many ways, but most

often by asking questions about the female officer's sexual orientation, expressing

blatant anti-woman comments and the lefusal to even talk to female officels, even

while patrolling together. One female officer illustrates an incident in her training

period when her male field training officer said, "this is my personal opinion; I don't

think you should be in this job. You should go home and have babies" (Wexler and

Logan, 1983: 50).

The StctttLs ofWomeninCcLncLdictnPolicirzg (SolicitolGeneLal, 1993), amajor

study of women in law enforcement, looked at the police departments in Moncton

N.8., London Ont., Ontario's Halton Region, and Delta,8.C., together with RCMP

detachments in Burnaby and Surey B.C. Sixty-five pelcent of the women who took

part in the study reported thele was sexual harassment in policing, but that most of

it was "manageable"(Solicitor General, 1993: 151). Sexist or suggestive comments

were accepted as part of the job. Researchers have found that occupations where

women tend to be a minority, and where there is a male work culture (such as

policing), tend to experience a higher incidence of sexual harassment (Solicitor

General, 1993). Twenty-three percent of those interviewed said that anti-harassment

policies were inadequate and did not precisely define what the term 'harassment'

actually entailed. Eight percent of female respondents indicated that harassment was

a serious problem that could be found at all levels of the rank and structure. Many
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female officers refused to use the harassment policy for fear of greater persecution

from management and co-workers (Solicitor General, L993:152). As Swiss (2004:

302) describes, some women extricate themselves fi'om difficult situations by

changing jobs while claiming other reasons for their move. The fact that women

have had to accept sexual harassment as palt of the job hinders attempts of true

organizational integration, since it is the whistle blower who is affected by job

reprisal, social rejection and peer disapproval (Swiss, 204:302).

The literature suggests that some male supelvisors may also exacerbate the

problem of sexual harassment in the workplace. Some may be unsympathetic to

complaints of sexual harassment because they cannot envision the threat themselves

(Brown, 1994: 5l). Likewise, command staff who tell or laugh at risque jokes

encourage similar behaviour in their suboldinates. A captain who explains a female

officer's anger or iffitability on the basis of stereotyped, gender-related "illness"

encourages those same views among the ranks (Thomann et al, 1994: 35). This

"harmless" everyday behavioulencourages the views of women's subordination and

results in intolelable working conditions fol many female officers.

According to Glegory (2003:21), sexual harassment is widesplead and will

more likely than not present a problem for nearly every working woman some point

in their lives. Sexual harassment leflects an unequal power relationship usually

between males and females, which tends to cleate a hostile wolk environment for the

woman (Gregory, 2003:21). Sexualharassment by male co-workers expresses the

ancient lule that women should be sexually available to men. It reminds women that
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they are not equal to men in the workplace, no matter what laws or policies apply.

It means that no matter how much she works to be a contributing member of the

group, a woman is ultimately defined by her body as a male possession (Gregory,

2003:21). In male-dominated professions women are seen as sexual objects before

they are seen as respected peers (Miller, 1986:59; Lemish 2004:53; Martin, 1980:

196). Men have made roles for women of eithel the seductress, the princess or the

mother-figure, which work to preclude women's full inclusion in male-dominated

workplaces by increasing women's vulnerability and insecurity on the job (Pogrebin

and Poole, 1997:49; Lemish, 2004:53; Miller, 1986:59; Martin, 1980: 196).

Sexualjoking and crude language also decrease the satisfaction of women at

work and are common among police officers (Martin, 1980: 144). When men use

sexualjokes about their female peers, it acts to suboldinate them. Martin (1980:

144-149) explains that the joking is asymmetrical because men are permitted to joke

about women's bodies, but women do not conversely joke about men since it would

be seen as "crude." Furthermore, women cannot joke with the men on the same level

because women ale usually the butt of the jokes. Sexual joking makes the solidarity

among the men stronger, whiÌe still treating the women as 'other'' (Pogrebin and

Poole, 1997: 48:'Levin, 200I: 126).

The sexualjokes and language used in police departments ultimately debase

women and create a chilly climate for women to work in. Derogatory language used

against women construct a climate where women are not part of the team. Remlinger

(2005) explains that people construct gendeled identities and practice these identities
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through theil language. By men debasing women in jokes and everyday talk, it

reinforces male power. "GendeL and sexuality are theoletically interconnected.

Ideas about being women and men transfer in theory to assumptions about the body

and the physical practice of sex; distinctions that set women and men apart in

dichotomous gender categories are based on physical body distinctions" (Remlinger,

2005: ll4). In this way, language creates opposites - either men or women; either

stlaight or gay. Men and women become opposite of each other no mattel how many

similalities might exist. This opposition is also felt in the division of work between

men and women and what is deemed appropriate behaviour for each gender. Power

and dominance are negotiated through language. Remlinger's (2005: 119) study of

classroom gendeled language-use found that women tend to be represented in terms

of their sexuality and appearance while men were described with regard to their

behaviour, intellect and attitude. She also for.rnd that language linked women and

men's sexual practices. Remlinger (2005: 134) concludes that the construction of

speech has an undelcunent of androcentrism, which fosters traditionally masculine

values. This perspective reinforces the dichotomization of gender roles and

expectations and maintains women as inferiol to males.

Conclusion

Research has revealed that although there are policies encouraging the full

integration of women into policing, the male police organizational culture has left

many female officers feeling less than fully integrated into the service. Str.rdies
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conducted by Linden(1980) and Brown(1994) show that a significant number of

male officers expressed sexist attitudes toward women in policing, both in the past

and the present.

The positive or negative experiences of female officers while on the job

affect their overall view of policing. Studies in policing have pointed to numerous

ways in which job satisfaction may be measured. In ordel to explole the satisfaction

and gendered experiences of women in policing, it becomes necessary to incorporate

specific issues or questions based on the litelature on women in policing and women

and work. Some of these issues include: conflicts in balancing the responsibilities

of work and home-life; role strain and stress due to work; perceived job

discdmination by supervisors and/or co-workers; perceived promotional

opportunities; and sexism and harassment from peers and superiors.

Gender--r-elated modes of policing, that is, whether males and females

"police" differently, was studied extensively by early police researchers to explore

whether female officers were as capable as male officers of satisfactot'y work

performance. Although all studies repofi that women perform the same as men, there

is still a perception that women do not belong in policing. This is caried over in

male officers' sexist language and jokes used to create a solidarity among males

while keeping women as separate from the team. Although female officers seem to

accept instances of sexism and harassment as a manageable hindrance in the

workplace, to work under such conditions can lead to stress and lowered job

satisfaction. Many women feel they cannot complain fol fear of reprisal from their'
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peers or superiors. Furthermore, harassment and sexist jokes which debase women

relegate them to an inferior position on the team, which ultimately affects their

attempts at promotion.

Although the number of female officers has risen considerably over the past

30 years, research has illustlated that this road has been a long one, paved with

obstacles. Female officers are not yet fully integrated into policing. In my study,

I set out to investigate whether there are still gender challenges being faced by the

women of the WPS regarding sexism, promotional constraints, gender

disclimination, camaladerie issues, family and work issues and more (which I

discuss in subsequent chapters) Based on the literature review, I suspected that

sexism and gender discrimination still exist, but I wanted to know how this

specifically occuned in the women's everyday lives and lived experiences on the

force. Furthermore, giving female officers a chance to express theil personal views

and experiences regarding their wolkplace has led me to understand some of the

coping strategies and dynamics of what it means to be a woman in a male-dominated

profession. Before these topics ale explored, the following chaptel will discr-rss the

methodology used in my study.



This study was undertaken using a case study apploach. In order to understand the

challenges female police officels face in a male-dominated workplace, it was

important to obtain their stolies and points of view on how they perceive their

environment. Bill Gillham (2000: l) defines a 'case' as: a unit of human activity

embedded in the leal world; which can only be studied or understood in context;

which exists in the hele and now; that merges in with its context so that precise

boundaries are difficult to draw. Robert Yin (2003: 15) explains that case studies

can be based on any mix of qualitative and quantitative evidence. Case studies are

a main method, within which different sub-methods are used, such as: interviews,

observations, documents and record analysis (Gillham, 2000: 13). In othel words,

in a multi-method approach, data ale collected by different methods but bearing on

the same issue. The present study is based on qualitative face-to-face interviews

with 25 female police officels flom the Winnipeg Police Service. A short

quantitative questionnaire on genelal job satisfaction levels was also administeled

to each participant. As well, I obtained statistics regalding the police officers' ranks,

lesignation rates and female unit composition fi'om the WPS and was given

permission to use their Collective Agreement and othel pertinent documentation on

maternity leave and job-sharing.

Qualitative methods are especially useful in capturing people's subjective

experiences. Although qualitative methods have been crittcized as being 'soft' or

CHAPTER TWO
METHODOLOGY
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subjective and not based on hard-cole experiments or facts (Gillham, 2000: 10), there

are many positive aspects in using this technique. A powerful argument for using

qualitative methods to answer questions in some settings lies in the fact that "human

behaviour, thoughts and feelings ale paltly detemined by their context. If you want

to understand people in leal life, you have to study them in theil context and in the

way they operate" (Gillham, 2000: 1l). In order to study women's expeliences in

policing, I explore their expeliences and their pelceptions withthem. Gillham (2000:

t2) explains that "How people feel, behave and think can only be understood if you

get to know their world and what they are tlying to do in it. 'Objectivity' can ignore

data important for an adequate undelstanding." By conducting face-to-face

interviews with participants I was able to probe and plompt them for a further

undelstanding of what they were saying. By interviewing, I was able to clarify their

points of view with them to ensule I was undelstanding their experiences.

During the course of the interviews, the women were able to relay

experiences that were crucial to understanding their pelceptions of theil workplace.

These included expeliences of matemity leave, female camaraderie within the

service, perceived promotional issues, gendel discrimination, modes of policing and

harassment. Gillham (2000: 62) explains that, "If matedal is sensitive in character

so that trust is involved people will disclose things in a face-to-face interview that

they will rzo¡ disclose in an anonymous questionnaire." Therefore, I was able to

obtain richer infolmation from the women themselves rather than relying solely on

answers to a survey questionnaire.
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A common concelr with the use of case studies is whether the answers from

a few people can be generali zed lo incorporate a greater population. Yin (2003 : 10)

argues that case studies, Iike expetiments, are generaltzable to the theoretical

propositions and not to populations or universes. He states that the case study's goal

is to expand and generalize theories (analytic generalizations) not to enumerate

frequencies. In other words, the goal is to do a "generalizing" and not a

"particularizing" analysis. Therefore, using a case study to understand women in

policing may not be generalized to encompass the specific experiences of all women

in male-dominated spheres, but the thentes produced from the interviews (for

instance, that female officers wolk in an environment ruled by male-cultural norms)

wele similar to women in other male dominated areas, and palticularly to other

female officers in othel police departments. My case study, therefore, deals with a

select group of women and how they perceive their envilonment at a particular snap-

shot in time. Thus, although not generalizable to the general public, this study is

useful fol understanding the situations of these women at this time, and can also be

used in the futule to compare the pelceptions of the women "then" and "now."

Another concern with case study research, especially those using an interview

format, is the possibility of introducing social desirability and interviewer bias,

potentially affecting participants' answers (Backstrom and Hursh-Cesar, 1981: l8).

Thele is a fear that participants' may answer in ways they think are favourable to the

interviewer and a fear that the researcher will analyze or read into the participants

answers. Backstrom and Hursh Cesar (1981: 36) explain that, "a good lesearch

design can identify in advance our biases and inadequacies and plan ahead how to
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deal with them - how to control, measure and reduce them." Simply being aware

that bias could occur made me very conscious of not leaning one way ol another on

any topic discussed, but to ask without expecting a certain answer. In essence, the

women were the experts in the study, and my purpose was to leam fi'om them. By

being aware of my own biases, I was able to make a conscious effort not to expose

them to my palticipants, so that they would not be influenced by what I think. Also,

by using a semi-structured interview, I was able to obtain responses to the same sets

of questions, so that I could compare the experiences of all female officels in the

study. I also gave the women freedom to introduce other experiences I had not asked

them about, but which they felt were impoftant in understanding their situation.

To supplement the interviews, I administered a short survey to the end of

eachinterviewtoobtainasummaryofwomen'sjobsatisfaction. Whilethewomen's

general views about satisfaction in the wolkplace were positive, I found there was

a lack of fit with the generally positive answers shown and the sometimes gnm

experiences they described in the interview. This finding suggests that although the

women show an overall satisfaction with their workplace, the survey alone did not

allow them to expless the complexities of their experiences, which they revealed in

the interview portion of the study. This reaffirms that using a survey alone would

have had limited merit in understanding the women's complex experiences in

working in a male-dominated workplace. To a large extent, implementing the survey

method has allowed me compare the women's "black and white" survey answers to

the rich content given to me during the face-to-face interviewing. Using the survey
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should only be used to compliment the rich information given in an interview.

As was mentioned, case studies may involve many methods of data

collection, including accessing data fi'om documents and reports. Since my

intelviews deal with women's perceptions and experìences, I decided it would be

important to supplement their accounts with information from the Winnipeg Police

Service as well. Although the WPS has very limited resources for certain data I was

interested in obtaining,I was able to receive valuable information from the Winnipeg

Police Association's collectìve agreement, from available maternityinformation and

job sharing information, as well as numbers regarding how many women are in

certain positions on the force and how many women have left the force in the past

six years compared to men. Most women reported in the short survey that they had

high levels of overall job-satisfaction, which could be compared to how many

women have left the service lecently for leasons other than retirement. It would have

been useful to know reasons why officers leave, but they are not required to give a

reason upon lesigning. Further to this, women explained that they do not receive

enough information regarding maternity leave andjob sharing, thus it was important

for me to understand what type of information was actually available to them.

Because women also expressed that there were certain units where female officers

were under-represented, I was interested in assessing this issue by obtaining these

statistics from the WPS. This type of information gathering has helped to situate the

women's perceptions and understand their challenges.
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SAMPLE SELECTION

After sending a lettel to Police Chief Jack Ewatski, I was granted permission to

interview female police officers of the Winnipeg Police Service. Superintendent

Conine Scott of the Winnipeg Police Service was assigned as my contact person.

I thought of many different ways I could solicit the help of female officers to

palticipate in the study, such as snow-ball sampling, or putting up a poster soliciting

participants. Snow-ball sampling, however, would not allow me the level of

randomness I wanted to achieve. I believed that by using snow-ball sampling, I

could encounter the possibility of obtaining the views of women who were "friends"

with the participants - this may mean they work in the same area, be of similal age

and seniolity and perhaps hold similar views on policing topics. I wanted women of

many aÌeas in policing and of valying ages and seniority. The poster method of

soliciting lespondents seemed to be a good choice; however, I ran into the problem

of 'where' to put the posters so that the women would see them and respond to them

and not simply pass by. Officers are not all in one building, but work in many

detachments or divisions. Finally, I decided that if I could obtain a list of the

officels' names, I could perform a systematic random sampling. Aftel discussing

this with Superintendent Scott, I was given a list of approximately 150 current

female officers, from which the sampling frame was drawn. The list was helpful in

that it was in ordel of seniority, so I was able to obtain participants from varying

positrons on the force and of various years of selvice.

In using systematic random sampling, I drew a sample by taking the list of

potential participants and choosing every third name on the list, with a random
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starting point. In total, 82 letters were mailed out to female officels' homes (I found

this to be more pelsonal than pr.rtting it in their work mail boxes). Lettels were

mailed out in batches of twenty until 25 interviews were obtained. I for.rnd it more

useful to obtain participants in batches, since many times oul interview times and

dates changed. Response rate was slow in the summer and early fall months, but

increased in the winter months.

The letters sent to the officers described the study and asked for the officers'

voluntary participation (see Appendix A). The letter outlined the purpose of the

study, participant's rights and assurance of confidentiality. My name, pelsonal

phone number and email address were included in the letter as a means for interested

palticipants to contact me. Messages were left on my private voice-mail, where I

was the only person who had access to the messages.

Superintendent Scott prepared a cover lettel encouraging the officers'

participation in the study and emphasizing the importance of the study to the police

service. This cover letter was included in the envelope with my letter'. I was

fortunate to have had permission from the Winnipeg Police Service to conduct my

study quite independently fi'om them, while still gaining enough information to

contact the women on my own without anyone's knowledge of who the participants

were.

THE INTERVIBW PROCESS

I quickly found that trying to obtain scheduled interviews with the female officers

could be somewhat challenging. Most officers worked on rotating shifts, which
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often hindered theil ability to make initial appointments and keep scheduled ones.

The officers also had court appearances and overtime to contend with. Thlee mole

officels were interested in being part of my study, but we were never able to make

contact with one another due to scheduling incompatibilities. Sometimes I had to

reschedule appointments two or three times to obtain one interview. Nonetheless,

I was satisfied in obtaining my goal of 25 interviews, since they were long interviews

and much more specific and rich in content than I had originally expected.

Once contact was made between myself and the interested female officers,

interviews were schedLrled at the officer's convenience or during on-duty overlap

days at the officer''s choice of location. Ovellap days ale peliods when shift

schedules mean that two different shifts are on duty at the same time. Since the WPS

has extla staff on duty during this time, the respondents can be interviewed without

affecting police services. In order to maintain confidentiality, each respondent was

assigned a number, with their conesponding names attached to a different list, kept

separate fiom the interview information. It was necessary to keep a list of names of

the women until data analysis was complete, in case there was a need to clarify a

respondent's answer. Contact information was kept until a preliminary repofi of my

study was mailed to each officel in October of 2004.

Prior to the beginning of the interview, I went ovel the informed consent

form and requested respondents to sign it befole the intelview (see Appendix B).

Furthermore, I assured the participants that any experience I found to be "too

specific," as it could divulge the identity of an officer, would not be included in my

quotations nor in my examples. The interviews were captured using an audio
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recording device for later transcription. Officers wele given the option of stopping

the recolding at any time, in order to relay something to me that they did not want

recorded or transcribed. At the end of each interview, I wrote for myself a summary

of strong themes brought folth by the officer (field notes of sorts), and how the

interview went and any new and intelesting points that emerged during the dialogue

with the women.

In total, 25 female officers of the Winnipeg Police Selvice were interviewed

between JLrly 3 1" and December 22"d,2003. The in-person interviews each took an

average of 1.5 hours to complete (with a range of one to just over two hours). The

transcription phase of my study lasted from January to mid-Aprrl,2004.

THE INTBRVIEW SCHEDULB

In order to facilitate the discussion of female officers' experiences in the selvice, I

used a semi-structured questionnaire (see Appendix C) listing topics related to

female officels' experiences. In order to allow for flow from one question to

another, I divided the interview into sections pertaining to their subject. Below is a

brief description of the sections and why I thought they wele important to discuss

with the women.

Section 1: Demographics - These demographic questions wele used to situate the

women in their present stage in life and careel'.

Section 2: Early Policing History - I was curious as to how the women became

intelested in policing, who encouraged or discouraged them, as well as early training
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experiences. This allowed the women to start their stories from the beginning of

their careers as female lecruits.

Section 3: Goals / Dedication / Perceptions of Work Environment - This section

explores the satisfaction the women find at work, dedication to their work, and

advancement goals.

Section 4: Support Attainment & Mentoring Question - These questions explole

whether women feel they have support resollrces, and whether they believe that a

mentoring program is beneficial to the female officers of the WPS.

Section 5: Perceptions of Current Female Population within the Force - These

questions were used to understand how women perceive their cunent numbers, and

whether or not they think it is a good ol bad idea to increase the number of female

officers on the force.

Section 6: Gender Differences in Policing - Literature suggests that men and

women police differently. These questions explore whether the women think

policing practices are diffelent between genders, and if so, how it affects the sense

of group cohesion between women and men.

Section 7: Double Day - Family Life and Work - Family life comes into play with

the questions in this section. These questions explored how police work and family

life are balanced. The women were also asked if they had some idea of how to

alleviate some of the stress involved in this balancing act.

Section 8: Group Cohesion - Group cohesion is a very important part of feeling

like one belongs to the whole group. This cohesion is often built by engaging in
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activities with group members outside the work envilonment. Due to women's

domestic role and responsibilities in the household, some are unable to bond in this

palticular way with the rest of the group. This section examined the perceived

importance of extra-cumicular bonding activities to the women, and what diffelence

it may make in their workplace.

Section 9: Personal Goals -'When personal goals, such as mariage, social life or'

creating and maintaining a family are intenupted or challenged by work, personal

satisfaction is challenged not only in personal home-life, but at work as well. This

section exploled the women's future goals and whether they believe they are

attainable or especially challenging given their chosen career path.

Section 1,0: Final Question - This question is important, in that I may have left out

a crucial question or topic that the officer feels requires attention. This section

allows the participant to relate topics regarding women in policing that I missed and

which she thinks is important to note or to elaborate upon. I also gave the women

the chance to call or e-mail me at home in case they thought of something after the

interview they wished to discuss or have me ask their female peers about.

By using the semi-structured questionnaire as a tool to discuss female

officers' experiences, the women were able to express their views and theil stories

and add to my research by raising issues that were important to them, such as the

pelceptions of camaraderie between the women on the force. As I mentioned, I

asked the officers to think of questions they would like answered by theil colleagues,

which I also included in the interview. In some cases, I phoned the officers to ask
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with them plevious to when the questions were presented to me.

THB QUESTIONNAIRE

At the end of the interview, I asked the officers to fill out a short close-ended

questionnaire on some elements of workplace satisfaction (See Appendix D). This

questionnaire was used to supplement the infolmation given during the interview

session. As I had ah'eady exploled the women's specific expedences on many topics

related to their policing lives through the interview, I wanted also to obtain a genelal

view of their satisfaction on the force. The questionnaire asked general questions on

women's satisfaction with theirjob in general, hours of work, salary, cohesion, work

assignment, stress level, and home-life versus work balance.
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DATA ANALYSIS

Questionnaire Analysis

Given that case str.rdy methods allows the researcher to use both qualitative and

quantitative methods (Gillham, 2000), I decided to incorporate both methods in my

study. The short qnestionnaire, given to the female officers at the end of the

interview, dealt mostly with general measures of job satisfaction in the female

officer's workplace. Along with the data obtained fi'om the demographics section

of the face-to-face interviews, the questionnaire data was entered into SPSS, a

statistical program. Once data from all the intelviews were entered into the program,

I was able to generate frequencies and cross-tabulations on information the women
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had provided. For instance, the statistical data allowed me to compare the general

job satisfaction of women who were mothers or of mothers who found it difficult to

balance work and life demands. I was then able to compare these short-answers to

the individual namatives obtained during the interview session. I decided to integrate

the information obtained from the statistics into the main body of my analysis, rather

than having a separate chaptel just focussing on numbels. I consider the face-to-face

interviews to be the most important part of my analysis (given the richness of the

women's stories), but having some numerical statistics available allowed me to

compare and contrast the data provided by the questionnaire to the rich narratives of

the women's experiences.

Interview Analysis

I transcribed the long tape-recorded intelviews and printed them out so that I could

work from the print-outs. The cassettes were subsequently destroyed. Each

interview took an average of four hours to transcribe. I transcribed the women's

words accurately, rather than verbatim. This allowed me to omit their "ums" and

"ah's" while still capturing the women's stories. Accolding to Kirby and McKenna

(1989: 130), the general analytic design consists of how data items and groupings of

data generate specific and general patterns. This is done by constantly comparing the

clata until sections that help desclibe something can be identified together (Kirby and

McKenna, 1989: 130). I filtered through the transcriptions numerous times,

performing content analyses and each time attaching codes to text segments and

categorizing what the women were expressing. I noted similarities and differences
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inopinions. Fromthecategories,themesbegantoemergefromthewomen'sstories.

In doing qualitative analysis, researchers are constantly moving back and forth

between data concepts and individual ideas and research explanations in order to

fully desclibe and explain what is being resealched (Kirby and McKenna, 1989:

129). Themes that guided my research began to emerge, and I again went through

each transclipt sealching for evidence in the women's naratives of how they

perceived certain dynamics of their workplace. Kirby and McKenna (1989: 129)

state that particular attention must be paid to the social context which people (in this

case, female officer-s) exist, since that is their reality. While reading the women's

namatives, I made a note of similarities but also of differences in thought, where they

existed. The process of filtering through the interviews and categorizing responses,

themes, differences and similarities of expedences was tackled by keeping in mind

the women's position on the force as being one of a female minority in a male-

dominant occupation and culture.

Once the bulk of the data analysis was complete, a preliminary summary

report was sent to participants in October of 2004. Yin (1984: 131-39) suggests that

to add to the overall validity of the study, a draft of the case study should be

reviewed by the participants. This may help in comoborating the essential facts and

evidence presented in the reporting. It would have been ideal to again meet and sit

down with each of the 25 officers who participated in the interview and go over the

themes that emerged from their experiences, but given their very busy schedules and

the time it took for me to schedule a meeting with them the first time, this was not

a viable option. I chose, instead, to send them all a preliminary report of the work.
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This report allowed me to share my preliminary findings with the women, and gave

them the opportunity, if they so wished, to contact me either to elaborate, question

or comment on the work done up to that point. Four women commented on the

report and the comments were all positive. One woman simply said, "Good job on

the reportl" One woman commented that the report was long br.rt informative and

interesting. Another female officer emailed, "I finally took the time to read your

repofi. I was very impressed and interested . . . and I'm glad you took the interest

since I know any of this sort of research would be very outdated and it's been some

time since any research has been done!" Anothel was very pleased with the repoft

and shaled it with her partner (also a police officer) and said it was "areal eye opener

for him." Although I had hoped to hear from more officers, I know how busy they

are and was happy to get some feedback. A final copy of the finished thesis will be

shared with the WinnipegPolice Service's Women's Network. It is my hope that the

thesis will be available to not only the participants of the study, but to all the women

on the force who are interested in leaming about their female colleagues' experiences

in their male-dominated workplace.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

While preparing for my meetings with the female officers, I was aware of the fact

that some of them may share experiences with me that ale of a sensitive and private

nature. Therefore, I wanted to be sure that I met the women in a private location,

where the women could talk freely. It was amanged that I would have access to an

unused meeting room where interested officers could meet with me, as it was close
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to the Public Safety Building. I conducted interviews there when it was convenient

for the officers. In other cases, for some officers who did not work close to

downtown, I went to their detachments and found a quiet place within the buildings

to conduct the interview. I also went to officers' homes at their request, as it was

more convenient for them if I interviewed them at home. I did not conduct any

interviews in public places, as I wanted my participants to be comfortable in a private

setting and I wanted to be sure I could use my recording device effectively without

ambient noise.

During the course of my study, it was very important to ensure

confidentiality. Confidentiality means that the researcher is able to identify the

responses of a respondent, especially in face-to-face interviews, but the researcher

is committed to not revealing the information about their respondents publicly (Del

Baso and Lewis, 199'7: 163). Fowler (1995: 30), explains that protecting

confidentiality includes: minimizing use of names or easy identifiers; dissociating

identifiers from survey responses; keeping forms in locked files; keeping others away

fi'om completed data; and properly disposing of survey instruments. In my particular

study, I did not want any of the officers to be linked with detailed experiences that

could only have happened to them specifically, thus potentially giving away their

identity.

The necessity fol confidentiality was emphasized when two officers

expressed concern that should their interviews somehow be heard by other officers

or their superiors, it could ruin theil chances at promotion. They feared that any

comments not favourable to the police service would reflect poorly on the officer,
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should their identity somehow be leaked. One officer mentioned that she knew of

female colleagues who were interested in participating in my study but were hesitant

to divulge personal experiences for fear of being chastised by male peers. I assured

the women that I am using the information to complete my mastet's thesis, not for

any study being conducted by the Service. I explained that the Winnipeg Police

Service will eventually get a copy of my finished thesis, but that they would never

be able to identify the officers from their quotations. I explained that only I would

ever hear the recoldings or be able to identify who the participants are and their

specific stories, and the measures I have taken to ensure nothing is linked. Thus, I

explained confidentiality with each palticipant and obtained written consent and had

them keep a copy of the form outlining their rights as participants and my promise

to keep things confidential. My contact information was on the form as well, should

they decide to withdraw fiom the study before its completion. A simple verbal

plomise is not enough to convince some participants of ensured confidentiality.2

The women's concerns made me aware that some women feel they work in

a volatile wolkplace where it is a " dog eat dog " world and " if you operl LLp ct ccm of

wonlxs yort will lose." I wanted my participants to be comfortable and rest assuled

knowing that their information will never be misused. However, their concerns did

Reaser', Hartsock and Hoehn (1915) zrndZdep and Rhodes (1917) found that participants were more

likely to admit undesitable behaviour when mechanisms for preserving confìdentiality wele clear and

had written assuÍânces that confidentiality would be maintained (Reaser, Hartsock and Hoen (1915)
andZdep and Rhodes (1911) cited in Kimmel, 1988: 95). Other studies by Esposito, Agard and

Rosnow (1984, cited in Kimmel, 1988: 96) found that written assurances to participants that their
I esponses would be kept confidential substantially leduced the likelihood of response distortion due

to socially desirable responding.
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illustrate theil perceptions about the competitive nature and/or chilly climate of their

work environment.

Confidentiality is also needed to preserve the quality of the data collected

(Kimmel, 1988: 91). I was initially wonied that officers expressing concerns with

confidentiality would be guarded or hesitant in telling me their experiences. I found

most of the officers to be vely open and willing to share their experiences, even

referring to sedous cases of harassment quite candidly. I told each participant that

at any time she may tum off the recording device, and some did, in order to share

something embarrassing or personal that had happened to them on the job that they

did not want quoted for the thesis. I did not include any of these privately relayed

experiences in my leporting.

At times I felt the women's experiences were too specific to quote in the

body of my analysis. I feared that since there are few women on the folce, a

palticularly detailed incident could be linked to a specific officer. Although the

officers didnot saylshouldtzotuse theirspecificincidents, Ifeltthatlcouldbe

compromising my assurance of confidentiality if I did. In this respect, I did find that

some very good specific examples of harassment and gender discrimination had to

be sLrppressed for fear that I could be identifying the officer in some way.

Also, when the women refened to a specific division they worked in, or to

names of othel officers or superiors, or of their family membels and friends, I

removed them from the transcribed text. I went as far as removing specific

identifiers of officers' children as male or female, replacing the "she" or "he" with
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"my child" instead, when I have used them in a quotation in my analysis. I have

been sensitive to the fact that the Winnipeg Police Service would be receiving a copy

of my thesis once completed, and I do not want to give any indication as to who may

have palticipated in my study. Therefore, I have relayed experiences that were

general enough to illustrate the expressions of the women, without giving away the

identities of any.

CONCLUSION

By using a case study approach, I was able to use multiple methods to explore female

officers' experiences in theil male-dominated work environment. For my study, I

used qualitative face-to-face interviewing, a shoft quantitative questionnaire, as well

as sources of documentation from the WPS. To obtain an in-depth understanding of

female officers in their environment, I found the most valuable method was talking

to them in person about their personal realities and perceptions of their workplace.

By talking to them face-to-face, they were able to describe their experiences in

greater breadth and depth than I could have anticipated by using my short-

questionnaire or even my semi-structured interview.

Confidentiality was indeed crucial to successfully obtaining female officers

to participate in the study. By assuling the participants that their identities will not

be divulged and the means I took to act against this, the women were able to speak

to me in a relaxed manneL, without the fear of being recognized or reprimanded.

Since I was a student learning from them in order to complete my thesis, they were
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not threatened as I feel they would have been had I been employed by the WPS, for

instance. I believe that the women were able to relay their experiences and

perceptions without wonying much about censoring their own words.

Although the argument is made that case studies are not generalizable to the

greater population, given that they deal with very specific instances of each

participant in this pafiicular group, I have no doubt that some of the themes that

emerged fiom the women's experiences can be appreciated by many. Themes such

as the stluggle to juggle family and work, the challenge of striking a camaraderie

with peers and feeling accepted, the desire to be all that you can be at work and still

be a great mother or pafiner, the desire to get ahead in the wolld without negatively

affecting family-life, and the need to be respected in an environment that has been

resistant to women since its inception will be explored in the following chapters.



Balancing family life and work is experienced differently for men and women.

Women are still the primary care givers in the home and often experience strain

between the responsibilities and goals they have at work and the needs of theirfamily

and domestic life. Home-life challenges women's goals at wolk regarding

advancement and promotion, while work-life affects a woman's second shift in the

home where she is trying to catch up to hel family's needs as well as her own.

Oftentimes, women's struggle has led them to choose between their own goals or the

needs of their family.

Policing is a male-dominated culture where female officers perceive a

difference in the way men and women on the force cope with family and work

responsibilities. In conducting the intelviews with the female officers, it became

evident that their lives have become a juggling act between their long work hours and

inegular shifts and often demanding family obligations. Some women feel they must

sacrifice their satisfaction in both aleas in older to cope more so than theil male

peers.

The consequences of balancing demands of home and work affects women

in various ways. When it comes to promotional opportunities, many women find it

difficult to pull away from their domestic loles in order to accomplish their goals at

work. They sense that their roles in the home are more demanding than those of their

male peers who are more able to find the time necessary to study and prepare for

CHAPTER THREE
THE JUGGLING ACT

60
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promotional oppofir"rnities. In addition to these diffelences, some female officers

have also expressed challenges as to 'when' to have a child and often experience

resentment and isolation from their peers before and after their return from maternity

leave. The women question whether having a child is truly a "free choice" for

female officels or a choice that must be stlategically calculated so as to not dislupt

the wolkplace.

This chapter will use the women's words in order to pofiray their experiences

and perceptions when it comes to family and wolk balance (or imbalance), how

family affects women's promotional opportunities and how matemity leave is

experienced before and after a woman's retum to work. First, I will describe the

participants of my study in relation to theil work, family and personal settings. This

will aid in understanding the women's situations and the experiences they share.

FBMALE OFFICERS' BIOGRAPHIES

In my interviews with 25 female officers of the Winnipeg Police Service, I found that

undelstanding female officel's work, familial and personal backgrounds became an

important backdrop to appreciating their experiences and stories. Participants

included women who were fairly new to policing and also women who had been

working as officels for a long time. At the time of the interview, the officers had

worked an average of 10.4 years in the WPS. I interviewed women who ranged fiom

one year to just over twenty years on the force, allowing me to capture a wide range

of experiences and workplace perceptions.
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There are many duties involved in police work and policing can be

performed in the field and also behind the scenes. Women were able to reflect on

their experiences with various jobs they have held within the police service. Nine

officers (367o) classified their job as a desk job; fourteen (567o) did NOT classify

their job as a desk job; two officers (87o) classified their jobs as both a desk job and

"rìot" a desk job. Thirteen officers (527o) classified themselves as being on general

patrol; others wele working in "other" assignments. Nineteen officers (167o)

reported they wele of the rank of 'constable' at the time of the interview. Thirteen

women (52Vo) had university undelgladuate deglees and an additional 8 women

(327o) had some university experience.

Questions pertaining to marital and familial status situate women in their

home lives, which helps to understand how they balance work and home. Fifteen

female officers (60Vo) reported they were manjed or in a common-law relationship

at the time of the intelview. Of these 15 women, 1 I had partners/husbands who were

also police officers. Ten women (40Vo) said they had children, and of these women

they had an average of 2.3 children. The average age of the children combined was

9.8 years old, with a range from one year to just over twenty years old.

Although the women cited many different reasons why they decided to

become police officers, it would seem that the majority had some kind of close

proximity to police officels at various points in their lives, which helped plant the

seed for the future. The average age of female officers when they started their

policing career was 23.6 years old. At the start of their policing careers, the women
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ranged in age from 18 to 32 years old. The top thlee reasons which peaked the

women's interest in policing included; having family or fiiends who were officers

(407o); having grown up seeing or looking up to police officers as role models

(287a); and taking university courses had created an interest in policing (24%). Other

reasons also mentioned, although to a lessel degree, were that their previous jobs

were already work related to policing or jr"rstice; being active in sports and being a

tomboy peaked their interest in policing; they wele looking for diversity in the

workplace and not a boring office job; and they simply tried out for a challenge.

In the next sections we will find that policing has indeed become a challenge

to many female officels with family responsibilities. The women share theil personal

family and work experiences and stodes of challenges in meeting their own needs

as well as their family's.

JOB SATISFACTION AND FAMILY BALANCB

During the coulse of my intelviews with the women, they expressed theil general

satisfaction with their job as police officels. I also leamed how their satisfaction is

affected by their family-life. As indicated in the short questionnaire, most women

are overall quite satisfied with theil jobs, with 80 percent responding they were

satisfied or very satisfied. Sixty percent of the women were satisfied or very satisfied

with their salary, 64 percent were satisfied with the hours of work and 64 percent

were satisfied or very satisfied with the flexibility of the wolk schedule. Seventy-six

percent of the women said they were satisfied or very satisfied with their present
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work assignment. However, while answering "a,b, c or d" in a sllrvey may show the

general view of the women's opinions, it does not show the "many shades of grey"

actually experienced in their jobs and lives. While they are generally satisfied with

theil job, there exist areas where the women feel especially challenged due to being

a minority in a male-dominated culture.

Family and Work

Thele is a conflict between the demands of the job and demands of the home and

social life, and this is felt by women in their roles as employee and home-maker.

Brown (2004:5-12) discusses the feeling of being stressed and time pressured, which

has characterized much of our daily lives as the "time crunch" or "time bind." The

struggle fol work and home-life balance can be conceptualized as the desire to

balance work, family and leisure in ways that plovide reasonable opportunities for

individuals to participate in each of these life domains (Brown, 2004: 12). Given

that many female officers work ten-hour rotating evening, night and day shifts, many

find the time-cr unch to be especially difficult. For instance, in the survey, 68 percent

of the women said that their .iob sometimes or often affects their home-Iifu

negatively, and 24 percent of the women replied that their honrc-lfe negatively

affected their job sometimes or very often. Overall, 32percenl of the women replied

that they are handling the balance of home and work very well; 60 percent are

handling the balancing act well and 8 percent are handlin g it only fairly.
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One officer answered that she was very satisfied with herjob in genelal, very

satisfied with her hours of work and flexibility of the work schedule, but that she is

somewhat unsatisfied with her present work assignment and that hel job sometimes

affects her home-life negatively due the long hours of her shift. Overall, however,

she indicated that she is balancing home-life demands and work demands "weII."

I then looked at the transcripts of the interview with this officer and found outhow

she is dealing with her life. I also understand wlry it is that she claims to be content

with the work hours and flexibility of her job, yet does not enjoy her present work

assignment. I found her experiences resembled those reported by many officers who

had children or valious personal responsibilities. 'When I asked her how she is

balancing her home-life responsibilities she replied:

It's very extrenrcly dfficult. I have ayour;g child. I sleep less

thcut I used to. You have to be o ntulti-tctsker atzd be very
organirycl. As far as it contes to work, I am definitely not in the
job I wcult to be in. I chose this particttktr job becc¿ttse of the
lrcurs I neecl os cL parent I work straight clcrys cutd no shift work.
And I clon't hc¿ve ct sitter at night. I hove a paid sitter that I take
my childlo. Ittthat sense it's hc¿rcltofinclapersonwho is goirtg
to tclke nry chilcl at six in the monùng cutd keep the childfor 1I
hours during the wlòle entire dcLy. Thctt's cLbsolutely unhearcl
of. Ancl so I ctm very lucþ when we have one, but I have to
cotrltnLûe ltolf an hour ectch dcry in the opposite direction to take
nry clúld to clay-care, tlten to work cfîer that. Tltat's a strttggle.
I have to get ttp cLl.four in the ntontittg to conxe to work, work ten
hoLtrs, then go to tlte gym to work out because you hcue to
tnc¿intctin your physicctl finrcss, pick up nry chilcl cutd go honte
cook dinner cutd hcne her in bed for 8 p.nt. for the next day. I clo

the cooking, cleaning, latrndry and get trp at 4 a.m. again. Yon

run orr three or fottr hours of sleep cutcl that's extremely harcl to
do. And so I chose tlùs ctssigntnent because it ntctintctins me. I
would rather be in general patrol. Even tlrc ltours aren't that
bad but I have to think abotLt my child.
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This officel indicated that she is not in the position she would like to be in

because she has made concessions in order to find childcare. Luxton and Corman

(2001: 50) found that women with major familial duties often forego job

opportunities that require commuting long distances or irregular shift times that

conflict with the domestic schedules of other family members. Although the officer

would like to be in a position where she could apply for a posting she would like

better, the hours conflict with her family's needs. Thus, her level of job satisfaction

is compromised in order to accommodate hel familial circumstances.

Although the above officer is manied, she is the one who looks after the

majority of childcare and household duties. Statistics Canada reports that in 2001,

23 percent of males did 15 hours a week or more of household woLk, while 45

percent of females reported doing 15 hours a week or more. Indeed, 43 percent of

males leported doing less than 5 hours a week of household work, while only 24

percent of women reported doing less than 5 hours a week. Thus, the officet's

experiences concur with the national pattern, which shows that women still do most

of the household and child-rearing work compared to men.

The officer cited above also expressed the difficulty of finding a sittel who

can take cale of her child at night. Indeed, many female officers with children either

had family membels who could help them take care of theil child during theil long

rotating shifts, or had to search high and low for a person who was willing to take the

child one week in the daytime, another week in the evening and another week all

night long. Given the odd shifts that the majority of officers have to work, at one
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time or another they have had conflicts where the sitter was not able to take care of

the child that night, and they were left struggling as to who would take their child at

the last minute. Some officers do not have family members available to help suppofi

them in their childcare needs. Other officers with spouses on the police force

mention that one option is to have the couple work on opposite rotating shifts in

order for one of them to stay with the child. One of the problems that arises in this

childcare situation is that the spouses themselves rarely interact with one another,

adding to familial stress.

In 2004, Statistics Canada reporled thaf 34 percent of women worked part-

time in order to care for their child, compared to 3 percent of males. Not only does

this show that women are still the primary care givels to children, it also shows that

juggling for some women means cutting down on paid wot'k. Women's

lesponsibility fol care-giving means that women's participation in the labour force

has continued to be constrained in ways that men's is not, while men's participation

in domestic laboulis not as arduous and constlaining as domestic labour experienced

by women (Luxton and Corman, 2001: 49-50).

Many female officers I interviewed love their jobs, but sacrifice much in

order to ease their personal lives. As another woman responded, " I'ttt juggling, but

I cun not hnppy. It's tough. Even with nty husbcutcl helping, I ctnz still 'nlLtn'L'."

Notice here that the officer says "even with my husband helping" - this suggests that

she owns responsibility for the family and that hel husband lends her a helping hand

at times. Luxton and Corman (2001) argue that for most men the demands of paid
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work ale paramount, and the home is a place to rest and relax. Thus, women's

capacity to take on paid work depends on their ability to make arrangements for their

children and to accommodate their husband's schedule.

The fact that women perform the majorìty of hor-rsehold and child-rearing

responsibilities is evident when a child ol family member becomes ill. One

suggestion that came up time and again with the officers was the need for family

(sick or crisis) days. Although civilian staff in the WPS receive family sick days,

police officers do not. An officer suggests:

It would be nice iJ'I lmd crisis dcrys so that if nry kids are sick,
thert people and wonten who are bookirtg off sick to care for a
sick child, they woulcht't hctve to do that. They would scty I need
ct crisis day. They wouldn't have to bunt their holidcry linte or
their banked tinte to do that. We have the opporttutity to work
overtinze cmd bank those hours, so that's kincl of otrr little perk,
but we still ltcLve 1o give up the time thcLt we've eanted to cc¿re

for ct sick child.

Officers may bank overtime hours and use these in cases of family

emergencies. However, some have called in sick, not because they themselves are

ill, but because a child is ill and there is nobody but 'mum' to take care of them. The

women reported that had they had family sick-days, they would not have called in

sick. Phillips and Phillips (2000: 72) explain when family members are sick, women

ale much more likely to be expected to stay home to act as nurse and report in sick

themselves so as not to lose wages when sick leave is available or to deflect

employer criticism that the family comes before work. This in itself perpetuates a

cycle where women statistically look like they are more sick than men on the job due
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to the amount of sick leave they take (making employers believe that hiring women

costs them more), when in actuality, many take sick-time in order to care for family,

not for themselves.

Job-sharing is now possible at the Winnipeg Police Service. A job-share ts

a full-time position shared by two people with benefits and salary prorated

(Hochschild,2004:325). This anangement would mean that two constables would

share one full-time position, giving them both part-time at work. This would allow

some women to ease back into the work arena after maternity leave and also deal

with difficult times in balancing home and work issues. Although this option is

available for officers, according to the collective agleement it is up to the officel to

find a person of the same rank who is willing to job-share, which may prove difficult.

There is no pamphlet available for infolmation on job-sharing and some women did

not know this option existed, as they usually do not go through their collective

agreement unless a ploblem arises. Fufthermore, the job-sharing information is not

listed in the main table of contents of the collective agreement, but in the back as a

"Iætterof Understanding" (WPS Collective Agleement 2000-2003) between the City

of Winnipeg and the WPS. The women suggested that more clear-cut information

be available to all officers legalding this option. Fufiher recommendations regarding

job-sharing are discussed in the Concluding chapter.



Family vs. Promotions

Family life has also affected the ability of female officers to obtain promotions. In

2003, the WPS was composed of L,0J4men and 158 females. The numbel of female

officers has risen from 1991, when there were only 55 women on the force. Along

with the increased numbel of women in policing, women have also been plomoted

within the force.

Some women in the Winnipeg Police Service have been moving up the ranks,

although these numbers are still fairly low when compared to men. As of 2003, there

were 2 female and 16 male Inspectols (which means I.37o of the women are

Inspectors and I.5% of men are Inspectors); there were 2 female and 79 male

Sergeants (or I .37o of the women ale Sergeants compare d to -Ì .47o of the men); and

there wele 10 female compared to 190 male Detective or Patrol Sergeants (or 6.37o

of all women are DetectiveiPatrol Selgeants compared to I1 .lLoof men). In 2004,

Superintendent Corrine Scott became the filst woman to achieve the rank of

Superintendent in the Winnipeg Police Service.

Women who have moved up the ranks have done so rather recently, and have

had challenges along the way. Many of the women I interviewed have personal goals

they wish to pulsue within the WPS. Unfortunately, some of them find these goals

unattainable or at least difficult to lealize. Some of the women find that although

they would like to be promoted to a certain position, they cannot do so. Many said

that between child rearing, home-life lesponsibility and work, there is little time to

take out the books to study for promotion and to prepare for interviews. When asked

10
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how home affects the way women do their jobs, 30 percent of women with children

say that it affected their job often or sometimes, compared to 20 percent of childless

women, suggesting that women with childlen face even more challenges than child-

free women. Those officers lhatwere able to obtain a promotion agreed that it is not

easy, and had they not had the suppolt of extended family, parents and spouses to

maintain the home-life while they prepared for a promotional opportunity, they

would not have been able to apply. One officer shares her opinion:

Do I wcutt to put nry JZunily throttglt that? Tlte promotion
process is increclibly tinte-consr,utting ancl draining. You

basicctlþ teúr yourself apart because the test ends r,tp being the

eclsy port cutcl preparfug for the interview is the tottgh part. So

I ntecm, frotn o won'tan's perspective yoLt think' Gee, am I going
to write this year?' because for the men it's rather sintple,
'Honey I'nt goirtg 1o write, keep the kicls away froft'L nre.' Btú
the ntom' s always the printary care- giver, whether you like it or
not, cutcl the lzouse still has to be cleaned and no olxe cloes it for
you cLncl the nteals hcLve 1o be cooked cuzd you jr,Lst Jtcwe to lectrn

to put one nlore thirtg ort yottr plate.

Another officer explains her experience while trying to write for a promotion:

It wcLs brutal. To study J'or that exam for a month and three
weeks or a ntonth 1o prepare for the oral presentcttion ctnd it's
jttst tinrc cottstuttittg. Your fantily just gets put on hold cutd I'nt
not prepürecl to clo that ctt this poittt. I sit cutcl watch other
people - nl.en - they get their books, they stcty here ut work ancl

stuþ cfter hours beccmse they lorcw their wi.fe is at honte taking
core of the kids cutd clecuùrtg the hottse. My hottse is a ntess.

My partner cloevt't clecm the house, btú that's ctlittle tlùng in
the big scheme of things. It's rtty kids. So yeah, iJ'yott're o gLty

cutcl have ú wtfe who is at honrc cutcl will tcLke cctre of the kids
cuul you know they're being tctken care of, then yeah, I clo think
it would be ectsier.
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These two officers reiterate the fact that spending morc time than their

spouses and male peers on running a household has challenged them in ways they do

not see in theil male co-workers' experiences. The gendered division of laboul in

the home charges women with 'different' duties which, in the end, often takes more

time than the duties often performed by men. Fol example, in Mattingly and

Bianchi'sstudy(2003: 1002)of gendeleddivisionsof labour,theyfoundthatmen

did not have the same difficulties balancing work and family because their

households demands were quite often less intrusive and more limited. Men's

household work included mowing the lawn and house repails, which tended to be

more sporadic and able to schedule. Women's work tended to be more arduous, less

flexible and more likely to be interrupted, such as cooking, cleaning and laundry,

which are more constant and repetitive. Although I did not ask the women outright

how many more hours they spent on domestic work than their partners, the women

with children often relayed that they indeed did the majority of the work in the home

and that the children depended more on mothers than fathers.

Women who have children were much more likely to express difficulty in

balancing home and work, to the point where they are unable to compete fol

promotion because, as the officer above illustrated, "yonr fcunily jt'tst gets put otl

hold" and the household becomes disorderly without the constant attention from the

female-head-of-household. Of the 10 women who had children in my study, 90

percent state the job sometimes or often affects home-life negatively, compared to

53 pelcent of childless female officers. Thus, women's personal lives are affected
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to a much greater extent by work than work is affected by the women's personal

Iives. So, in ordel for women to succeed at wolk, they must calculate how their work

goals will affect theil family, especially when considering promotion, since for a

period of time the main care-giver will be out of commission in the home.

V/hile some women with children expressed how their goals at work have

had to be put on hold or were very difficr"rlt to obtain because of the balancing act of

family and work, other officers without children felt they have sacrificed having

children to obtain those goals. One female officer explains:

I wcutt to have a fcunily. I want to have a couple of kids. You
pr,ú things on hold. You're otú of the loop for the year, cmd I
intencl on taking the whole year. I've alwctys wanted to hcLve

cltildren cuñ this job ntakes having that very scory. I thought I
wotùd be.fine hcLvirtg kids cLfter five yeúrs ctfter I startecl working
here. Now I ant here cutd there's nlore positiotts open ctnd I
wcLnt to apply.for them. Ancl I don't want to tell everybocþ that,
'Yes I wcLrtt to,' because now I hcLve ct good opporttutity, but if I
get in ancl get pregncûlt cutcl take ú yeúr off then I lose that tinte
cutcl piss ct bunch of people off. And then I think, 'Wtat if clon't
get pregnctnt when I wcutt to?' I've screwecl nryself. It's c¿ little
scory.

It seems that with the women who do not have children and who mentioned

that they would like to have children, there is much confusion as to when is the best

time to have childlen and still have the ability to be true to their career-related goals.

Canadian women are having their children later in life than a decade ago. The

majority now choose to put their careers and education ahead of motherhood

(Rabson, 2005). In 2003, 47 percent of Canadian babies were born to women age

thirty and over, up from 39.6 percent a decade earlier (Rabson, 2005). Unfortunately,
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either case, it is one or the other that is sacrificed. Another officer describes:

Hc:irtg kids has conte into conflict. Now I'tn ";x yeors olcl curcl

we still talk cLbout hcning a chilcl. I wcutted to get into the >f >r>*>r

wtit. I knew thut it's ct . . . cotntnittttent ancl yolt can't go itlto it
cmcl get pregnclnt. You plcm ctround tltat, well beþre or c{ter.
It costs a lot of ntorrcy to trcdn the person . . .When applying.for
that iob, yott need to know for sure thcLÍ yotL won't be having
kids. I know people clre nrcrncLgirtg cL ltotne andfcunilies ancl this
job together. I really like nry job so I don't know ìf I ant
preparecl to give it up curcl I clon't know if I could do cL good job
ot both.

Phillips and Phillips (2000:72) explain that to minimize cost and maximize

benefits, employers will prefer to hire someone who can be expected to stay in that

position fol a period of time and hence repay the costs of training that person.

Workels who may not be able to devote the time and effort needed to stay with the

job fol an extended period of time are not considered as they become an expense to

the employer. Knowing that by applying for the job, getting it and becoming

pregnant she would feel resentment from her unit, the officer above decided to forego

applying fol the position she desired.

In performing the 'maternity calculation' some female officers feel they have

missed out on their opportunity at motherhood due to their job. Luxton and Corman

(2001: 143) explain that the pressures of coping with paid work and domestic labour

affect women's decisions about whether to have childlen and how many they can

have and still be able to work. The officer in the above quotation is not sure if she

can be both a good mother and a good officer, which echoes the notion that women
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should decide between one or the other - mother or worker - because both personas

demand a lot of attention in order to feel successful in either. Although women are

showing an interest in obtaining positions higher on the totem pole than ever befole,

some female officers have expressed that it is difficult on theil families and on

themselves when trying to obtain a promotion or to get into their desired units. Other

women have obtained better, more interesting positions for themselves - but at the

cost of the family-life they always wanted.

Maternity

Women are a minolity on the force. The women in my study said that this factor

affects the way maternity issues are dealt with, since their experiences are not the

expedences of the majority. Women who were thinking of becoming pregnant were

confused as to maternity leave policies and procedures. Female officers who had

become pregnant describe the experience as "confusing cmd stressft¿l" because of the

lack of information and also because of how the information was disseminated or

explained. According to officers, the police service is still dealing with maternity

'glitches' (such as what happens when a woman is due for her rank inclease and on

maternity leave at the same time). Although decades have passed since women have

entered the service, confusion still abounds. In many instances, dealing with

pregnant police officers is so new that when unforseen circumstances arise,

precedents have to be set. Fol example, officels have had trouble understanding the

protocol for a woman who is due for her Police Officers Physical Aptitude Test in



order to receive her rank increase, bLrt who are also pregnant and may not be able

take the test.

Many female officers who have had children or who have been contemplating

having children are concelned about repercussions female officers may experience

while away on maternity leave and upon their return to the service. What if they are

unable to get into the same position they held before maternity leave? The Police

Union's collective agreement (2000-2002: 42) states that on return from maternity

leave, "the member shall be placed in a position comparable to and not less than the

same wages as her position priol to her commencement of maternity leave . ."

Therefore, the officer is not guaranteed the same position she held when she left to

have a child. Upon her return she is placed where there is a position opening.

Furthermore, what happens to an officer's status while on maternity leave? To what

extent are her previous accomplishments forgotten because she is "out of the loop"

for a year? An officel explains how she felt while she was on matemity leave:

You beconte 'not a police person' as soot'L as you get pregt'Lcttlt

or orl lecLve. You're taking n'Ly gLul away because yoLt don't
wcutt it stored in nty locker for o year, which is fine, bt'û thett
yott stick næ for nine montlts in persotutel wlrcre I am c¿n over-
paicl secretcLry, cLncl then l'nt off for o yeúr cutd then yoLt pLLt me

wherever yott wanl? It's cut eye opener.

This officer expresses hel frustration that she feels useless and'not a police

person' for the time just before and aftel maternity leave. While pregnant, officels

on patrol are put in office jobs where the life of the mother and child are out of

potential harm. HoweveL, this officer reports feeling listless during a time where she
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could accomplish morc than just 'pushing paper.' Cohn (2000: I32) explains that

working in a male-dominated profession often pushes females into situations where

their talents and energies are grossly under-used and women are put into jobs that are

unproductive by their vely nature. He goes on to say that some women are forced

into occupations whele they cannot show their skills and use them for future

endeavours. Such is the case for some female officers while they ale pregnant and

for a period of time when they come off maternity leave and are put wherever the

service can use them. Indeed, some women have opted to come off maternity leave

early in ordel to be able to choose where they would like to go (during transfer times

in the Spring), rather than being at the mercy of the personnel office.

Some officers lepolted a change in the way their peers treat them once they

have retumed from matemity leave. Another officer relays her experience when she

retumed from having hel child:

There's suc'h a stignxct when you conte back from maternity
lec¿ve. I lost ntost of nry friencl co-workers when I cante back. I
wcts gone for a year and now you're totally looked at dffirently.
You're not cL policewon'tcltl, you're a ftlol?I. I wctsn't inviled to
parties arlyruore. I wasn't part of the shift anrynrore when I ccune

back, it totally tunted around.

Once again the female officel is made to feel that she must choose between

being a mother or being an officer by her peers. The nurturing persona of "mother"

is opposite to the male model of being a tough authoritative police officer.

Interruptions to women's careers constitute a major barrier to female equality in the

workplace. As the two officers above indicate, taking time off to have children
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makes the woman feel she has to start from the bottom again on re-entry into the

workforce. At times, having a child has held back a women's rank increase or job-

training or opportunities central to productivity and promotion. Maternity leave

plovides some protection around the birth date of the child, but what do employels

do after when the need is great (Phillips and Phillips, 2000: I99)? Female officers

are at their employer's mercy and feel they need to re-establish who they are and

what they have accomplished in older to be remembered again for promotion or

when desired positions become available.

The resentment some women experience when pregnant is sometimes

blatantly expressed by peers and superiors. The women relayed instances where they

had heard superiors and other co-workers put-down officers who had become

pregnant. When a police officel became pregnant, her shift was "dowtr one n'Lüt':."

This caused much resentment toward not only that particular female officer on the

shift, but to all officers who could become plegnant. Even the fact that the shift uses

the explessions "down one n'Lcut " and losing " ntcut-power" indicates the absurdity of

an officer being pregnant, since all officers should åe masculine enough not to get

themselves into that predicament. Positions left open by pregnant officers are only

now being filled while the women are on leave or on light duties. This change has

occured a little too late, because feelings of resentment toward pregnant officers has

already been intemahzed and is difficult to change. An officer shares her views:

If wonzen wünt to have lsc¿bies they have a right to have thent.

We just clon't have support or a voice. Gttys think that we will
be one \ess tnan on the shift. Whal wonren get pregnant tltey are



taken off their shift ancl put itzto cutother division, so tlteir spúce
is not filled wherever they left. So gtLys couldn't take time off
beccmse there were already two wonlen short. Now they
cltcmgecl that and if they hctve extru nuln-power around tlrcy try
to fill those shifts. This only stcLrtecl happenirtg this year.
There's a lol of resentntent towctrds pregrlünt wotnen, though.

This officer explains that women who get pregnant are seen as a

disappointment and a burden to their shift. Although, ultimately, women have the

choice to have a family or not, their choices are greatly influenced by those around

them. People living in families are under pressure to make the best of their

circumstances by rcconciling their individual interests with the collective obligations

of family life (Luxton and Corman, 2001: 52). Employers reap no benefits fi'om their

workeLs' children;theil upbringing makes no contdbution to the employer's capital

(Luxton and Corman,200l: 52). So, most employers have no incentive to make

special provisions for their employees who are pregnant, nursing sick or elderly

family members ol in any way involved with family care-giving. It is solely the

worker's responsibility to provide fol a family rn addition to work lesponsibilities.

Work by no means encourages ol lewards caring for a family or becoming pregnant.

Another officer brings up the point that thele needs to be a balance between

having children and also maintaining the job one has worked hard in obtaining and

that in doing so will aid in letaining the female officers already on the force. This

officer suggests:

Improve the maternity leave, beccuLse the way it stcuuls rigltt
now, it's not bad, btLt when you lec;e there's no gLLc¿rúntee

you'll go back to the scune position. Ancl so, there's a lot of
people that ore strttggling with it because it's either career.first
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or fanúly .first. Ancl it woulcl be nice if there was more oJ ct

balcmce, and that you don't lose your seniority or position if
yott left ectrlier to go on rttcLtenüty leave. I think that's a rncjor
issue. You hectr about fficers who are due for their rcutk

increases, cutd because they clre on maternity leave, they didn't
get it. Had they know¡t that before they got pregrtcult they mcry

have plannecl it better. So there's things like that, that should
be chcmged, to encoLLrúge n'Lore wonlen to apply and 1o keep the
wonxen thcLt we do ltcLve frorn lecLving for tlteir fcunilies.

Retaining the trained officers already on the force is impoltant because time

and money have been devoted to those officers and, perhaps more importantly,

potentially good officers are being lost. The WPS provided statistics on the number

of officers who have quit the force lecently for reasons other than retirement.

Although officers are not required to explain their reasons for leaving, statistics show

that fi'om 1999 to 2004 the percentage of women leaving the WPS was gleater than

the percentage of men leaving the Service. Female officers lepresent a total of 14

percent of all officers on the force, but women represented 28 percent of the police

officers who have left the force in the last 6 years. Although reasons are not known

as to why these women left the WPS, the officer quoted above makes a valid point

in saying that the service should not be losing its female officels because of poor

policies and difficulties regarding matemity leave and retuming to work.

To Summatize, there are many challenges faced by women on matemity

leave: there is no guarantee that officers will go back to the same job position as

before; officers are given the pelception by peers and superiors that they must choose

between being devoted to either theil policing career or family; officers may or may

not get their rank increase while on matemity leave; and the need to calculate when
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to have a child and get pregnant is critical. In this light, women's decision to have

a child is not a "free," but for many is burdened with concems of possibly affecting

work-relations and peers as well as advancing in the future. Many women with

children agreed that the perception they received from their co-workers was that of

"do yor,t wcult to be a mom or a police fficer? " One woman afgues, "Well, wlty

ccut't I hcne a ccffeer in aclclition to being ü great ntont?" She mentions that "ft's

really clfficult for sonrc people to understand thut wonlen could be here cmd be

contributing ntembers to this police orgcutizcttion cLnd still be ntothers ancl care for

their children." Women are still the 'cog' in the family wheel. Waring (1988:246)

explains that plotection of women's reproductive function is one of the primary

motives behind much protective legislation for women, and the pregnant worker does

indeed present a special case. She insists that it is essential that the temporary

cilcumstances of plegnancy be treated as temporary. The reactions of employers has

too often been to treat all women as if they are all pregnant all the time. This

reaction, in effect, segregates some women into positions they do not like, and blocks

them fi'om positions they desire.

I asked to see what information was available for female officers who are

pregnant and for those who may be thinking about it in the future. I was provided

with two-and-a-half typed pages outlining who to notify and when regalding

maternity leave. I was also able to obtain The Winnipeg Police Association's

Collective Agleement to see what had been written about matenìity leave. I

compared this information to online maternity pamphlets for police officers in the
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United Kingdom and found that the information provided by the WPS indeed lacked

many important details. The written information given to pregnant officers should

also include in the same section a descrìption ofjob-sharing Llpon retum. Along with

benefits, pension payments and percentage of top-up pay, information should be

included (as they have been in other police departments in the United Kingdom) that

explains: what happens should an officel become ill during pregnancy; what happens

to matemity leave in cases of multiple births; what must be handed back to the

service before an officer leaves for matemity leave (firearm, etc.); how to maintain

formal contact with the department while on matemity leave to ensure the officer is

up to date when she retums; what is done regarding uniform and clothing for an

expectant officer; what happens to maternity leave in cases of still-births or death of

a baby; and how are promotions or rank increases dealt with while on maternity

leave. Officers suggested more written information should be available for all

women to " pick ttp withottt ctskittg for it" at any time (such as a brochure or booklet)

which describes not only detailed plocedures before matemity leave, but also what

is expected upon her return from matemity leave.

CONCLUSION

It is more likely that women modify their career objectives and choices because of

a combination of socialization, role-conflict and organizational and professional

realities than from truly free choice (Delaat, 1999:7). Women will not have the

freedom to choose when they will have their families until their employers choose



not to penalize them fol having children. Moreover, while women remain the main

caretaker of the family unit, they will always be challenged in ways their male

colleagues are not, regalding promotion and goal achievement. In light of this, some

female officers carefully calculate when and if they can have children. Their peers

and superiors have given them the perception that they must choose to be a good

mother or a good police officer. Because both loles are demanding, peers feel that

success and loyalty can only be devoted to one or the other. Nonetheless, there are

female officers who believe that it is possible to balance work and family demands,

albeit with some difficulty. These women believe that they have a lot to offer to both

realms and indeed feel they can succeed in light of the challenges they face.
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CHAPTER 4
IN COMPETITION: FEMALE OFFICERS' CAMARADERIE

Being a female minority in a male culture does not automatically mean that the few

women on the force will band together and form a close group of female friends. In

fact, given that women only comprise 14 percent of police officers in the WPS,

women do not get the opportunity to form fr-iendships with many other women on

the force as they are scattered into different divisions and different shifts. The

majority of female officers interviewed are the token females on their shift and do

not get the opportunity to work closely with many other females.

In a masculinized workplace such as policing, women find themselves pitted

against one another for the scarcity of positions perceived to be open for only a

certain quota of females. This perceived quota system, in effect, works against

women, as they vie for jobs that only one woman will ultimately receive. Having

both worked towards the same goal and being thwarted by their similally oppressed

peer, feelings of resentment may work against women's solidarity within the force.

The WPS Policewomen's Network has recently created a female recruit

mentoring program, developed in order to help new recruits feel more welcome in

a male-dominated workplace. Nonetheless, female officers debate whether a female-

only mentodng program is helping or further hindering women from being fully

accepted by theil male peers.

This chapter will discuss women's camaraderie in light of their perceived

competition for positions, the lather small proportion of female peers and what this



means for women's gatherings,

program and the solidarity that

ADVANCING - WOMEN COMPETING WITH WOMEN

The subject of promotions brought forth the perception that advancing in policing is

challenged by female officers' minority status and depends on their competition with

other women. Sutton (1996:3) writes that being a distinctive minority creates the

potential for conflict or constl'aint in any situation. Being part of a small minority in

such a cohesive group as the police is a further problem. For women in such an

insistently masculine cultule the problems are tripled. Women said things such as,

"A lot oJ'tintes in advcutcittg, i,t's who yott know. You could work yottr butt off cuú

it still woulcln't nurtter. " Although plomotions are based on a point system, taking

into account each officer's seniority, exam score and interview score, thele ale

different perceptions about the promotion plocess. One officer said, "There's ct

prmel of'people ancl they all score you dffirently. Euch scores yoLt îo tlrc way they

feel. It's not like they ccut sit ctouncl cmd compare notes on it. And your exanl score

cutdyour seniority really crct orl their own. " This officer's opinion did not seem to

coincidewiththemajorityofthewomen'sopinions. Anothelofficermentions,"Ottt

of .five spots, ntcrybe one will be for a girl. If there are three cluulifiecl wonrcn, tlrcy

yvill tctlk ctbout the wotnen ancl clecicle, instecLcl of looking cLt their work. Mcrybe tlrut

huppens cLlot itz other goventntent jobs, but it's very apporent here." Scarcity of

positions for women has come to be effectiveÌy synonymous with competition among

as well as the debate

the Policewomen's
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women (Keller and Moglen,1981;34). One officer summarizes what the majority

of others expressed when trying to apply for another position as well as in applying

for promotion:

If ct fenrtle puts irt to go sonlewhere, instecLd of just cleciclÌng

bctsecl on qucLlffications, they scty, 'Well, first of all, how ntany

.females do yve ctlreacþ hcwe? Because yve clon't want to hcne
too t?xarly.' That's what it is. You never see îltern clo tltat witlt
the guys - 'Well.just ct tninute, beþre we even get to whether this
guy is cL goocl guy, clo we hcLve too tnany nlen?' No. You rlever

. hectr that withthe nten. You cc¿n never have too tlx(ury nrcn. And
that's theJirst thing that happens, cutd I know I sotutcl so cynical.
But it seenls that what they clo is instead of lookìrtg cú your
qualificatíons, they look at yotL. Ancl instec¿d of looking at your
qualffications cutcl contparing which fficer hcts clone what,
insteocl they go to the shi.ft and they say, 'So, what do yott gr,tys

think of so-and-so?' WeII, since when is this o group decisiotz?
Just becctuse the one that is the smartest cutd works the hctrclest

and deserves to be there doest"L't get- along with the strongest
personality on tlxe shift, ctncl he or she says so, tlrcn all of tlte
suclclen you don't go? Wat the heII is that about? You know?

Women are too often overlooked when it comes to promotion. The view,

according to Waring (1988: 248), is that they do inferior work compared to men

because of demands made on them by their domestic responsibilities. De Laat

(1996:6) adds to this view by examining that one gender of co-workers may create

an atmosphere or workplace dynamic that effectively excludes the other. She states

that some men fear the entry of women into theil plofession will decline the plestige

of the work and that they will need to clean up workplace behaviour or language.

Although all of the women I interviewed agreed that 'fast-tracking' women

into higher positions is not the way to go, they also express the belief that although

many women may be qualified for a promotion, there is an underlying perception that
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only one woman would be accepted even if there are three or four openings. For

instance, an officer explains, "There is definitely the perception that if there arefour

positiortsopen,dort'texpect.fottrclualifiedwon'Lentogetinthere. Maybeoneatthe

nxost." Not only is that the pelception, but due to the presumed competition for

positions some women feel they are competing against the othel women fol the

position, more so than the men. For instance, one officer explains, "Not every

secîion in specialty units ctre goirtg lo tcLke a lot of wonlen, so ìf one gets irt, it's

ctutotttcLticctlly, 'Oh, now I wolt'î be able to geî in until slrc gets oLtt,' so then there's

that c¿wkwardness. " Another officel mentioned, "Wen you get to a certain level

that yott ccm beconte promoted to various positions, that's wlten the contpetitiveness

begitts withthe won'ren. " Repeatedly, women explessed this perception about being

in competition with the other female officers.

'Competition' is a Latin wold for "contpetitus" which means "to strive

togethel toward" (Longino and Miner, 1987: 2). This ideal of striving together

toward a victorious end could be accomplished if everyone did their best and

stimulated one another's excellence; however, given the scarcity of perceived

opportunities open for female officers, competition often leads to jealousy and

resentment. Time and again, women found that instead of working together with

theil female comrades to 'get somewhele,' they ale working against them. An

officer stated this opinion in plain words when she said, "If you're puttirtg infor

robbery cutcl hotnicicle, yotL're not contpeting with the gLtys, yolt're cornpeting with

cutother fernale to get in there. It's very cot?'Lpetitive." Another officer adds that
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when she finally received a promotion, "I had very few wonlen scty 'wcry-to-go' ott

your pron'Lotion. I wcts surprised I dicln't hear thcLt from some of the wonlen I had

workecl witlt in the past. I thought that they would say ' good for yoLr.' "

Miner (1987:187) contends that women are conditioned to avoid extemal

conflict and that they perceive a contradiction between personal achievement and

collective success, especially when desirable positions are scarce for women. In

effect, people move away from those who they feel have taken away theil potential

bid for success.

WOMBN'S ADVANCING VS. WOMEN'S CAMARADERIB

Many female officers acknowledge that there is not as close a camaraderie among the

women as they would hope. Instead, many desclibe the relationship between the

general female police population lobe " catty and contpetitive" due to the perceived

lack of available positions fol women on the force, as mentioned in the previous

section. Due to the perceived male centred structure of advancement (only 'one'

woman is needed in a department), women hinder one another's sense of

camaradede and promotional encouragement when they act against one another

instead of supporting other women in obtaining their goals. The women almost

unanimously agreed fhat "it is irnportant to have wonlen in higher positiotzs so that

we have a voice"; yet, there is still resentment when their comrades succeed in their

goals due to the unofficial quota system at play.
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There is a real danger in putting down a fellow-female officer's work, because as

Miner (1987: 193) suggests, ". . . in doing so, we are drawing down a blind on all

our work." She believes that women should "see each other's success as a promise

of our own" (Miner,l98J:193). Matsumoto (1987; 84) believes that an individual

has a choice of how to compete in spite of what the structule of a competition might

impose. Backstabbing and negative comments about other peers, especially female

ones, are not constructive to women's advancement and women's solidarity.

Since the world outside policing is indeed competitive, it is no surprise that

policing is no exception. The fact is that women seem to experience diffetent,

deeper and more painful forms of competition with one another than they do with

theil male peers. Despite the fact that some men make women the object of their

daily workplace jokes, some female officers admit that, " it is ecLsier to get along with

gttys than it is with girls on the job. " One officer reflects that:

There are clffirerú clicptes of wonten. Some of thent ctre close

ancl there is cL camaraderie, cutd others üre cútty. But it's
Ltrlnecessary, it really is. The cattiness is often perpetuatedfront
a bc¿d one time experience of cutother fentale officer. Ancl all of
the suclclen this one fentale fficer is pissed off ot the one female
cutd goes arouncl talking about ALLfemules like that. Arzd they
perpetucfte it cutcl it's ttnnecessúry. If yotL have o problem with
one person, clecLl with thc¿t one persorT. Yott get one step uhead
cuzcl they bring yor,t ten steps back.

There are other reasons for the pelception of lack of female camaraderie

within the WPS. Some women express that while male officers play hockey, go

hunting, fishing, drinking and do many activities together, those types of activities

are few and far between among the women. This may be because many women have
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other responsibilities that may take them away from potential extra-cumicular

activities with their co-workers as a grolrp. Mattingly and Bianchi (2003: i004) state

that women more often constrain their activities in order to be close to home;

working mothers face atime-shortage more because theil time in the home is limited

by time doing paid work. Therefore, many find it difficult to set aside domestic tasks

for leisr-re activity. In their study of "Gendel Differencss in the Quantity and Quality

of Free Time," Mattingly and Bianchi (2003: l0I7-1024) found that being maried

negatively affects women's free time more than men's. Manied men experience

about the same amount of quality and fiee time as single men. Maried women have

less free time than single women and even less so when they have children.

Although 68 percent of the women interviewed expressed that it is very important

to have a strong level of cohesion with their co-workers as a whole (and the

remaining 32 percent replied that it was somewhat important), some women

speciftcally mentioned in theil interview that there is strong need for women to do

things with other women. When I asked the women if thele are any activities they

do as a group, one responded:

It's ntostly the guys. I clon't evet"I know oJ'cuty 'jtLst girls'
ftutctiorts othe r tltcut the y e arly g olf t o untctntent. That' s the only
thing thcLt we clo. The gtrys on the days off go fishing, or
Itwúirtg, or go to sonleone's cabinfor a couple ofdays. Anclfor
a girl, you üre itnitecl, btú ntore as a tag-ctlong or you don't
everl get askecl to go.fishing or whatever. I thitzk there shoulcl
be a girl thing where tve shoulcl just get logether for the
weekencl cuzd clo sontething. BtLt it's hctrder to get vvonten to do
stuff like that. With the guys, it's like, 'Yeah, let's go!' With
vvon'ten it's harcler to do that for just o day, because of women
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be ectsier.

Thus, this female officel reiterates Mattingly and Bianchi's findings, that

women with other responsibilities such as family and children are often not able to

add more leisule time into their already busy schedules. On the other hand, for men,

their leisure time is not greatly affected if there is a female paftner at home taking

care of the household responsibilities while he is out.

Encouraging camaladerie and solidarity among the female officers has been

plomoted by members of the WPS, including Chief Jack Ewatski. Recently the

Winnipeg Police Service created a Policewomen's Network, the goal of which is to

facilitate the growth of women in policing and to "create a permanent entity that will

identify and deal with issues specific to female officers, including recluitment,

mentoring, retention and promotion" (WPS Statistical Repofts, 2003:8). The

Policewomen'sNetworkhasheldconferencesfolfemaleofficersin2003 and2004,

inclr-rding various guest speakers. Although the Network was put togethet as a form

of peel support for its female members, some officels feel that their male peels see

this as encouraging preferential treatment for females. Some women mentioned that

when they did get together fol events, such as the policewomen's conference, they

would be teased by the male officers who were not invited to the conference. A

f,emale officer explains:

Jttst cL fevv tttonths ago we hctcl cL wonlen's conference. All the

wonxen on the job were tolcl they dicln't have to work that day,

they coulcl conxe to the conference, although the nten still had to
work. Ancl I tellyu, otlt1ly shift I sure hc¿d to hear it. They said,
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'Yeah all the n'Len are goirtg to organiry somethirtg anclyou're
gorltrct have to stcty ciltcl work, cmd we're going to take offfor
beers cutd clo this cmcl that.' Although yott know, I think the

wonrcn's conference wús grecLt. I don't nleotr tlxat we shoulcln't
have it, it's just that things like that, that we are singling wonlen
ottt ctnd making thent go to special wonxen's meetings. Qr,ûte
ttnclersîatzclctbly, tltat's goittg îo cúuse cL rift with some of the
gLLys.

Ross (1987 209) explains her theoly about why some men complain about

women-only activities. She states that men have the entire world in which to roam

and as soon as women label an event, a room or a publication, 'women only,' men

scream 'discrimination' and feel left out. She adds, the 99.99 percent of the world

that remains their province suddenly shrinks into the background, ovetwhelmed by

the 0.0lpercent that has been declared closed to them. It is this declaration or

defiance of authority that is so intolerable to men, more so than the women's only

event (room or publication). Given the resentment faced by female officels by their'

male counterparts when they engage in female-only events, would the female

officers attend if more women-only activities wele planned? One officer believes

that:

92

Wonten are ctfraicl to gather because they ure going to be

ostrocisecl by the ntenfor having gathered. The golf thing.. .ntel'L

usk why they can't play. Do yoLt want to conxe wìth us cutd hectr

tts tcLlk ubout our kids? The vvonten ore very reluctcutt to clo

curything within this orgcutizctîion cmd yott wotx't get a very good
ttLntout because the yowtg girls are scared of gettirtg singlecl
out. They cLre so cfraid of not being accepted.
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The officer in the above quotation suggests that when women come together

they often talk about theil'other role as mothers, something that some women feel the

need to contain when among the plethora of male officers, fol fear that mothering

does not fit into the everyday conversations of their male peers. Although the

women have expressed that thele is a need to strengthen the camaraderie between the

female officers, the question still remains as to 'how' this can be done. One officer

mentions, "IthinkcLlot ofwomenjustfeel guiltybeccntseîhey ure ctwcryfortenhours

cuú they just lhink 'No they c(uz't go. The kid has been alone with clacldy the whole

day.'Iclon'tthinkguyshcLvethatscunefeeling. Ithinkit'scLntother-núturething."

InSmith's (2004:388-391)article,"MenDon'tDoThisSortofThing"hediscusses

the idea that there is a strong ideological link between women, childcare and

housework and that men believe they are not as proficient as women in this arena.

Both men and women internalize the idea that women, who bear the children, are

somehow more intuitive about their children's moods and needs than men are. The

female officerin the above quotation shares the belief that some women do not allow

themselves as much camaraderie time (as male officers) because fathers are not

expected to take (as good) care of their children all day, and that mom has to come

to the rescue. She also suggests it is rooted in nature. In this respect, fathers are then

relieved of their 'babysitting duties' and free to pursue leisure activities without

having to won'y about the quality of care the childlen are receiving while he is not

with them.
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One option to encourage camaradede among female officers might be to

have activities that can incorporate women and theil children, so as to not take away

from the time women have with their family. Even so, would women still be teased

by theil male co-workers because they feel women are getting " special treatmettt" ?

One woman argues:

Wlto cares what the n'Len are goirtg to think. They'll talk about
cuzythitzg utywoy. Even this wotl'Lcul's retreút - we hctd all the
gtLys laugh. They say it's a lesbicut thing. To be part of ct

won'LcLt't's sLtpport thirtg is to be lookecl clown upott. Bttt if you've
hctd a few years on, yoLt have to have ct thick skin and scty,

'Whotever, I'nt a part of this cntcl that's it.'

This officer believes that no matter what activity the women are involved in

as a group, some men will always have something unfavourable to say. Miller (cited

in Oakley, 1981: 40) states that dominant groups (male officers) see anything

questioning the 'norm' as threatening; activities by subordinates are perceived with

alarm. She adds that members of dominant groups are convinced that the way things

ale is light and good, not only for them but for subordinates as well. The officer in

the above quotation expressed that to be part of female-only activities is negatively

ascribed by some male peers to be part of a "lesbictn thing" - where men are left out

and whel'e women presumably get together to 'man-bash.' In actuality, women-only

activities are called for so female officers may meet other women on the force they

would not otherwise meet on a daily basis; to build networks among the women

themselves; to discuss matters identifiable to women (such as matemity, child-care,

women's uniforms, women's accomplishments, etc.); andto ultimatelyfoster a sense
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of solidarity and camaraderie among the female officers, which is difficult to do in

a male-dominated workplace.

MENTORING

The issue of creating a suppolt system and a closer camaraderie between the women

may be helped with the recent implementation of a mentodng program. Mentoring

is "the process in which one person is taught, guided, or coached by a higher ranking

and more influential individual in order to leam from his or her skills, knowledge or

expertise" (Hale, 1996:426). In the mentoring program organized by the new WPS

Policewomen's Network, a female recluit is paired with a female officel of higher'

seniolity. The mentoring program proved to be an interesting and sometimes heated

topic among the women. Some female officers believe that their male peets see the

mentoring program as women receiving 'preferential treatment' that the men do not

leceive. No doubt, in a male-dominated workplace such as policing, women may

find themselves in situations where they may be the only woman on a shift, or where

they lack the support of othel females simply because they are not around or do not

'click' with them. The mentoring ploglam matches a new lecruit with a more seniol

female who may give advice or share her own workplace experiences. Because

women are a minority on the force, they experience situations regarding harassment,

maternity, family issues and balancing wolk and home differently than their male

countelparts. In this respect, a more senior female would help shed light on these
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issues and how she coped according to her own experience. A newer recruit who had

been given a mentor mentions that:

It felt weird because a lot of guys buggecl us. Even tlze guys that
I knoyv, I told them about it and they said, 'WeIl, we don't get ct

tnentor.' And I tolcl them, 'WelI, yotr guys don'l neecl one.' So

I wcts trying to explain it to thent. Ancl cts sootl cts they hear
that, tltey think it's jr,tst cutti-ntcLle. I ctskecl them, 'Do yoLL wcult
one?' ctnclthey said'No,' and so I said 'Well, then jr,tst shut up!'
Tlrcy scLy that this job sltould be an eqttal one, and I explctinecl
to thent too, thc¿t being aJentcLle and corttittg onto this job thctt

is tnale dontinatecl, sonte girls don't feel confortable talking to
guys abottt certain things because it's almost like ct girl issue.

So in that cúse, it's good to have ufentctle to vetú to sontetitnes.
I think the menîoring is cL goocl kleu. I think ct lot of girls are
not usecl ro working in c¿ male-clonùnatecl place.

Delaat (1999: 11) explains that women have difficulty finding assistance rn

planning their professions and that men who are in senior positions are more likely

to offer to mentor young men than young women. The female officers notice that the

male officers in the department obtain informal networks of 'mentors,' or people

they can bounce alound ideas with or talk to over drinks after work. Delaat (1999:

I I ) explains that younger women may feel uncomfortable asking for mentoring from

older men - and the men may be unwilling to offer mentoring because of the possible

(sexual) connotations that might be placed on such relationships. Thus, young

women aÍe at a disadvantage of finding such mentoling relationships, which the

Glass Ceiling Commission has determined to be critical to professional advancement

(Delaat, 1999: ll).

At times, a new female recruit is the only female in her locker-room on her

shift. She may miss out on the planned activities and everyday discussions that the
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men experience in theil locker-room, which ultimately fostel acceptance and

camaraderie. Because some newer women do not yet have such informal networks,

they are at a disadvantage. There are often few if any senior women that female

officels' see on a daily basis who might be in a position to act as a mentor, but by

matching up the two women an officel is given the opportunity. In this way new

female recruits have the option, if they so choose, to obtain ideas from someone that

may not already be available to them. This officer ponders whether the men would

benefit from having for-mal mentors:

I think it's a great progrenx because sonte people need it. The

guys? Well ntost people wlto get orl the job know sontebocþ on
the job, ancl they've talked to thent cutd approctclrcd them and
talkecl about their experience. It wouldn't hurt to have that with
the guys too. IJ'we feel we neecl it, why notfor the guys cts well?
There's nlore gLrys they can talk to ún1orlgst the clctss ctncl in the
clep artntent too, though.

Some of the women believe that having the option available for men to have

formal mentors as well would put less of a stigma on the women who are given the

mentors in their tlaining class. Anothel officer explains her views on mentoring:

I'tn not agcLirtst the ntentoring progrant, but I dotz't think it
shottlcl be just for worÌ'Letl. - because I think we are taking o step
back. Men hc¿ve hockey, spongee, baseball . . . they have those
outlets curcl go out nxore thun women clo. But you're almost
taking a step back by singling out the wonxen. If you are goittg
to open LLp a rnentoring progranx then clo it for everyone,
because I know sotne guys who that would have lrclped os well.
It's harder for a ntale to ask for help than it would a fentale,

Given that female officers ah'eady feel highly visible in the sea of male peers,

some believe the mentoring program works to divide the women even more from the
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mainstream of men, making it harder for women to be accepted into policing. This

officer argues against mentoring when she states, "Wat nrcssüge is it feeding to

ntenT Tltctt wontetz neecl to be coclclled, thut they shor,Lldn't be lzere becuuse they

ccuz't take it. If they [women] can't take the acctclettry they ccut't toke the streels.

Even if a guy never uses it [formal mentoring], cLt least it won't give that nrcssúge

thctt it's ottlyforfenlales." By offering the program to both sexes, some women feel

the strain of having a formal mentor would be relieved, sven if men do not use the

program because they already have informal mentors to choose from.

The topic of the mentoring program elicited debate among the women I

intelviewed. Women's responses to the mentodng program revealed that they were

indeed divided on the topic. Of the 25 women interviewed , 14 of them had positive

opinions regarding mentoring, some with the added caveat that although it is a good

program it must be ensured that the mentors be " good nxentors, " with good

reputations and "not just anybody." Three women mentioned that it is a good

program but needs much improvement. Six women were against the idea of a

mentoring program, and two felt indifferent about the program. What were some of

the women's concerns? As mentioned, some believe that the mentoring program is

unfair because it is not presented to male recruits. Some believe that some mentors

being chosen have a poor reputation and do not get along with other officers on the

force, which in fact could hinder the new recruit far more than help her. Some

women believe that the mentoling program is unnecessary, since they believe the

women ale just as capable of finding their own mentors eventually. Still, when asked
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if mentoring would have been beneficial to them when they were a new recruit, 12

women said "Yes" (the mentoring program would have helped), and 11 said "No,"

(that the mentoring program would not have helped them as a recruit), and two were

neutral or indifferent to the idea. Thus, the women seem split as to whether the

mentoring program would have helped them as a new recruit, but 17 out of 25 are tn

favour of the mentoring program today.

The difficulty female officers have in accepting the possible aid of mentors

is discussed by Niland (1996), who studied the impact of police culture on female

officers in the Australian Federal Police. According to Niland (1996:8), the fact that

the police persona includes the need to exercise power over others spills into the

working relationships between the men and women. In fact, as Niland suggests, the

use of power in an organization encourages fear and is exercised through either

superior positions or superior numbers to intimidate, ridicule or belittle women

officers. Niland argues that it is for this reason that female officers are teluctant to

join women's networks. They are reluctant to support other women who rock the

boat or make waves, and will resign rather than work part-time to cope with family

responsibilities (Niland, 1996:8). Power in numbers comes down to having power

over othels.

For women's presence to grow stronger within the police seLvice, more

women need to entel into higher, mole visible positions. Women have shown a

desire to enter into these higher positions and are now just gaining the seniority to

do so. Some female officers suggested that it may not only be new recruits who
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should have the opportunity of obtaining a mentor. Some women explessed an

interest in having a mentor available to them when they are preparing to apply for

promotion. Some aspiring female officels would appreciate an accomplished female

guide or mentor who can explain how they came to where they are now, and what the

best approach may be for applying and preparing for interviews. In conjunction with

this form of support, is the need to understand from someone first hand how they

were able to cope and balance life as a woman and as a police officer with goals.

One officer suggests:

We also neecl ntentors in the nùd-rcmge. I'nt ctt a range wltere
I ccm start writing this year cLncl there's so nxany of t'ts who wctrzt

the ntentoritzg so we can get to clffirent places ond ctreas. To
get into dffirent areas, you need art established otlrcr fficer to
help tts get established too.

Cohn (2000: 103) believes that by a simple law of averages, some members

of a minority are able to advance and use their clout to improve conditions for the

rest of the minolity gl'oup. The more women in higher positions, the more access

women have to people who can ameliorate theil situations and listen empathetically

to their concerns, as most have been in the same boots. Mentoring transfels skills,

knowledgeandexpertisebetweenindividuals. Thelackofmentoringseverelylimits

women minolity's participation and achievement in organizations and the shortage

of women in top-level positions makes this an even greater challenge (Hale, 1986:

426). When speaking about other female officers, one woman mentioned, "Tltere's

l50ofthentandldon'tknowhalfofthent. Atzdtltat'sthething. Idon'tseehalfof

thent. There's no recLl big ccunarctclerie. There's no wonlen' s hockey teanx or sponge
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hockey tecLm. Women'have other contntittnents. That's huge." Thus, although

mentoring is a debated topic among the respondents, it seems that there is a need and

a desire for a closer camaraderie between the women for support and networking

benefits.

CONCLUSION

With over one thousand males on the force and 150 females, it is no wonder that the

women tend to feel isolated from one another at times. Officers expressed that at one

time or another they wele the only female on their shift and the only person in the

women's locker-room while hearing the men plan activities together and increase

theirnetwolks in the men's locker-room. Finding a sense of cohesiveness with other

female officels may allow women to develop their own important networks; it may

help them feel that they have support from co-workers and, most importantly, from

other women who may understand that part of being a female officer is being a

mother, a sister, daughter, girlfriend and wife. There is more to a female officer than

her wolkplace role, these other roles and responsibilities may also affect her

decisions at work. In order for women fo realize a cohesive wolk force and find a

true sense of belonging in a male-dominated workplace, women need to work

together as a whole. While some women feel they are in competition with one

another for scarce positions on the force, resentment only deteriorates the few

successes achieved by some female officers. While it may take one woman a long

time to realize her goals, working together may help obtain them with the knowledge
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and support from fellow female officers. By working together, male-dominated

workplaces will find that women too, are a force to be reckoned with.
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CHAPTER 5
SEXUALIZATION, CAMARADERIE ANd DISCRIMINATION

Establishing a close camaraderie among women and men in a male-dominated

workplace has its challenges. Scott (1996: 158) contends that genderis aconstitutive

element of social relationships based on pelceived differences between the sexes, and

gender is a primary way of signifying relationships of power. These power

relationships are pelpetuated by use of derogatory language, discriminatory acts and

sexual harassment directed at female officers by their male peers and superiors.

Sexualizing female officers challenges their right to be fairly judged by their peers;

it compromises their status and attempts at developing a meaningful camaraderie

with their co-workels. Whether the harassment is blatant or quiet, done in private

or in public, by peers or superiors, it creates a chilly climate for women. Treating

women as sexual objects and discliminating against them helps to perpetuate a male

culture where women stand in the periphery.

SEXUALIZATION OF FEMALE OFFICERS

Many female officers feel as though they are perceived as sexual objects befole they

are seen as officers by their male counterpafts. Repeatedly, female officers refened

to being labelled, joked about or teased in a delogatory way. In addition, the

'masculine language' used by males and females alike perpetuates the sense that

females ale outsiders and that policing is strictly a masculine endeavour.
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The Winnipeg Police Association's Collective Agreement (2000-2002: ktter

of Undelstanding No. 01-19) states that the Police Service shall be entitled to a

respectful wolkplace and that it must be free of behaviours such as discrimination,

dislLrptive workplace conflict and disrespectful behaviour. Disrespectful behaviour

is defined as: rude comments, swearing and spreading rumours that damage

reputations; actions that invade pdvacy, pelsonal property or unwelcome gestules;

and display or distlibution of offensive printed or electlonic matedal. Furthermore,

halassment is described in the Collective Agreement as: verbal abuse; actions such

as touching or pushing; comments such as jokes or name calling; displays such as

posters and cartoons; or abuses of power such as threats ol coercion. The Collective

Agreement states that the Manitobct HumcLn Rights Cocle prohtbits harassment and

disclimination related to the following characteristics: ancestry, race, ethnic or

national odgin, nationality, political belief, religion, family status, sex (including

plegnancy), age, marital status, sexual orientation, soul'ce of income and physical or

mental disability. The Collective Agreement sets out the process to be followed

should the violation of a respectful workplace occur. The first step is to resolve the

ploblem on your own by raising the issue with the other party and discussing it with

them openly. The second step, should the first not be effective, is to report the issue

to the officer's immediate supervisor. If the issue is still unresolved, the immediate

supervisor shall leport the incident to the Manager or designate who shall attempt to

resolve the issue. Failule at this stage would allow the officer to file an official



grievance. Even with all these lules and procedures in place, harassment

disrespect still occur within the police service.

Miller (1986: 59) believes that oul culture tends to 'objectify' people, that is,

to treat people as if they were things and to treat women almost totally in this way.

Fol female officers, being viewed and treated as sexual objects by peers supposedly

sharing in a respectful plofessional workplace is particularly destructive. Not only

is this deeply humiliating to female officers, it implies that all of one's own physical

and sexual impulses and interests are presumed not to exist independently (Miller,

1986: 60). Women are seen first as "ú pretty girl" or "c¿ slul-ctss" or "hot-chick"

or "trunp " before they are seen as capable, intelligent and honourable officers. An

officer explains instead lhat "AII the guys rvclt'tt to clo is get you irt bed." Fienman

(1994:3-4) and Lemish (2004: 53) argue that the media and public have a dual

perception of women: on the one side she is a 'madonna,' nurturing and loving;

while on the other side of this dichotomy she is the 'whore' or tantalizing seductress

available for male pleasure. Mackinnon (cited in Scott, 1996: 158) believes that

"sexual objectification is the primaly pl'ocess of the subjection of women. It unites

act with word, construction with expression, perception with enforcement, myth with

reality." Some men will take the idea that females are sexual objects and treat

women as those objects of desir-e befole they give women a chance of putting forlh

a professional persona.

Sexual jokes, comments and language are the manifestations and expressions

that female officers are sex objects. By tleating them in this way, women are less
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and
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respected and therefore made inferiol to their male countetpafts. Miller (cited in

Oakley, 1981:39) explains that the dominant group (male officels) has greatest

influence in determining a culture's overall outlook, philosophy, morality and social

theory. She adds that the dominant group legitimizes the unequal relationship and

it then becomes 'normal' to treat women destluctively and to detogate them.

Identification with the dominant group allows men to continue their 'normal' pattem

of subj ugating female officers by treating them as sex objects. Men use sexual jokes

to emphasise females' diffelences fi'om their male countelparts. Debasing remarks

and innuendo ale employed to instill and heighten female officels' feelings of

insecurity and vulnerability on the job (Pogrebin and Poole, 1991:49). An officer

shaLes, " One girl told me îhat cLt ct nteeting this gr'Ly tunß to her, a cop, cLnd asks her,

'Are you a dyke? Do you ec¿t box?' She sc¿id she was so sick of her shift she war;ts

to get off if." Male officers have teased female officers and referred to them

lepeatedly as lesbians because they work in a male-dominated job and, in essence,

'do men's work.' Anothel officer remembers that years ago during her training

period, she was told by a field trainer to load hel shotgun " like you are stickitxg your

fingers LLp yoLlr girlfriencl" - yet another debasing sexual teference that women in

policing must be lesbians if they are doing men's work. While this may have been

funny to the male officers, it was degrading and intimidating to the female officer'.

By showing her displeasure at the comment, this officer later felt ostracized by her

superiors and peers for not being a teamplayer and accepting the derogatoly lemark.
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Many women commented that in order to be a successful female officer there

is a need to have a "thick skitz" and take the jokes and teasing lhat " contes with the

territory" of working in a male culture. Levin (2001:126) explains that a dilect

result of men's sexual banter is to facilitate group solidarity among men to the

exclusion of women. He adds that strong heterosexual joking is pledicated on men

being the sexual agents of jokes and females being the objects of those jokes.

Women cannot participate in the same way as men in those jokes, as there would be

nobody left to act as the objects. Women cannot play the same male game of

sexLrally joking (about othel females), as they themselves are a part of that minodty

group being objectified. Women often tly not to be offended, but they do notice

when they are being used as sexual objects. It is just that the majority of them are

afi'aid to be pegged as 'not a team player' if they vocalize their opposition.

Habits of speech sustain male dominant attitudes over female officers. In

fact, some women internalize these male speech pattems. Smith (i987: 86) explains

that women become "alienated from their experience," which stems from the

incongruence between how women experience, understand and "think" of their

concrete world and the male-dominated concepts and terms that are imposed upon

them. The quotations by the women in my study repeatedly point to the fact that

their workplace is dictated by male-culture, even in their speech. For instance,

females refer to themselves as "I'nt a goocl policemcm," and "a goocl-gtty. " The

females use words such as "down one illcn't" and having "less mctn-power, " when

refering to pregnant female officers. When refening to male officers the women use
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the wold "Ínerl" of "gLtys" but when they refer to themselves, they do not use the

woLd 'woman' or 'gals' (as in guys and gals) but the word 'girl,' repeatedly.

"The use of 'girl' in comparison to the use of 'guy' reflects a gender

inequality in which males develop from 'boys' to 'guys' to 'men,' and in which

females may (or may not) develop from 'girls' to 'women"' (Remlinger,2005: I23).

In this sense, females have not yet developed, while their male colleagues are often

in the process of evolving into more mature beings, 'men.' Remlinger (2005: 123)

adds that celtainly 'boy' and 'boys' are used, but not as frequently as 'girl' or 'girls.'

Refening to women as 'girls' relegates them to a disempowered, diminutive, non-

agglessive, less mature position. Women internalize male-cultural ideas that women

are less authoritative or powerful by referring to themselves in child-like terms, as

well as rendering themselves invisible when refering to themselves in male terms.

Furthermore, there is no loss of prestige when females ale refered to in male terms

('you guys' or 'policemen') but if you refer to a group as 'gals' or 'women'- even

if there is just one man in the group - it is considered wrong and insulting (Spender,

1985:23).

In Spender''s (1985) book Man Made Langr,tage, she discusses how male

culture has dictated speech pattems to favour males. She states that to be linked with

'male' is to be linked to a range of meanings which are positive and good; to be

linked with females is to be linked to the absence of those qualities, to be negative

and usually sexually debased (Spender, 1985:23). One officer in my study noted:



I ant t'he only fenmle on the shift ancl sontetintes I fùtd the
language, not so ntuch the swearing, just the "C" worcl gets

usecl a lot. Atzcl erterytlzing they say hos afentale negative slant
to it, like "bitch" ctncl I scty, why cloes it alwcLys hcLve to hcue a

female slant all the tinte? "Oh tltc¿t wos cL'whore' of a call."
Wry does it have to be 'whore?' If cL girl goes in there cmd says

to tl'te guy, " clo yotuttincl? " They sit there cutcl call yoLt o bitch.
If cL gtty sc¿ys "stop doing that" it's okcLy tltough.

This officer expresses what Spender suggests, that words identified as

'female' (i.e. bitch, whore) and even body parts are given negative connotations.

Because women are confined to negative terms, women continue to be devalued.

Spender (1985: 30) adds that some attempts have been made to modify sexist wolds

but on their own these efforts are insufficient to reduce sexism in language. Words

such as 'police officer,' 'chairperson,' 'flight attendant,' or 'fire-fightet' attempt to

break away from the negative value which female words acquile by the creation of

sex-neutral terms. However, while the male culture of policing has to consciously

use these gendel-neutral terms in ordel for this to occur, there is nobody to monitor

the banter and joking of officers. Violent and sexually aggressive jokes that use

women's words in a negative way facilitate identification of policing as a man's

wolld. This increases the differences between the men and women, instead of

allowing them to work together in close camaraderie and professionalism. Words

help structure the world in which we live and thus perpetuate a world in which

women are assigned a subordinate position when so many negative words carry a

negative female slant.
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CAMARADERIB \ryITH THE "BOY'S CLUB''

Camaraderie with the boy's club is complex yet necessaly for female officers to

succeed in theil male-dominated workplace. There are many factors at play. Fitting

in with male cultural norms may be difficult for some women, although they lealize

the importance of networking and the potential benefits promised should socializing

be practised. Socially, women and men often have different tastes and interests,

making connecting with co-workers outside the workplace difficult. Being aware of

negative stereotyping that could be at play fol women who do "go out for dlinks with

the guys" is also a concelr while tlying to form a connection with the gloup.

Furthermore, being able to attend these socially important activities is difficult for

many women with familial responsibilities and families. In all, many women feel

the need to be palt of the club - but the club is a 'male club' where one must tread

carefully in older to be a member.

110

There has been an expressed need for female officers to establish closel

camaraderie with other officers, but the need to fit into the sea of male officers has

been a challenge since day one. Policing encompasses a "cult of masculinity"

(Silvestli, 2004:26) with which female officers must contend in their daily wolk

lives. Policing embraces a sub-culture of its own, with its own norms and beliefs and

ideals of strength, authority, danger, trust and brotherhood. Police departments

recruit 'like' individuals who will 'fit' into their already established homogeneous

group. Individuals are chosen on the basis that they could potentially do a good job
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and work along with theil fellow police comrades. Camaradede is an important

concept to understand in policing. An officer explains this when she says:

I think it's being with people thctt mtderstandwhcttyou clo. Not
cL lot of people outside policirtg can understand thctt you need to
uttwincl cmcl venl c¿bout what happened at work thctt week, and
it's ttsttally clone over aJèw drinks. I think it's very itrtportutt
irt any job. YotL need to utwincl cLnd cts a stress reliever. You

neecl to leave work ut work and go sit ancl talk cLbout things
otlrcr thcut work too, and get to know your stuff.

Martin (1980: 85-88) explains that there is the belief that "outsiders" do not

understand the anxiety, stresses and challenges faced by police officels, making the

"policing community" a group of unique individuals whose daily societal

experiences differ from the world around them. These harsh experiences may create

an "us against them" perception, where solidarity in the policing group becomes

stronger due to similal r"rnique and sometimes dangerous occurlences (Mafiin,

1980:85-88).

Female officers, being a visible cultural minority of their own on the force,

are expected to somehow establish themselves into the 'normal' majority - that being

the male police culture. If male dominance in policing creates a male culture, then

so too should a minority of women on the force create a cultulal minority with its

own beliefs and interactions. HoweveL, because the numbers and power held by

women (in higher positions) on the force are less, they not able to influence (and

cannot compete with) the predominant male-culture. Rather, they feel the need to

assimilate themselves into the dominant culture. One female officer explains:



You have to be part of the boys ch,tb a little. You hcue to fit irtto
this etwirotunerrt thcLt we survive in. It's like suruive or don't.
If you clon't want to be part of us, then you're not. So I think

for wonten, they have to fit in to be part of tlrc rnen.

The actual words used by the women when referring to the police culture were

"boy's club," "male-clontinatecl workplace," and even "nxclcho work attitttdes."

Cohn (2000:99) contends that when an outsider (female officer) with a distinctive

culture or style comes into a work group (of all males) this threatens the interactional

style of the incumbents. The men may wondel', "can we still discuss football

scores?" "Can we still tell dirty jokes?" "Will she get us into trouble?" Kanter

(cited in Cohn, 2000: 99) explains that majority members usually react to an outsider

by "boundary heightening" or exaggerating the characteristics between the group in

order to make the new members feel as diffelent as possible. When women enter the

workplace, sexual jokes and sports talk actually increase; derogatory comments are

made publicly and loudly, all to test and observe how new members will react (Cohn,

2000: 99-100). If a woman plays along or is quiet, she demonstrates little opposition

and actually accepts a sr.rbordinate position within the hierarchy. If she is vocal and

opposes the comments, she may keep her self-respect but become an outsider (Cohn,

2000: 100).

lL2

Women have had to contend with the majority if they are going to work

harmoniously with the dominant personalities on the force. 'When the women were

asked in the short survey about theil satisfaction with their present level of cohesion

with their co-workers, 60 percent said they were satisfied,24 percent reported they
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were somewhat satisfied , 4 percent were indifferent , and 12 percent repolted they

were unsatisfied with their level of cohesion with co-workers. One particular officer

who described herself as satisfied contradicted helself when she provided a fuller

description of workplace cohesion in the interview:

If you ask nte c¿bout î|rc people I work with, I'nt not satisfied at
all. There's loo nuch c:rrogünce, îoo tnuch mcLcho-isnt ancl

bctckstcLbbittg. So yes, it's scttisfying but I wislt I coulcl change
how nten ancl wonrcn deal with one another. I ant sure it
happens in hospitals ctrtcl big orgarúzations, btú here, yon're ct

wotl'Lc¿tl in ct ntale clonùnatedfield. You don't have sonteone who
is ort your side at all tintes, unless tltere's unother fentale ott
your shift thcLt can wtderstand where yoLt are conùng from.

Although this officer checked-off that she was 'satisfied' with workplace

camaraderie in the short survey questionnaire, what she actually shows is that she

'accepts'het'workplacecamaraderieforwhatitis-machoandbackstabbing-r'ather

than being truly satisfied by it. She understands the problems that come with

working in a male-dominated field and feels there is little she can do to change

wolkplace dynamics between men and women.

Workplace camaraderie enables police members to enhance not only social

relations but potentially attaining networks needed fol future plomotion.

Strengthening camaraderie and solidarity with members is often done outside work

hours. Whethel these activities include participating in sports or shaling drinks at

a bar, they foster relationships among police members, thus increasing solidarity. An

officer describes her opinion of what it is to attend these extra-cunicular activities:

You need to know people and if people don't know you, yoLt're
nobody. You need sonteone to vouchfor you and say that's a



good guy, because you werlt clrinking with them. It's not jrtst
alcohol, but when they get to know you they trust yoLt cutcl know
you're ü cotnpetetú girl as opposed to just a pretty girl.

This officer hopes that by attending after-work activities she will be able to

shed the filst impression that she is a sexual object and that her peers will see her for

her personality more so than her appearance. In fact, she mentions that she wants to

be seen as "ct good guy" or one of the group (of men) ratherthan being seen as a

"pretty girl," because pretty girls ale not accepted as being good officels.

According to the women, fosteling trust and lelationships with co-workers whose

lives depend on one another is an important aspect of policing. Workplace

camaradede serves othel purposes that work to the advantages of officers who

frequent 'afteL work' activities. Networks are formed during informal gatherings and

become a means by which other facets of one's personality are revealed, even if work

personalities do not mesh. By allowing another part of an officer's personality to be

seen, peers are able to evaluate personalities not only in a social aspect, but in the

workplace for promotional opportunities. Making oneself visible to othels is

advantageous when promotional opportunities arise and one needs an already

established officel to 'put in a good word.' This officer explains the importance of

attending extra-curicular activities :

To get anywhere here it's wlrc you know. So if I don't know
curybody ancl they forget who I am then they will tctke their

friencls or sotnebody who they know for positions lc¿ter. It's
intportant, but yor,L clon't have to go all îhe tinrc, just show up

once in ct while sort of thing.

Lt4
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Given that not everybody is interested in sports or drinking after hours, should an

officer not attend these activities would it be detrimental to their standing within the

gror"rp? Cohn (2000: 100) explains that having few fi'iends at work is professionally

debilitating. Most work is gror-rp-work and having friends provides networking, as

information comes from people. By not being part of the group, officers are limiting

themselves from valuable information and upward movement. The majolity of

women in the study agree that camaladerie with male officers is indeed an important

part of police work if one is to be accepted, tlusted and promoted to theil desired

position or posting.

Oh yeoh, I think it is goocl to socicLlize out of the ffice to talk
about thirtgs cutd it's intportant on the side of things that that's
how yott tttcty work yourself into other positiotzs. I think there's
a genuine intportcutce to it, in thctt just to go out and kind of be

with the people thot yotL work with and that's how yor't become

ct close groLtp and work together well. If yotL clon't show up, ctnd

if you don't always go oLtt cutd clo that, you're cutting yourself
ottt of the loop sontetimes. So there's ctn importctnt plctce on it,
just by police fficers in general. ThcLt's how yor'r network and
get yortrself known in other positions. And that may be the case

in other professiorzs cts well, too,

Some officers describe the difference between those who make it a point of attending

group activities as opposed to those who do not. For instance, one officer explains:

Even here, I'm left out. I'tn tlot in the chcmging roomyappirtg
with thent beþre and ctfter work. I'nt not a hunter or ct

ntechanic. There cLre sontetittrcs when they talk when I jttst get
up cmclwalk out. See yu. I have no idea. I miss hcning a girl ott
the shift.for thaÍ reason.
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Being able to fit-in creates an aura of acceptance and trust for the entire shift. One

officer said that "Wtenyou don't lnng with the shift, they act dffirently withyott."

Feeling part of the group creates greater satisfaction in the wolkplace and better

working conditions than those who are solitary and introspective.

As in many workplaces, "shmoozing" or mingling with the group becomes

an important way to climb the ladder, but for female officers thele is a fine line

between going out for drinks and being labelled as sexually plomiscuous. In policing

'shmoozing' is done with mostly, if not all, by males. When women are invited to

social outings, they may be the only female in the grollp and prone to male sexual

jokes or teasing. When one female officel asked if she could go along with the male

officels on theil outing she said, "Yeah, they suid I cot'ilcl go with thent - if I tvent

topless. " While it may be detrimental to some women should they not attend extra-

curricular activities (as it minimizes networking opportunities), it may also be

detrimental if they do choose to go. For women who are the only females on their

shift, female officers have explained the need for caution when going out with only

male officers. An officel explains; " I was the only girl on the shift so I never went

ottt with tlte guys. Only if there's oîher girls on, because I didn't want to be pegged

with sleeping around. There's just too ntuch bull-shit. " Younger female recruits,

who often feel the need to fit into the 'boy's club' due to their low rank and

subseqr.rent desire to be accepted by their peers, have been described by fellow

female officers to be easy prey to rumours and pool reputations. As part of a male

landscape, women stand out as sexual objects to the men. Men use sexualjokes
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about women as a way to reinforce a highly gendered group solidarity (Levin, 200I:

125). A female officer describes the need to attend outings with the shift, but the

need to be careful as a woman:

When I.first stctrtecl it wcts itnportant becatLseyoltwcttll to be one

of the guys. Now I really could care less whctt cutybody sctys

about nrc. It's irnportúnt for the yor,mger people, and I think
those yowtg girls JÞel they have to clo those things so they have

to fit in with the gttys Bttt even early on I ntacle it ct poirtt not to
clrink in excess so yoLt don't get labelled, because that contes

very cluickly with wontett. Guys cc¿n do it, but wonxen can't.

This officel explains that it is more crucial for new recruits to be waly of the

labels that coincide with being sexually objectified on the job. While this officer has

more seniority and feels less vulnerable than her more junior female peers (in that

she has less to plove because she has already achieved a higher status than some

male officers), she walïs that junior officers ale not as fortunate. They do not have

a strong history to back them up. Female officers must be aware of theil conduct

while out with male peers, or face being negatively labelled by all. Thus, thele is the

desire for some female officers to feel part of the group and being part of the group

involves social outings. Attending these social gatherings may increase networks

within the group, but it may also work against a female officer depending on her

demeanour while on these outings. Drinking with the men, especially if you are the

only woman in a group, may cause rumours to spread, resulting in a less than

favourable social standing within the group she wishes to belong.
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Still, although most female officers feel the need to be involved with their

shift outside working hours, many find it difficult to make time in their family

schedules for socializing with their co-workers. As discussed in Chapter Three,

women still have m¿ìny family and household lesponsibilities and less leisule time

than men, which limits potential interaction with peers. An officer with children

explains: "I coulcln't clrink nry face off cmcl then go pick up nry kids. As a mtunnty

you cú11't sleep all day. IJ'yott go oLtt drinking ond thenyoLtwcu'tt to take care of tlrc

kids all clay, whcLt cffe yoLt, crcLTy? " The women noted a stark difference when it

came to male officels with children being able to go out after work while female

officels with children were limited by household responsibilities. For instance:

Wonten clon't alwctys go. Or they nxay go maybe quickly und
then leave, or yoLt know, once in ct while. Again, the gr.Lys hcwe

their wives at honte taking care of kids cutcl doing things. Guys
clon't care if there's dirty laundry all over the plcLce. Wo's
worried ctbout the clishes piled up on the counter? All those

things are still very much concenls wonlerL have, as opposecl to
guys. And when you odd tltctt tLp 1o taking care of yor,tr kids ancl
your work cmcl making tinte just to go out ctfter work, that's ct

full plate.

As mentioned in Chapter Three, the roles of female officers are many and

include being the plimary care-giver and manager of household duties. Although

men pefolm household duties, they are not as constant, repetitive and intemupted as

women's leported housework (Mattingly and Branchi,2003: 1002). Furthel to this,

women are the main childcale providers even when they have full-timejobs and even

when fathers are around (Luxton and Corman, 2001: 49-5, Oakley, 1972: I52,

Stebbins, 1988: 28-33, Phillis and Phillips, 2000: 48-49). Wheleas much of
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women's leisure time is spent in the home, men's leisure time is non-familial, in that

it is often spent outside the home with friends, at games, playing sports or in tavems

(Stebbins, 1988, 37). Therefore, female officels spend more time in the home taking

care of their family and maintaining the home, as well as work irregular policing

shifts. Most women are not as able to socialize with peers aftel work to increase

camaraderie create networks as much as their male countelparts.

GENDER DISCRIMINATION

Female officers shared stories of discriminatory acts that surprised and enlightened

me on the difficulties women have had to face in a male dominated occupation.

Discrimination and harassment sustain both male workplace power and male power

to treat women as sexual objects (Pogrebin and Poole, 1997: 43). Sexism is the

subordination of one sex, usually female, based on the assumed superiority of the

other sex (Kendall et al, 2000:340). Sexism, according to Lott (cited in Kendall et

aI,2000:340), contains three components: l) negative attitudes toward women; 2)

stereot)¡pical beliefs that leinfolce ol justify the plejudice and 3) discliminatory acts

that exclude, distance or keep women separate. When I applied this definition of

sexism to the experiences of the female officers in my study, I found that many of

their stories fit into these components, but also overlap one another. I learned that

these acts were often exacelbated by some supervisory officers, who subsequently

influenced co-workers. I further leamed that the women dealt with these negative

attitudes, stereotypical beliefs and discriminatory acts often by themselves. Female
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officers who were new to policing as well as those who had been in the WPS for a

number of yeals relayed that some things have changed, and explained how far they

have come and that they still have a way to go before they feel equal in their male-

dominated workplace.

Negative Attitudes, Stereotypes and Acts of Discrimination

Alargepartof whatmakesfemaleofficers'experiencesdifferent istheir'visibility.'

In a sea of men, it is easy for male officels to pick out the women and make them

feel as if they are being watched simply because they are still considered an oddity.

When a woman enters a male domain, she is considered deviant by her male

counterparts - and since she is deviant she will be devalued, restricted and punished

for it (Poglebin and Poole, 1997 43). Women become fair game fol whatever

abuses - verbal, physical ol sexual - that male coworkers decide to dispense

(Pogrebin and Poole, 1991:43). A woman in a predominantly male job will be

watched and assessed as to whether she can do a job as good as the 'normal

majority'- themen. Afemaleofficermentioned, "Ifyouaregoingtoscrewuptltey

[male officers] ure goittg to first bring the attention that yott're cL fentale cutd then

the issue, whereas lots of guys have clotte the sante thing in the pcLst."

Female officers have described the phenomenon of "being painted witlt the

scune bntsh, " which is not conducive to eliminating gender stereotypes. Cohn (2000:

98-99) explains that visibility is favourable when you perfolm well, or a liability

when you do not meet your target and everyone notices. White men (the majority)
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have some control over their visibility as they can disappear into the woodwork when

something goes awry. Women, on the othel hand, are always on centre stage and if

they fail it will be well known and implession management will be quite limited

(Cohn, 2000: 98-99). One woman is not like alÌ women, jLrst as one man's actions

are not like all other men. Yet, often when a woman has difficulty in an atea, the

difficulty is overemphasized and generalized to being a gender problem with ALL

women. That women are a minority does not help the fact that they are watched

more than the 'aver age Joe.' A female officer mentions that an area which causes

her great discomfort due to her gender is in firearms. She explains:

First of all, when I was in recruit class, we hacl ct sergeant who
just huted wonlerl ancl he yelled at us and scarecl the crap ont of
tts. As yoLt vvere holding ú shot-gLox, he would screan'L cLt yoLt.

The stress built up and built up cmcl the gr,tys at îhe firing ralxge

were just totally ntaking ftm of me, 'Yeah I told ya yotr cottldn't
shool, you're cL wintp . . .' Every linte now I go for.firearms, I
just JÞel nxy gLtts are twisting. You're one .female, ctnd tlrcre
miglzt be.four or five others of you cutd there's 20 gttys cutd

they're all watching you. So yott go clo the shot-gttn and they
just think it's a hoot because of how strong the shot-gtut is and
how it makes yott bounce back. They think ìt's hiktrious, so I ant
never contfortable withfirectrms. I hate to scty it, but if it wcts all
.fentoles, the stress woulcln't be there. It's just all the guys

watching and they are just wctiting for you lo fail.

Women expressed that the effects of being 'painted with the same brush'

made their workplace difficult for them. If one woman makes a mistake, she is not

the only person to feel the consequences. Other women felt them as well. If a

woman fails at a task it becomes palt of the wolkplace 'mythology' (Cohn, 2000:

102). Cohn (2000: 102) states that a woman's "under-performance provides support
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for discriminatoly wolkers who want to argue that women minorities are not

qualified for high-status positions." This, in effect, adds to workplace stress whereby

women need to be perfect lest they luin it for their female colleagues. The fact that

the mistake of one puts pressure on all women is destructive in fostering positive

workplace attitudes, especially among the women themselves, as it causes tension

and resentment among female colleagues.

Sexist comments wele heard not only from male co-workers, but in some

instances the women said that it was the male supervisor in chalge who

discriminated against them. One woman identified how she was treated compared

to how her male colleagues were treated by a certain superior at her first week of

training:

When the two tncLle recruits talked to the superior he said,
'Welconte abocLrcl!' Wen I was introduced to the superior he

saicl, 'You're ü wüste of clepartntent's tlxorley, you're jttst gotula
get ntarriecl, we wctste all the nxoney training yott and yoLL're

probably goirzg to leave this job because it's not for yot¿.' I was
told I wús c¿ waste of deparlrnerú's rttorrcy!

In another interview, a female officer relayed a story when she had to call-in

sick and received a derogatory comment from her superior taking the call: "I phonecl

in sick one clcLy cmcl suicl I had strep throat, cuzcl he said, 'You conte clown here cutd

I'll give you sontething to slnve clown your throat. "' The officer went on to say that

this happened years ago while she was a new recluit and still trying to fit into her

workplace: "I wcts only cLyear-cutcl -a-half on. Do yott think I wcts goirzg to rctise a

stink? Tlrc olcl cops cliút't want fentales arouncl and they felt they could just say
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curything they wctnted. Couldyott imagine what would happen if in tlüs day cutd age

he said that to n'Le ? " Innuendo, insinuation and character assassination are fostered

by male officers in maintaining social distance and boundaries between male in-

groups and female out-groups (Pogrebin and Poole, L991: 48). Furthermore, work-

group solidarity is maintained when older males pass on their perceptions and sexist

attitudes to younger male officers. Othel female officers also mentioned lecently

experiencing negative attitudes and comments from supeliors who told them plainly,

"We clon't wctnt broacls here," or "I clon't like wonrctz, I don't thinkwonten belong

in this job, I have no use.for thetn."

Still, other women mention that some supervisors seemed to want to protect

the female officers instead of treating them as equally as their peers in the wotkplace.

A female officer who has been on the force for many years mentioned:

When I first started otLt I hacl a lot of senior sergeants who
lookecl at n1e ancl sctw their daughters, nieces or whoever. So

there woulcl be that alnrcst desire 1o be protective of me. But by

coclclling nte, it would bring the attention of the shift to nte ancl

ntcLke nte thc¿t nu,Lch of u target. So there were sonle very well-
intentionecl old nten who wctntect to protect, btú it wctstt't
necesscLrily the best tltirtg for nte. But that wes then.

Workplace tension is created when superiors treat female officels diffelently

from their male peers. Male superiors who deal with women in a guardian-like

fashion only serve to decrease women's full inclusion as officers. In essence, such

treatment fosters the notion that women are fragile and should be looked after. A

younger officer relays :



Sontetitnes the ntale bosses will be verlt sensitive to tlte point of
goirtg overboarcl with the whole, "yoLr're a girl" thing. They'll
ctssigtt a call to sonteone else or a two t'tlc¿n teclnl. because they
clon't wcutt to send ú wot?'Lc¿t':. Tlrcy ulntost worry aboul wonterl
sontetitnes. Tlrcn there's the flip side where they think wonlen
ccut't hanclle certain types of culls. I usttally tell tltem what I
think cutd I go ctrtywcty.

Because some supervisors ol other male workers are protective of women in

confiontations, female officers are perceived as less competent in doing work

demanding physical strength (Pogrebin and Poole, 1997: 47) As long as such

paternalism persists, women will be viewed as a liability rather than an equal worker.

Another officer recalled that when she first started on the job, the supervisor would

pull her aside to do special jobs in the office because she "hctd the nicesÍ

penmcmship. " This woLrld cause resentment with the male officers on her shift, and

subsequently caused discomfort and stress to the female officer. Anothel female

officer reiterates this expelience when she said, "Whenyou üre the only wonlant orl

your shift it's the worst thing in your lfe beccutse they expect you to do all the crap,

cmcl if you don't then they caII you a bitch." Time and again the women commented

that superiors must treat the female officers with the same respect as they treat the

males. Singling out duties that supposedly women "should be better at," for

whatever stereotypical reason, works to inclease the gender gap among employees,

presenting the message that female officers cannot do police work. Thus, there are

actions by supervisors which ultimately exclude women from full participation in the

force.

r24
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This discriminatory exclusion is evident in the involvement of women in

certain spheres of policing. One officel noted that, "As soon as yoLL start tlùs job,

they thinkwonrcn hcLve llteir place; vice, youth clivision, cuzcl other thcm thcLt - nope."

There are certain areas of policing where women are lacking representation. At the

time of the interview, one female officer reflected that:

There cLre no wonren in mcjor crimes. There's rLo wonten ut
honticicle. There's no wonrcr: in robbery clivision. There wcLS cr

wortlctt"r who wcts there for a while bttt she was just temporarily
ctssignecl. In robbery there was a tenxporúry wonlanl there, but
not Jòr lengthy periods of tinte. Those cffeas are very clontinated
by nten cutd yott see it. There are no pernlatrctú wotrrctt itt slreet
garxgs tutit. In major investigations tltere's no wonlen. There's
v)onlen in sexual assatLlt, and that's conle ú long way, but thctt

whole sexual assatLlî wtit has evolved front the youth divisiott,
cmd the yotLth division used to be where wonlen would go work.

Main-streaming women into occupations deemed an extension of the home

is not new with women in the workforce. Since women have moved into the labour

force, they have been employed in a very naffow range of occupations that has

changed negligibly throughout the past century (Phillips and Phillips, 2000: 52, 80).

The majority if women continue to be employed in nulsing, teaching, clerical,

administlative support, personal service and trade occupations (Phillips andPhillips,

2000: 52, 194). The officer above notes that women are in the sexual assault unit

due to the fact that it has evolved from the youth division - where women were

channelled because of the unit's main dealings with youth and children. In fact, the

majolity of women in specialty units in the WPS work in the child abuse, sex crimes

and child exploitation unit (now known as Investigative Services). Thirteen women
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are located in this unit, whereas the Investigative Services unit (which oversees

dlugs, morals, olganized crime, majol cdme and homicide) has only five women at

present. Unfortunately, the statistics provided by the service did not specify how

many men are occupied in these units nor if the five women work in morals, for

instance, or if they actually wolk doing homicide investigations. The statistics do

point out, however that the majority of women (607o to 707o) ale located in

uniformed genelal patrol.

Areas where women have little if no representation seem to be the areas that

women want to be in the most. Areas that are viewed as prestigious (robbely and

homicide) by police officers are areas commented as being populated by "old

school" men who "vvot't't give the wonten the tinte of day. " These prestigious units

are even more male-dominated and perceived as 'off limits' to women. These are

units where maleness is seen as essential to getting work done properly, as ìt needs

investigative intelligence, strength, brawn and authority to elicit answers from

peryetrators. There is a feeling among female officers that they are not allowed in

certain spheres of policing to the point where it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Areas known to be strictly a "boy's club only" make some women feel as if it is a

waste of time even trying to apply to those areas. A female officer explains:

A couple of yecLrs ago I appliecl.for 'Ft;'v-{' but I wcts goirtg to
ceply for robbery. Ancl it's typical thcLt robbery is ct rnale
clontinated urút, there have not been women in there for a long
linte. I went there and I cLskecl if I appliecl would I be

considered? Ancl they saicl lo me, 'we clon't tctke broctds here.'
Becattse for one, yott're not port of tlrc teúnl, two, they clort't
think thcLt yoLt con be like the guys. It's a boy's clttb cutd I cun so



sick and tirecl of tlrc boy's clrLb. It's so.frustrcttirtg beccntse this
whole clepartmettt is like tlrut. I wcuzt to do special4t work
because I cutt project oriented cmcl I know how to get the bad
gtty. It takes c¿ lot of work cmcl will power but I ccm clo it. But if
you keep buttirtg heads with people it ntakes youwartt to give up
ancl noî clo it anymore.

Officers described experiences that happened over a decade ago and recently

as well. Some female officers have experienced less obvious acts of gender

disclimination and others quite blatant, no matter what year they started policing or

what rank they hold. As the officer above describes, even now there are strong

barriers created by male staff affirming that women have their (women-friendly)

place in policing. While some officers discussed that the "old school" men need to

retile in order for women to be accepted into areas deemed a 'male domain' within

the service, others have said that no matter what age the men ale, they leam

discrimination against women from their predecessors, thus perpetuating women's

inferiority. Some women hope that once the 'old school cops' have left the more

plestigious units, that new progressive officers will make applying and being

successful in 'boy's club' units more possible. They hope that a new overtone will

be created by more modem men who are interested in the contribution women can

make in the predominantly male-dominated areas in the selvice. Nonetheless,

sexism is not age specific and if predecessors influence their subordinates to

discriminate against female officers, the cycle will not likely stop.
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Dealing with Discrimination

That women are not welcome in the more prestigious areas of policing is often

affirmed by discriminatory comments received by co-workers and superiors. In a

female officer's world, it is more tolerable to have ploblems with one or two male

officers than to be ostracized by all. Having to transfer positions that they enjoyed

or put up with acts that make them feel uncomfortable on a daily basis have been

some of the things female officers have had to put up with. As unfair as it is, it

seems many female officers interviewed would rather " suck it up or trcmsfer, " than

open a can of worms that will potentially make their lives even less tolerable.

Whether these comments are in eamest or in jest, they create a "chilly

climate" fol female officers. One officer mentioned, "There hcwe been converscLtions

about worÌxen, sexist if you wiII, that I wish I was not inclttcled in at tintes, but you go

along with it culywclys. " Anothel officel explains, "I ntean, I ccut take a joke and

sontetintes it's funny, but ctt the sc¿nte tinte I don't know a lot of ffices where people

nmke repecttecl contments ctboul people '.r d.r,s¿s. BtLt yotL have to take it becattse if

you clon't then they scLy yoLt ccul.'t take u joke ancl are not ct tecun player."

Conservative estimates suggest that approximately 40 percent of working women

and 5 to 10 percent of males have experienced some for-m of sexual harassment at

work (Tlromann, et. al; 1994: 3L). Research suggests that less than 5 percent of

harassment victims report the incident (Thomann, et al, 1994:31). Time and again

female officers explained their difficulty in experiencing discriminatory or sexist acts
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and not being able to discuss it with anyone for fear of being chastised or ostracised

by co-workers.

Incidents of sexual harassment ale significantly higher in male dominated

occupations (Thomann et al, 1994:31). Even though the population of women in

policing has increased in the past two decades they still represent less than 15 percent

of the national police folce (Statistics Canada: 2000). Women mentioned that

although they have to put up with sexist acts, they are also punished if they try to

ameliorate their situation. When one officel complained to her superior about the

difficulties she encountered with one male peer, her superior was less than

sympatheti c; " He said, 'WeII yoLt cclt1. ruin your career by pttrsuing this, or you can

keep your ntouth sltut.' IJ'yotL open c¿ can of wonl'Ls, yolt will lose. " This superior

did not help the officel in the slightest, but allowed hel situation to continue until she

transfemed out of her position, even though it was a position she enjoyed and felt she

was good at. When supervisors do not take the complaints of female officers

seriously, they perpetr-rate their marginal position within the force by allowing

discriminatory or halassing acts to continue. Another officer explained what she

would do in a case where she was experiencing sexism: " If it wcts really extreme I

woulcl maybe trcutsfer or suck it up. Beccutse if yor.t clon't suck it ttp, word gets oLtt.

That's the whole thing with playing goocl in the sandbox. " Therefore, many female

officers find the need to conform to a set of norms set down by their male peers. In

order to work in their male-dominated culture, women must not disrupt the way

things are done, even if it is done against women themselves. Keeping the silence
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prolongs the tolerance of sexism and discrimination in the workplace. Whether the

discrimination is blatant or creeps up, women stay silent. Why? Simply put, if a

female officer complains about a situation that has made her uncomfortable, she is

thereafter labelled. One woman explains her experience in dealing with being

harassed:

I dealtwiththetn onn'Ly ownwhiclttvcts good. It's ctlwcLys better
i.f you cleal with it on your own. If yotr tell somebody else, it'll
conxe out cLnd yor.t'll be labelled as cL whiner or ct 'Wcttch her.
She can't be trusted.' Eventhoughthis shotLldn't be going ott,

periocl.

Pogrebin and Pool (1991:51) affirm that women are reluctant to report

halassment because they believe this complaint would make matters worse, actually

increasing the r-isks of furthel or more serious halassment. This denies women's

personal autonomy and subjugates them. Thus, in hopes of protecting their job

security, female officels often accept and endure the harassment as pat of the

conditions of employment. Unfortunately, accepting things the way they are does not

improve female officers' situation in the long-run regarding the dynamics between

the women and men in the service.

THEN AND NO\ry

Women in the Winnipeg Police Service have mentioned that they have come a long

way as female officers in a male-dominated profession. While women still encounter

difficulty in some areas with regard to discrimination, many senior female officers
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mentioned that it is not as bad today as it was when they started policing. Twenty

years ago, when there wele far fewer female officers on the force than presently,

resistance against women was even more blatant. A recent article on Corine Scott,

the first woman to rise to the ranks of Superintendent in the Winnipeg Police

Service, mentions that Scott's "locket" was located in the janitorial closet on the fifth

floor of Division 11 downtown. There were few facilities available for women at

that time and the bosses who ran the department were less than welcoming (Sanders,

2004). To further illustrate this point, a senior officer reflects on when she was a

young lecruit:

Guys catt be quite cruel cutd cutting. They don't do that to me

now because I have rank, so I hcne thctt ability to scty 'No, yott
don't talk to me like tltat.' BtLt when yott are youttg and yottr
shift ccLlls you ct slut ctss . . . verbal obuse, constantly . . . sexual
hcLrassnrcnt, cortstcuúly. That we have evolved, thctt's ct

wonclerful thing. 'Let's play u trick on the slut-ass because it's
.funny...' No, it's not. Stop it. As I ntcLtured and gctined

seniority, and ultintcttely with my rcutk, I noticecl a huge

clffirence.

Although this officer believes that things are better now for her, this may be

attributed to her higher Lank, as she has many officers (both male and female)

beneath her in the hierarchy. This is not to say that more junior officers do not

experience discrimination and sexism. It is difficult for any "new gLty, " or the rookie

on the force to try to fit in. It is even harder when that "new guy" is a woman trying

to fit in. A newer recruit mentions lhal, "wotnen hc¿ve c¿ harcl tinte with this job

because of clealittg with hctrassntent, ancl it goes on. I don't care how much people
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want to be itz detziul c¿bout that, it goes on." Thus, while some women have

progressed and have had enough yeals in service to achieve rank and seniolity over

some men (and women) on the force, newer recruits still point to the fact that

harassment exists. With few women being willing to complain about harassment and

discdmination fol fear of being chastised, sexism has gone 'underground' more now

than it was years ago, according to senior officers' accounts. A senior officer

mentions, "A lot of wontert will tell you that they get treatecl equally, but that to nle,

is BS - it has been since day one. Now, people jr,tst watclt what they scty because

îhey hcLve to, because it's law." This seniol officerbelieves that things have not

really changed with regalds to how male co-workers and superiors perceive women,

but that there are stronger sanctions if women complain about their unfair or unequal

treatment now than decades ago when she first started policing. Most junior officers

I interviewed, however, agreed that they would rathel " suck it up" and put up with

the abuse or transfer out oftheir division than go so fal as to take legal action against

their harasser(s). ThelefoLe, although stronger sanctions are in place now than 20

years ago, few women are willing to take their case that far, as it is more detrimental

[o their reputation and career if they do. There are more women on the force today

(even if they comprise only I47o) than 20 years ago, and in this respect the service

is not as resistant to women in policing as it used to be. A younger officer reflects

that;

I think yotL hcwe to have a thick skin. It's totally changecl now.

Gtrys are nxore receptive to girls contittg irt. I ant sure it wcts

c1tùte harcler J'or females gettittg on 15 yeors ago, btú now



there's more fentales on the shift. It's a boys clttb anclyou have
to be able to fit in. I jttst think you have to be open-ntinded thctt

you clre walking itzto ct professiort thc¿t is predonùnantly male.

There is some pelception that things have gotten better for women in

policing, but some still believe that things have plogressed at a very slow pace. One

officer notes that strides have been taken only recently regarding technical issues of

unifolms and equipment. The service has recently looked into obtaining guns, pants

and holsters that will finally fit most women better. One officer comments:

I clo consicler tlxe fact thcLt they have looked into the resec¿rclt

and gotten this gtut, I see thctt as.fincLlly a huge step infonvard
thinking. It usecl to be, well this is your grut, use it, cuñ if you
ccut't then yotL shouldn't be here. Well that's tlot true, ntaybe we

neecl to change a couple of things. It's noÍ the grip strength, it's
ergononùcs. We are not lifting sonleone through it thcLt ccut't clo

it, we are giving them the ecluipment they need to get it done

properly, ctncl thcLt's tlte dffirence. Three years ago we finally
got lcLclies pcu'ús. THREE yeûrs úgo or so. Well, they are still
nrcn's pcutts but extensively alterecl. Even our holsters. We are
built clffirently than nten. We are not cts long in the torso, so

oLrr gLuls sit ttp higher, which ntakes it nnre difJicult to clrctw

your gut1. On a tnant, his gtut sits lower. Everything about it is
dffirent ancl it's about tinte we ccune LLp with that stuff.

It seems that in the past, women wele simply being "permitted" into the

service, with no leal action to accommodate theil apparent diffelences. Something

as important as an officer's gun and holster has been neglected for a long period of

time. Literature reports that women were not as good at shooting as men were

(Balkin, 1988:23). Perhaps a factor in this could be that female officers had the

wrong size equipment to do the job well. The officer above also mentioned that

uniform pants, which one would say is a basic necessity to the job of policing, have
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recently been improved for women as well. In these technical arenas, things

finally looking up.

CONCLUSION

Senior female officers believe that discrimination and sexual harassment are still

apparent but not as blatant as they were fifteen or twenty years ago. Their views are

paltly due to the fact that having higher seniority and higher lank lessens the amount

of harassment encountered by more senior women. More junior officers believe that

although they still experience sexism in various forms, it is part and parcel of

wolking in a male dominant occupation and there is little they can do to change that

without ruining their caleers in the process. Even with stronger sanctions and

legislation regarding women's discrimination and sexism, the women give little

evidence that this is actually practised within the walls of the police selvice.

Wolkplace harassment and discrimination are not only a result of women's

vulnerability as tokens or as violators of occupational norms, but reflect as well the

leinforced tendency of male co-wolkers to view women as primarily sexual objects

(Pogrebin and Poole, 1997: 43). Men who get away with the unfair treatment of

women will forever persevere, knowing that women would lather "suck it up or:

transfer" than be negatively labelled as someone the rest of the shift cannot trust.

Furthermore, these negative role models pass on the perception to other recruits that

it is a (male) culturally accepted norm that female officers are inferior to them.
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CHAPTER 6
GENDBRED MODBS OF POLICING

Gender becomes a way of denoting 'cultur al constructions' - the
entirely social creation of ideas about appropriate roles for
women and men. It is a way of leferling to the exclusively
social origins of the subjective identities of men and women.
Gender is, in this definition, a social category imposed on a

sexed body. (Scott, 1996: 156)

Martin (1980: 16) explains that all societies impose on the biological

difference between men and women a set of cultural definitions of what it means to

be male and female and establish different norms of behaviour for both. Policing has

been described by the female officels in early policing studies, as well as women in

my study, to be a 'boy's club' where the male role is dominant. Police officers are

expected by peers and the public to poltray 'male' traits. Some of these traits may

be to show aggressiveness, demonstlate physical strength, command authority and

fight when necessary. Female officers, on the other hand, have to go against the

social norms prescribed for women to fit into the 'male' notion of what it means to

be a police officer (Martin, 1980: 108). The women in my study explain what they

believe to be a'successful officel.' They pelceive differences in policing styles

between female officers and male officers while on the job. Some explain the ways

in which a woman can 'act like a cop' and still be a woman. Others explain that they

must minimtzefheir learned femininity to belong. Society teaches girls from a very

young age to be non-confrontational and frowns upon female aggressiveness and

fighting - after all, such things are not 'lady-like.' Therefore, sex lole norms for
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women in policing become blun'ed. The feminine roles they grew up with are not

the roles that are deemed 'appropriate' foL policing. This incongruity subsequently

affects the day-to-day interactions of women with theil peers and the public and

influences their ideas of what it means to be a successful officer.

FEMALE OFFICERS' PERCEPTIONS OF SUCCESS

When I asked the women what their definition of a 'successful police officer'' was,

I found that the women's definitions of 'success' were similar with each other and,

in palticular, that a 'female officer' should portray these certain traits. The traits

included being able to communicate, defuse potential violence, calm a volatile

situation and act with compassion to both victims and accused persons. In other

words, theil definition of 'success' was also how they perceived their own policing

methods. The majority of female officers interviewed perceived a difference in the

way men and women police. A senior officer states:

I think there's too ntuch propctgctncla that this is cunale job cutcl

that yott hove to be ctble to fight and be like c¿ swcrt guy or be

str,tpendous in ntartial úrts or whatever. I think thcLt still exists

for some people. So I think they overestimate the fact thut it's
a clangerotts place, because it's really not. But all the crime
stctts scty that we are nuntber one in nturcler, nuntber one in
crinte, btrtyouwcLlktlte streets everyday, how many times cloyotL
get c¿ccosted? I think the nten should be more tolercuú of people
in general, púrticulúrly people who ctre clown and out. Men
need to shelve their mcLclto intage, they need to shelve their
úrrogcu'Lce, beccnLse there's no place for it here. Like cloing
wctlk-throughs irt tlte bctrs because yoLt ore goirtg to get noticecl
by the won'Len because you ore in unifornt, rhat kind of policirtg
is a wcLste of nry money as a tax púyer, ancl it really cloesn't get
thent dates. So tltey really neecl to shelve that mcLcho image.
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This "ntctcho image" was mentioned by numerous officers as a detenent to

being a successful officer. Miller (1998: 103) suggests that male officers are

expected by peers and public to be aloof, suspicious, brave, objective, cynical,

physically intimidating and users of force and brutality. Female officers, on the other

hand are viewed as being less masterful and having a more submissive style: they are

pafiial, subjective, gentle, conciliatoly and focus on connecting with people (Miller',

1998: 103). All of these female traits, however, are in opposition to traditional

definitions of policing, which is one of the reasons many people believe women are

plevented from being leal police officers. Nonetheless, as one female officel puts

it, the police force needs "ctn anclrogyrtoLts type of personctlity where you hctve a

goocl blencl of botlt nnle onclfentale traits. Men need to develop their sensitivity to

be c¿ble to see the other point of view. " Across the board, the most important police

trait mentioned by women in my study was the ability of an officer to communicate

effectively.

I think cotrununiccttion ski.lls cLre by far your best tool. Tltctt

supersedes plrysical fitrrcss, etc. If you can conxnxuni.cate well
with people, yotr will clo well fu this job. But yott neecl to be able
to conznztuzicate on two levels, conmu,uticcttittg is speaking but
also listening cutcl quite ofietz we don't do enough listening. I
also tltinkthat ntenwouldthinkthat the plrysical aspect of being
ct cop is ntore intportant and I tell you thcLt over *'o; years I ccut

coLult ort just two hands how many îintes I have been in a brctwl,
t'Lot nlctt'Ly, and not even hcLve to inclucle nty loes...because if you
ccm talk sonrcbody out of a fight, you do. And I huve been in

.fights because the mctcho gLtys are yapping their ntottîhs when
tltey shotrlclbe listening. No. Comntunication is the key. All the
other poîential fights I cottlcl have been in were defused not
because of nry physical ability but nty conunttnication skills. If
I only hacl ten fights, yvhc¿t clid I do the rest of the tinte for ur*

years ?



The very traits deemed 'feminine' (i.e. to be able to use intuition to read

people and communicate effectively) are those which women find breed success in

a male-defined role such as policing. This, in effect, confuses the definition of being

a successful traditional police officer based on authoritative brawn. Repeatedly, the

female officers described experiences where they were able to defuse volatile

situations without throwing any punches:

I've enjoyed working more with the men who have an even

tenlpercrment, who don't get cu'rgry as theirfirst response. And
that's more likely in nten than it is in wonten, to be aggressive
cutcl to be donti,ncutt And I don't necessarily think you need to
be dotninant to be itt this job. It's ctctually funny because yotr'll
dec¿l with guys who ure intoxicatecl, und when that clotninant
Alpha MaIe cLttitude contes towctrds them, they jltst reúcï to it.
And wontett will just walk in cmcl try to cc¿lnt things clown.

Many women explained that it was safer for them to calm a situation with

their words than it was for them to provoke a fight. For instance, one officer

mentions the importance of defusing fights and calming a situation given that her

small fi'ame challenges hel in subduing someone physically larger than herself :

I have to tunt îhe guy arouncl with nry words and attitude
beccLLtse I don't have the size to get into his face. I clo it verbally
cutd get hint lo tunl orouncl nty way. I ntcty lake three ntintúes
longer but it works. We defitútely police dffirently beccntse we

clon't have the size to get into people'sJaces. I clon't tltinkthctt's
ct bad thing becctrtse if yott get into the wrong person's face, the
brawl is on cLncl it's not worth it.
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I also asked women if they felt the public reacted to male and female police

officers the same or differently. Some women explained that in dealing with the
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public, female officers may receive many more sexually-directed insults than their

male paltners when arresting an accused person. Thus, women are not only

sexualized in the workplace by peers (as discussed in Chapter Five), but by the

public as well. One officer relates her worst incidents:

I thitzk the vvorst I ltave ever haclvvas the sexual stttff, 'I'm going
to fuckyou ttp the ass,' Or 'I bet yott blow yottr partrler cú every
given ruonrent...' It's constcutt. Ancl you slam the brakes ancl
hope their lrcad hits the windshielcl. But realistically, it's thctt

kind oJ'stttff thcLt yott say, 'Geez if I was only a guy I wouldn't
have to put up with this crctp.'

In othel instances, female officels have had the opposite experience rn

dealing with accused people they are an'esting. Martin (1980:93) explains that some

male citizens adhere to a code of chivalry and this lestrains them from hitting or

cursing at a woman. To illustrate this point, one female officer in my study

mentioned that:

We had one gLry who wcts just being cL real clink, and we were
bringittg him into the station cmd he wcts kind of drtutk, and as

we are walking into the stcttion, he's beakin' off about
something and he tltnls cffouncl cutd he wus jusr about to lctce

ittto nte for something cutd then he goes, 'Oh...J didn't see yoLL

there' cutdfrom then on he was a perþct gentleman. He wcts on
his best behaviour affer that. He was swearing like a sailor and
lhenit's like, 'parclonnle nla'c¿t't':, sorry nut'cull.' It'sfttnny,I jttst
langlz.

The socially-embedded code of chivalry, in some cases, prevented some

accused males from stafiing fist fights with female officers, since it was "not right"

to hit a woman and it would not make the man look any better or "ntacho " in front

of the audience. This accords with the sex role stereotype which Martin (1980: l5l)
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discusses - that males put females into the category of "helpless maiden" while they

take the counter-role of chivalrous knight. Thus, she states that female officers are

viewed by some accused as the 'whore' who 'blows her partner at any given

moment' and the 'maiden' or 'lady' who is polite and helpless and not a worthy

fighting opponent.

Due to the small numbel of women on the force, female officers are highly

visible to the public. Having two female police officers in a cruiser car is often raLe,

and those female officers who did experience this folm of partnership found a

difference than when being partnered with a male officer. One officer explained the

difference of two female officers in dealing with the public.

I tltink the pttblic expects îo see nten. I think there's less of ct

threat when they see a.fetnale. The reputatiort over linte is that
you do a bctcl thing, cops (tre goittg to rough yoLt Ltp, that's the
reptúatiort. Tlrut's not whcû is prevalettt rlow, bttt I thinkthey are
ntore relievedto see that at least there is one girl arouncl. It's
an overtone you creclte. If you go irtto a place stonzpittg cutcl

screanùng, either one of you are goirzg to create Jèar and onger
and cutxiety. If you walk in úwore but calnt cmcl contfortable cutcl

even having a laugh ús yoLt walk up, you're not really
projectirtg ct terrible intage.

This officel explains that when female officers walk into a situation, the

overtone they cleate (thanks to socially-embedded beliefs of how a woman should

act) may foster a less threatening aura than some male officers may portray walking

into a situation. Some may argue, however, that this aura may be the stereotypical

female trait of 'lacking authority,' which goes against the socially expected traits of

a police officer's role. Does this mean that women ale not as effective in policing,
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since they may portray less authority than male officers? Can they still do their job

effectively? During the course of my interviewing, one female officer relayed an

experience where an accused was resisting an'est. Both female officers pinned him

down but he was withholding an arm, not wanting to be hand-cuffed. The officer

simply pointed to her pepper spray and asked him, " Do yoLt wcult sonte of this ? " and

out popped the arm. In another instance, when wolking with a female partner, a

female officer explained how they were able to use reasoning and communication to

manipLrlate a favourable response from those being arested. She explains:

I worked with a fenrule us nty partner for ú year ancl I lovecl it.

We workeclwell together, everything wr¿s sntooth, there were tto

argLrments, no driving like ntaniacs, everythingwas contfortable
cLbout it. I think that male accttsecl rec¿lized tltat nothitzg bad
was goirtg to happen to them, they were gettirlg c¿rrested and by
two wonxen who were pretty easy going. The one or two lintes
that it clicl happen, it wcts verbal judo, cutd I scLid'Okay, if you
watlt to pick a.figltt with us, go right ahead but I've connection
to a thousctnd people by this little radio on n1y shoulder ancl

when I yell for help you ccu'L bet they are goirtg 1o recognile it's
tvvo girls here' - and ntaybe I pulled the sexist cctrd - 'Br,ú yor,t

cux pretty ntuch guarantee that should I call for help, the

resporrse I get is not going to be very fc:ourable for yoLL.' Ancl
he thought cLbout that and I told hint, 'You ccut act like a
gentlentan or yoLt ccul ctct like cm ass, but if yon act like an ass

you're ttot goirtg to feel very goocl at tlrc end of it.'

The officer above plays on the public's expectation that female officers are

'maidens' in need to be rescued when she states that should the accused not

cooperate she will call upon her' 'knights-in-shining-armour' to rescue her. In this

manner, she used a stereotype in order to elicit a favourable response from the

accused. Although she did not need to call for back-up, she threatens to call upon
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her mole 'rough and less forgiving' counterparts to subdue the accused if he lesists

being amested by her and her 'eosy goittg ' partner. By using reason, psychology and

wits, the female officers were able to subdue the accused without having a physical

confi'ontation.

female officels mentioned it was a positive experience. Most of the respondents

Some female officers in the study who had expelience working with other

(who had experience working with another female partner) felt that the most positive

aspect of working with anothel female officer was that they normally do not instigate

fights with the public as much as male pafiners. An officer explains:

In a violent situcttion I think the guys wotild probably be

diffirent. The gttys would rather fist-fight than jttst end it by
spraying them. They revert back to their bar days or whatever
cutd they think tltcLt the guy or girl îhey are.fighting with will
think they ctre less of cL man because they use their wecLpons.

That's tny theory. You're a cop cmd yotr shottlcln't be fighting
with yotLr fists. We all want to go ltome uninjured but they all
wcutt to fist-fight first.

Female officers contend that being able to calm situations and reason with

those involved was regarded as a great success. Some female officers mentioned that

it is not the number of arests or how many fights you are in that makes you a good

officer. There are many mole qualities and ways of measuring a successful officer.

For example:

Wonten look ctt the bigger picture and nten (tre very 'ctrrest the
crintinals.' I mean I am vety focussecl in thctt too, but I also see

thc¿t there are other ways, or reasons wlry we are here, not jLtst

to clrrest the bad guys. We hctve to tctke care of kids,
neighbottrltoods ratd people cmcl the old and the weak. I thittk
they meastrre sLtccess by their ürrests. When you become
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leonúng how to deal witlt things cutcl yott don't hc¿ve to arrest
sonzebocly to deal with cm issue. Then a lot of things you deal
with are neighbour disptúes, jLtst petty things that people ccut't
get beyoncl. Yottwon't know how ntcuryfights huve been defused,
etc.

The female officers expressed that policing involves more than jr-rst brawn.

To be successful is to be able to connect with people as well. Although the media

portray policing as minute-to-minute high speed chases, shoot outs and one affest

after another, the fact is that much of policing has to deal with victims' calls in the

aftermath of a crime. Being able to communicate effectively by listening, talking and

sympathizing is often important during such calls. Admittedly, there were two

women out of the 25 interviewed who mentioned that they were not too comfortable

physically touching anyone, even victims, but that did not stop them from

communicating and listening respectfully. One of these officels mentioned a partner

she worked with and saíd "She cottldtalkto people.. . shewas probably ntore of

a hancls ot't, pLtt your ornx ctround thent consoling person . . . I ccut't do that. I ccut

listen to people but I can't do that. Maybe because I clon't have kids, I'tn not cts

synxpctthetic. But she coulcl really sympathize with people cutd sontetintes it workecl. "

That is not to say that every female officer has the same sensitivity, just as some

male officers may show more sympathy than some others. The bottom line is that

the female officers in the study agreed that you need not be 'touchy-feely' to show

sympathy and respect. Listening and communicating can have the same effect and

be constructive for all involved.
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Given that men and women are socially different and can offer diffelent

perspectives in a situation, some officers feel that having a male and female team of

partners offers a good balance in policing effectively. This officer sLrggests:

I think there's always goittg to be a handful of people that are
going to think that policing is about throwing dowtz the
sleclgehcuttnxer or the law, sort of thing, but more of-ten than not
I think they woulcl preJèr to have ntale and fentale paired
togetlxer becatLse út some level, maybe even cLt cut Lu'tconsci.ous

level, people respect thc¿t cutcl see it cts contþr|ing and ec¿sier to
deal with ancl if you woulcl rútller cleal with a wonrotl or a nxan,

yott have that oprion.

Othel officels mentioned that the elderly, female victims and childlen are

more comfortable in talking to a female officer, rather than their male partner.

Whenyou are dealfug with chilclren and sometimes withJèmale
victitns, you fincl yourself being less of a cop cmd more of ct

social worker type. Sontetintes nlen can't be as, I guess,

sensitive in t'hat wcty. So it's a benefit to be a fentale, to be able
1o bond wilh sotnebocþ that has gorrc through son'Lethit'Lg very
traumatic.

The officers discussed being able to see more into people's situations more

often than their male countelparts. Smith states that given women's unique position

in society, they ale able to see the world from two points of view. For instance,

Smith (1974: l0) writes that women expedence a "bifurcation of consciousness"

which on the one side they are subject to the thoughts and actions and beliefs of the

world constructed by men and on the other, she is sitr.rated in "concrete practical

activities in keeping things clean, managing somehow the house and household and

the childlen in which the particularities of persons in their full olganic immediacy
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(cleaning up the vomit, changing diapers, as well as feeding) are inescapable."

Thus, women experience a double vision where they attempt to meld the dominant

knowledge (made by men) and the lived experiences of their everyday lives. This

unique perspective holds the potential for a mole complete picture of what is going

on.

Having a choice of interacting with either the male ol female officer not only

makes the people involved more comfortable (i.e. victims or even accused), but

allows for the officers to elicit actions and responses from the public in a mole

holistic manner, given that one or the other officer may understand their point of

view.

Catching the "bacl guy," although described as exciting and a "rttsh"for

some of the women interviewed, is only one dimension of police wolk. Being able

to connect with victims and make them feel at ease not only defines personal success,

but also leaves people with a mole favourable view of the police department.

Officers often mentioned that because most women are raised in society to act more

compassionately, most female officers are able to relay compassion to people they

come into contact with. One palticular officel notes:

We are ttcttr.trally ctll trcLined to do thirzgs ct certain wcty cutd

there's cerlain infonnation lhat yor,t have to get on a call, there's
certc¿in proceclure policies tltat yor.L have to follow. In terms of
thut kind of stttffwe úre very nutch the sante that wcty Br,ú when
you tctlk ctbout tlrc way we talk to people in general, there are
sonte clifferences. I tltinkwomen ore n'Lore protxe to actttally talk
to sonrcbody and listen cutd clisctLss. Not necessarily talk like a
police fficer. You're more inclinedto share yourfeelings cLbout

sonrcthirtg ctbotû whcLt their kicl is doittg ancl stuff like thctt.

Wherects sontetimes a male goes in, gets tllitlgs ctncl gets out,
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get alot of guys who wiII sil dowtz andtake sonleone's hand and
calnt them dovvn. I think that's one of the dffiratces thc¿t tnen
cLnd vvonten have.

This officer explains that being compassionate is opposite of what is defined

as being a tladitional police officer. Some women are able to use compassion to

elicit favourable responses from those they alTest, but to also defuse potentially

violent situations by communicating with victims. Although not all women are the

same when it comes to degrees of sensitivity, many found that they were able to

show authority but also use their' 'feminine side' to get the job done.

FEMININITY

A large factol in what prevents female officers from having full participation in therr

male-dominated workplace is the construction of femininity as everything opposite

to men, and therefore inferior (Miller, 1998: 103). The question of 'how feminine

is too feminine' was also explored during my interviews with the officers. I allowed

the women to define what "femininity" meant to them, and how they use or discald

it in the workplace. The definitions of femininity ranged from: wearing make-up,

perfume or jewellely; having long manicured nails; having their hair styled; wearing

nice clothes; looking attractive; acting emotionally; crying; being sensitive; having

compassion and empathy; talking about one's children; discussing baking recipes;

batting one's eyelashes or being chalming; and being non-confrontational. The

women discussed that they differ fi'om men in the way they police and that their
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workplace experiences are also different. They explain the way in which they deal

with being 'feminine' while still being a cop. I found this conversation to be quite

interesting, as women relayed experiences of what is' acceptable' and' unacceptable'

feminine behaviour and what feminine characteristics work to marginalize female

officels in front of male peers.

Oakley (1972:50) explains that key masculine qualities are: aggressiveness;

being adventurous, enterprising; outwardly directed; and a tendency to argue or fight

and self assertiveness. Women's outstanding feminine traits are: being actively

sympathetic; inwardly directed; demonstlating a matemal impulse; showing tender

feelings; being concerned with domestic affairs; being more tearful; more easily

disgusted than males; pity the weak and helpless; emotional not objective; and prefer

ministlative occupations. Sex differences in personality are traced back to childhood

as they emerge vely early in the process of cultural leaming (Oakley, 1972: 52).

Strong cultural influences, including the family, schooling, media, adult occupations

and peers, push men and women into different gender moulds (Oakely, 1972: 156).

Oakley (1972: 52) explains that people are aware of the opposition between

masculinity and femininity and the need to conform to one ideal or other in socially

visible ways. Culture decides which activity is to fall on either side of the male

versus female boundary.

As much as women want to fit into policing and still use their femininity to

theil advantage - be it in quelling altercations or talking to accused persons and to

victims - each female officer has her own definition of how far she can take her
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femininity and still be taken seriously in her position. As I listened to their stories,

the analogy of a person walking a tighrwire at a circus came to mind. The female

officer walks a fine line of 'androgyny' that allows her to point her toes back and

forth on either side of the line when she needs to be 'a little bit' feminine or a 'little

masculine.' She tries hard, however, not to fully step over that line into either

territory too often, for feal of its consequences. Instead, she tends (and sometimes

struggles) to walk on the androgynous tight-wire, trying hard to maintain the balance

and not fall over the edge and be the laughing stock of the audience watching -

trying hald not to be the clown.

Martin (I980: l6) states that, as tokens, female officers face experiences

which reqr"rire them to adopt a variety of mechanisms to ease the stresses of their

occupational situation. Some women may attempt to assimilate themselves into the

dominant stream of men by maintaining a more andlogynous profile, trying not to

be as feminine as 'most women,' to be the exception to the stereotype of 'defenceless

maiden,' 'whore' or'mother-figure' (Martin, 1980: 16). Lake (1996: 430) explains

that "there is no one discrete 'sex role' dispensed by a master dramaturge, but rather

competing, often conflicting, definitions of femininity." An officer explains her

confusion:

Yeah, yott do have to hide your feminine side ct lot. I certctinly
woulcltz't go to work some days cutcl scry, 'Oh these cookies I
rnacle toclcry cLre so good.' I know tlrcse gttys would be looking at
nle. You don't talk abottt stuff like thctt. It's too bad because I
certaittly woulcht't wcuú to give up nry .fenúnirrc side for
curything. I still Jirntly believe in being.fetninine. If I wcutt to
weor a little ntcLkere to work I'lI wectr it ancl I'll wear perfrnne
to work and I don't ccLre whctt anybody says. Bttt there's just
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yoLt. YotL tc¿lk ntore about nzale issues in the cúr, I think, thcut

yor,L clo about afetnale topic. Especially guys, aII they tüIk about
is sports cutcl I clon't knovv curyrhing about football or bctseball,

so conversatiotzs in the lmch rooÍ11 - your input is cltdte
minintc¿L.

Trying to fit into a male cultural environment creates confusion for some

women. Oakley (1912: I75) contends that democratic egalitalian ideology

encourages women to achieve as much as men and to be equal to them. This ideal

clashes with their consequence of having a minority status. Thelefore, women al'e

being given two contradictory directions at the same time; 'Be equal' (be

'masculine') and 'Be unequal, because you are' (Oakely, 1972:75). Some women

depicted their daily struggle in tlying to keep a balance between being too manly or

too feminine. This female officel explains her struggle:

I thinkwe try our best to be fenùnine cmd lookfentinine anzd now
it's comirtg oLtt nxore, beccruse before you had to look all tough,
so wonxen now are dolling themselves up a little bit ntore in the
police force ancl I clon't think there's cmytlxing wrotrg with tltctt.

I know guys who say, 'Oh she's ct trúnxp.' But I clon't think
the re' s curythitt g w ron I w ith that. I don' t think y o u sho ulcl w ec¿r

tonnes of make-up or have super long nails cmcl things like that
whenyott ctre working on the street, but I think at the satne titne
you're c¿ wort'Lllr: cutd sltoulcl act like one. But c¿t tlrc scune liltrc
yoLr're in ct tncut's worlcl cmcl you have to be like a nrcrn ct little
bit, and you have to hcLve authority cutcl you cat'r't go otú there
in ct unifornt cutcl little curls itt your hcLir cutd long nails ctnd try
to be authoritative.
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The consensus among many respondents is that women who ale 'too dolled

up' aLe not good at portraying authority. The social expectation that women are
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gentle, caring and nulturing is antithetical to the definition of authority. To be taken

seriously, women must act more like a men:

I think yott have to be cL little bit tough. Yeah, I ntecul, yoLL can be

carittg but yort ccuz't be too so.ft. Ancl I don't know that that's
entirely cut influence o.f any police clepartment, I think thctt

there's an expectetion.fromthe public as well. Yott know. They
expect yoLt to go there cuzcl lcLke churge. And thcLl's txot to say

tlzcLt yott can't clo thcLt being.fernirzine, I guess, br,tt I think you
lose ct little bit of the softness, I clo attytvcry, when I conte to
work. Yon just îotLghen LLp ct linle bit.

This female officer explains that acting 'tough' is a male trait which she tries

to mimic while wolking in order to fit into the role of police officer. One of the

struggles female officers noted was having to master a dual gendered personality.

Balancing femininity means hiding femininity, to some women, and to act as would

be expected in their (masculinized) role as an officer. This officer describes how she

tries to at times minimize her femininity by looking less 'attractive' and 'dolled up':

I think in general yoLt want to look professional and clon't wcutt

to be wearing crazy anl.owzts of nmke-up or jewellery or
earrings cuul hcne your hair all poojbd ottt. YotL wcutt to look
professiortctl but still look like a wonxar:. So yeah, nzaybe I kinclct

generally rry tu look less fenúnine while I'nt working, just kind
of to fit into the role of a police fficer. So you ure treatecl like
a professioncLl and are not looking like ct girl going otLt to the
bar or something.

Looking professional, as the above officer mentions, is to look less feminine

and less attractive in older to quell the idea that she is looking for dates. The female

officer is sensitive to the perception that she is first seen as a sexual object by her

peers (as discussed in Chapter Five). Attempting to look less feminine is not only
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minimizes her femininity in other work related situations as well:

I wotLld never wear lonnes of ntake-tLp to work, or put perftune
on. Girls clo, but I woLtld never clo cuty of thctt becattse as soot'L

c¿s you ptft perftune on, well then yott're ïryirtg to ottrclct gltys.

Ancl even in meeting spouses cutcl stuff, I wottld never wear the

Iatest sttffi beccLttse the wives would think I wcts clt work trying
to get their husbcutd. So I clress down. Always dkl. I would
dress really plainly.

For some officers, 'looking too feminine' on the job worked against them rn

other ways, such as putting forth the perception that they are at work looking for men

and trying to attract husbands rather than taking theirjob seriously. Lake (1996: 430)

states that femininity also levolves around sexuality, sexual attractiveness and

youthfulness. The belief is that if a female officer looks pretty or tlies to look pretty

by enhancing her feminine features, she is at work for other reasons than just trying

to catch the 'bad guy' - she is acting as the 'seductress' using her sexuality to attract

men. While some women ty to 'butch up' andtry to act and look less feminine, this

still does not pleclude them from being sexually objectified (Levin, 2001: 125).

Levin (2001 : 125) explains that discursively constructing even unladylike women as

potential sexual objects maintains men's ability to asseft themselves as masculine

men. Nonetheless, females cope by trying to simulate the actions they observe men

doing while on the job. Other times, they feel that using a 'feminine charm'

approach would better deal with the situation at hand. For example:

There ctre tintes when you scty, I hcwe to butch ttp. Sometintes
you just have to suck it up ctncl scLy tlxút today I ant goirtg to be
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cts touglx ús t'Lc¿ils. Ancl some dcrys you ccttl. use being ü wortxcltx

to your aclvcuttage cutd the guys know it and I'II aclmit it to
cutyone...there úre days I have played a defensive wontcuz, or
that I cun.just ú wonrcilt, use the fact that I cull a worrlcln to sv)cly

somebody else that I ant working with becatLse of how I think
things shoulclvvork otû. It's cuz aclvantage as long as you do it
properþ. If you get ccLttght doing it over ctncl over agcLin and
ttsirtg it, yotL cor,Lld have ct big problent ancl you coulcl be in ltot
wctter. The (bad) guys really clon't catch on becatLse they still
hcne that wot?lcu't vision in their heads. So yott ccm play it botlt
wcLys clepettding on wluû sitttcttion you're in.

'When preparing for work, other women have said that you j ust " huve to have

balls" and put on the mask. This officer puts it plainly:

I think all women ore very strong in certain ways, if you are a
vvotllcu't cmcl yott have to take care of a job and kids. But to do
this job, it's so clffirent frorn what's norntal. You have to
believe thctt yott belong in that uniform, that yotL do have the
ctuthority. I call it pttttirtg ott rtty mask. Wen I conte to work I
pLtt otr nty mask, cutd I ant cloing nry job. When I am off tlze job
I cun the most caring atzcl nttrturing person, but when I come to
work it changes. I sit in that cruiser cctr and I'm drivirtg out of
the stcLTion cmd I got nty mask on ancl I cun cloirtg nry job. And
some females, I clon't know if they even have o desire to hcue

that ntc¿sk on, because I clotz't think it' s normal for fenmles to clo

that - cloes that mcLke sense? I thinkfentales úre ncttLtrctlly just
entotionol. That's.femctles. Offthe job if I hc¿ve PMS I watch a

cotnntercictl on W and I'm crying, I'nz an idiot. But on the job,
nothing has gotten to nxe. I can clo that switclt, but it's either in
you or it's not. Put that unifonn on, slap tltat gtm on and get out
there. I don't think it's natural.for females to be brawling ancl

fighting and putting people on the ground cmd yelling
cotntnctncls. That's tlot cL natural thirtg for fentales so thút
'switch' has to go olJ'and on.
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The officer above explains the conscious necessity for females to act more

like males in order to fit into the male-cultule that is policing. She examines that she

is allowed to show her feminine side while in the safe haven of home, but contends
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that emotions and sensitivity are not palt of the role of a traditional officer. Being

able to switch on or off one's gendered personality in order to fit into the police role

may be difficult for some women. In essence, they are going against the their

childhood conditioning that it is acceptable to 'feel,' for fear of not being taken

seriously by peers and by the public while wearing the police mask. The 'switch'

between masculinity and femininity and androgyny requires training and thought for

some women, as well as creates a great deal of anxiety in having to keep one's

acquired emotions under control.

EMOTIONS

Men are encouraged from an eally age to be active and rational; women are trained

(by family, schools, media, and peels) to be involved with emotions and with the

feelings occuring in the course of all activity (Miller, 1986: 39). Many of the

officers explained that while policing, they are unable to show the emotions they

would normally expless in cefiain traumatic situations, such as attending sudden

child-deaths or being in pain due to physical altercations on the job. For many of

them, they must inhibit their initial emotional response or face being lidiculed by

theirpeers. However, eradicating so many learnedfemale traits while on the job may

prove more problematic for women in the end. One female officer explains, "You

neecl to sîoy ct wot'tlcu"L. There cLre too rnony wonletl on this job wlto strtrt to uct like

ct tl'tcLt"L to.fit irt, talk like cL n1a n to fit irt, ancl they alter their personalities without even

seeing it. Ancl those women beconte other won'Len's worst enenties." By women
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acting like men, it reinforces that femininity has no place on the force. According

to Scott (1996:167), gender is a constitutive element of social relationships based on

perceived diffelences between the sexes, and gender is a primary way of signifying

lelationships of power. Thus, thele is a double-edged sword acting here: should

women act too feminine, they are not taken seriously; but if they act too masculine,

then they are showing that femininity has no place in policing. Showing emotion is

equal to being weak, and weakness counteracts the need for authority. This officer

relays the struggle to keep her emotions in tact after a violent altercation:

I think it's harcl.for wonlen, becrnLse wonlen ctre ntade dffirently
cutcl entotionally things ore ntuch higher than guys. I wcts

coveredwith bloocl, oncl I'm shaking, btú I can'| cry . . . I cant't
ctj . . . I ccut't cry . . . I started, but I sucked it trp cutd didrt't cry.
I wcts white cts a sheet cutcl bloocl ctII over nly arnxs. When I talk
to other wonlen that's the same too, tlxey clon't wcutt to shovv

that. You don't want to show emotion or dantuge or things that
upset yoLt because then it shows wecLkness to each other. It's sacl

to soy, but thal's ltow gr.Lys nteasure things.

In cases whele violence is present or when a tlaumatic event such as the death

of a child occurs, the female officers pelceive that this is when they are being

watched the most by peers. They expressed feelings of being watched closely and

evaluated by peels on how they handle the traumatic event. Do they cry or do they

"suck it ttp"? One officel stated that,

I'm vety sensitive, and there cLre doys wlrcn I.feel like crying,
cutd God help yott if yott cry around here. It's been brutctl. Not
only if yott're having a bacl clcLy ctt honte, or at work, and Gocl
knows we see ugly things, cutcl it's like, I have felt nry entire
cüreer that I caturot cry here. Not tltcLt it's appropricLte to cry,
either, you cútr't stc¿rt losittg it in front of people you're trying
to help, but there are tintes where you renlove yottrself even, ancl



lose it ctfter the fact, but that's still not acceptable. They [ntale
fficersl think it's weúk, when they need to be cloing the sante
tlúng.

Women have been made to feel that their assets - emotion, sympathy and

connecting with othels - are actually liabilities (Miller, 1986: 39). Releasing

tensions and emotions is incompatible to being a traditional authoritative and tough

officer'. The perception is that officels need to be emotionally impenetrable to deal

with the everyday occunences and traumatic events. Being able to back up your

paltner and being dependable goes against showing emotions and being a 'soft' cop.

Trying to fit in with the people whose lives you depend on, and vice versa, makes it

necessary for many female officers to act in ways their (male-defined) role prescribes

or fear being emotionally and socially attacked by peers. One officer put it plainly

when she said, "There's cL lot of things that sotnetinrcs you jr,tst wúnt to wctlk away

ancl cry, but yott don't. That's like a clrop of blood in the shark pool. " There are,

however, women on the folce who are not held by the belief that they must conceal

their emotions. This officer explained:
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There have been tinrcs when I have triecl to hide it but it hasn't
yvorkecl. I've hctcl scencLrios where I've cried in tlte ffice ancl I
clon't go cutcl hicle it, whetlzer I was having a fight with a co-
worker or cL collectgue. I don't want to be a guy, I'nt a.female
cncl this is whc¿t I clo ancl I cun very sensitive ancl I am not going
to try to change that to impress curybody by puttittg that asicle.

This is who I cutt cutd judge nte by who I ant, cutcl I happen to be

fentale too, so take it or lecLve it.

What of these women who refuse to take on the hald core masculine policing

role? What of their success as police officers? Martin (1980:190) believes that even
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women are cdtical of women who ale in 'soft' or "cushy jobs" andnot out there on

the street where the " real police work" is done. Officers in my study made the same

distinction; that there al'e "ntonutzy" roles in policing for the "fenúnine" female

officers, and there is "reul" police wolk for the women who are able to have more

of an androgynous or more masculine working personality. This officer makes that

distinction when she explains:

There's a handfi,tl of women on this job that some are classified
cts doing the comntunity str,tff ctnd patting kicls on the bctck ancl
hugging babies, and they are just ttot snxúrt at being police.
Then there úre sonle wonlen who ctre very good at doing other
stttff like crintinal investigcttiott stuff, gartg unit stttff,
intervievving curcl all that. So those wonxen tend to ntove orouncl
better, they 'play befter in the scmdbox' kindathitzg. These other
wonlerl don't. They are stuck in lhe ntummy sttLff, becattse thctt's
the only place that they are allowed to go. The police
departntent runs. It neecls goocl scutdbox players like nte. The

rvotrLen who wcutî to do the other types of jobs, montnty jobs,
greaî, Iet thent clo it.

For some female officels in my study, then, the more 'masculine' the position

held in the department, the more prestigious it seemed. 'Mommy roles' within the

police department, fot those women deemed to be more feminine than necessary for

the streets, are also seen as important jobs, as they make the police department run.

These 'mommy jobs,' however, are not seen as doing 'real' police work, by some

female officers. Instead, r'eal police work is done on the streets and confronting

people everyday on patrol, or busting drug gangs, ol solving murders. Many women

find themselves having to lead a life with stalkly different personalities and role

expectations.



I lead almost a double life, a clual personulity, I'nt one way at
work cmcl I'nt another wcLy with nry fcutúIy and at honrc. I
portray a clffirent persorl at work because I have to, to exist
here cutd to work here, thcm what I do at honte. I ant clffirent at
work thcuz I cun c¿t honte. It may be warped but it works for nte.

These policing roles require the perceived 'switch' from the female you are

at home, to the androgynous or more masculine police officer needed to preserve

police authority and get the job done.

CONCLUSION

Undelstandably, there is a stlong perception that femininity is not allowed in 'real

policing.' In pursuit of the balance of androgyny, women have had to suppress their

feminine looks, feminine conversations and feminine emotions in order to feel

successful and accepted in the male-dominated stream of policing. In essence,

coping has come down to leading a truly 'emotional' double life. This 'balancing

act' adds to the challenges faced by female officers in being accepted in a male-

dominated workplace, where even the women have attempted to eradicate feminine

intellect as pafi of the job. Female officers try so hard to fit in with the dominant

male 'boys club' that policing struggles to be anything other than 'masculine.' Thus,

the women find themselves in a dilemma. They need to find ways in which a female

officer's way of doing things is respected and seen as doing good police work, be it

in the office or out on the streets. Unfoftunately, theil few numbers, the fact that they

are sexualized in the eyes of their male peels and their constant negotiating of

acceptable emotions and mannerisms makes truly fitting-in all the mole difficult.
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Although political bariels have been bloken, some women in this study believe that

they are not yet fully integrated into policing. They still encounter discriminatory

practices, especially with regald to their career mobility and advancement and

through prevailing sexist attitudes embedded in the male police culture. These

ongoing problems support various theories of gender and employment sunounding

female minorities in a male-dominated profession. For instance, the women

experience work and family imbalance to a gleater extent than their male peers.

Bearing children in a male-cultural work atmosphere leaves women with the

perception that they are not as devoted to their caÍeer as childless officers or officers

with wives at home. Women experience discrimination in the workplace with the

perception that thele is a quota system, or glass ceiling, in place for those wanting

to enter prestigious ('male-prefened') units. Sexism is present in the form of sexual

jokes, labels and blatant sexual harassment by peers. My study points to the fact that

a chilly climate still exists sunounding women in policing, even after decades of

female officers in uniform. This climate exists because of the male-culture which

has shaped and defined what policing should be - everything that is opposite to

'women.'

In Chapter Three, the women explained the challenges of balancing a family

with inegular and rotating police shifts. Their family life also affects the way in

which they interact with peers and whether they are able to take enough time for

CONCLUSION
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themselves to study for promotion. Because women are the primary caretakers of the

family unit, many have sacrificed their promotional goals in order to maintain their

family responsibilities. They perceive a difference, however, when they see their

male co-workers studying for promotion while their wives are able to take care of the

family unit. Maternity issues wele discussed in this chaptel and point to the fact that

pregnant women are resented by their peers. Maternity issues also need to be

resolved that keep women informed of theil options. Chapter Four discussed the

camaraderie and competition fol scarce positions fol female officers in theil male-

dominated position. It also explored the debate regarding the Policewomen's

Network's implementation of the mentoring system. In Chapter Five, the women

expressed their challenge in wanting to be part of the group of male officers, but

having to tread carefully because of the constant sexual jokes and labels expressed

by their peers. This chapter also discussed gendel discrimination in the workplace,

acts of discrimination and how women deal with instances of sexual harassment. In

Chaptel Six, the women's stories expressed a fear of being 'too feminine' and the

need to have an androgynous personality while at work. Showing emotions is

viewed as a sign of weakness and a mask must be worn to fit into the role of police

officer.

The goal of this concluding chapter is to summaizefhe main findings in my

study and suggest possible policy implications and anticipated contlibutions for the

Winnipeg Police Service. However, before I discuss these implications, the next

section will summarize some of my study's limitations.



LIMITATIONS

This study, like all others, has its limitations. Firstly, as I discussed in Chapter Two,

case studies such as this one may not be generalizable to other occupations or even

to other police departments. I studied a random sample of 25 female officers from

the Winnipeg Police Service regarding theil gendered experiences and challenges

they face in their workplace. The officers were asked to relate their stories and

experiences as they perceive them, in a particular snap-shot in time. Nonetheless,

I argr-re that the experiences related to the women in my study may be appleciated by

female officers elsewhere, since they all work in a culture dominated by men.

Furthermore, the themes that emerge regalding women's sexualization, maternity

issues, camaraderie, promotion, harassment, discrimination and family balance may

be recognized not only by other female officers, but by women in other occupations.

Thus, it is not the generalization of specific findings which should give a study value,

but the acknowledgment of the life themes some women share.

A second limitation of my study is the self-selection process of my

participants. By using systematic landom sampling I was able to solicit the

participation of officers of valying ages and seniority levels in the WPS, but I was

also aware that given my efforts, women ultimately had the power to select

themselves into my study. I wondered why the women chose to do my study. Wele

they curious about it? Were they trying to be helpful? Did they have particularly

good or bad experiences that could bias the outcome of my study in one way or

another? I was awale of these limitations during the course of my interviews. In
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fact, after each interview I noted in my field notes the feeling I received from each

palticipant. For instance, was she particularly upset about one specific issue? Did

she bring up other issues I did not think about but that were pertinent to her

experiences as a female officer'? Did she seem to be positive about every topic we

discussed? Duling the course of intelviewing, however, I believe that the women

were able to give me both positive and negative feelings about topics we discussed.

I was also content with the fact that my study attracted officels of different levels of

experience. I was glad to see that my study interested all ages and seniority levels

of women in the WPS, and not just new recruits or just senior ones.

A final limitation worth noting in my study is the sample size of 25 women.

Initially I thought a sample size of 50 would be desirable, especially if the women

did not elaborate on their stories and if interviews weLe short. However, as the study

progressed, I found that the interviews with the officers were long and elaborate and

very specific and rich in content, to the point where doing 50 interviews would have

taken far too long. Although some would say that 25 officels out of approximately

150 female officels on the folce is a small proportion,I feel confident that the themes

that emerged from the 25 officers would not have changed had I interviewed all 150

of them. I found that after interviewing only 10 officers that main themes (r'egarding

maternity, camaladerie with the men and women, promotion barriers, sexism and

harassment, and male versus female styles of policing) were quite evident from their

experiences as females in a male-dominated occupation. By intelviewing 25 women



I was able to capture more examples of their experiences and the themes

emelged fi'om them, making my study richer in content.

ANTICIPATED CONTRIBUTION

The r.rndellying basis for understanding female officers experiences is to comprehend

that first and foremost they are women, and every perception and experience they

encounter begins with that fact. Being a woman affects the way they are addressed

at work, the camaraderie with theil co-workers, the way they are evaluated for

promotion, the way they police and the way they balance family and work.

At the executive and policy making levels of policing, there is a very limited

representation of women compared to men of similar expedence and senior-ity. The

absence of women in high ranks is due to the fact that women are failly new to

policing and lack the seniority needed to increase their lank. In other cases, the

women do have the seniority and skills but lack the time and lesources to compete

for promotion due to familial pressures and responsibilities, as well as the lack of

networking it takes to obtain those positions. Also, possible evidence of gender

discrimination is found in the absence of women in certain specialty units, which

may have an effect on later promotion possibilities. As in Price's (1996:4) study of

female officers, the women in my study also felt that more prestigious units, such as

narcotlcs and the street gang unit, aLe "off limits" to women, and where women have

expedenced "extra" harassment presumably to encourage them to transfel out. In

these instances, discrimination and stereotyping keep female officers subordinate to
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men. Although nobody will publicll¡ admit it, the women do have the perception that

women are not "appropriate" for celtain "male only" units. The wPS should

investigate ways to avoid typecasting men and women into what are deemed gender

appropriate roles and units (Waugh, 1996: 6). MoreoveL, female officers have

expressed the need to have more females in higher positions, so that when the need

aLises, there is someone who may understand their points of view fiom a woman's

perspective. When possible, the WPS should include women on promotional panels

and plovide formal training for male interviewers on non-biased questioning

techniques (Waugh,l996:6). The fact that Winnipeg now has a female

Superintendent is a step in the right direction.

The creation of the Winnipeg Police Service's Policewomen's Network in

2003 indicates that the WPS has realized that women have not been fully integrated

into policing and that both the Network and WPS ale willing to work together to

understand issues faced by female officers. Although still in its early stages, the

network has created a mentoring program for new police recruits. This is intended

to make the transition from recruit to police officer smoother for the minority of

women who enter the force. The recruits meet with and are given contact

information for an experienced female officer during recruit class. The recruit will

have the option of seeking out advice and using that officer as a resource that she

may not already have made through informal netwolks. The controversy, of course,

is that male recruits are not given any formal mentols. Women have been given
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these mentors because women's experiences on the force are different from men and

are gender related.

While male officers have many other men to discuss matters with, female

officers are sometimes hard-pressed to find someone to share instances ol ask

questions woman to woman, particularly when just starting out. Some see the

mentoring as a way to help women progress and be more prepared for questions,

especially women-centred ones, that will arise duling theil career. Others see

mentoring as dangerous, since it is offered only to the women. Female officers

shaled instances where they were teased by their male peers because of the

mentoring program and women-centred events (even though they are few and far

between). Some believe that female recruits are capable of finding their own

mentors. Some find the idea progressive and are not threatened by male attitudes.

Others believe mentodng makes women even more visible and needing to be

coddled, which is what they tly to avoid.

I recommend that the WPS monitor how the mentoring program is

plogressing and how it can be improved by asking the recluits and the mentors as to

what changes they would like to see. Pelhaps the Policewomen's Network could

explore the option of having a mentol fol all recruits, men and women. This would

take some pressure off the women fiom their male colleagues, knowing that it is a

universal program, not just meant to help \.vomen. Shouldthe men in recruit class

want to contact a mentor, at least the option would thele. Furthermore, more senior

women have asked that I inform the police service of the option of having a mentor
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at the mid-range of their career, while they are preparing for promotion. The women

suggested having a mentor who has already gone through the ranks. Conceivably,

this mentor would support the officer interested in promotion and share ideas of how

promotional interviews and exams should be approached, as well as share how they

juggled family-life and the intense study period needed to succeed.

In addition, the Policewomen's Network could foster lelations among the

women by organizing activities such as basketball, volleyball or any other sport.

These activities could also include women on matemity leave as a way to keep them

involved with the olganization, other than just showing up for couft dates. Having

a family-fun day with men and women in the organization would also help fostel

relations between co-workels. In the two years that the Policewomen's Network has

been developing, favourable changes regarding guns, holsters, uniforms and

policewomen's conferences have stalted to occur. As time goes on and the Network

matuLes, I believe it will be a resource for women to tap when in need of the support

they often lack.

Perhaps one serious area whele the Policewomen's Network, human

resources and the Union need to focus their attention is on maternity and family

issues related to their members. Female officers in this study have noted the need

for detailed and available information legarding matemity leave and job-sharing.

Although some information is included in the Union's Collective Agreement, there

have been some issues left out. I would recommend that the WPS create a booklet

outlining in detail the steps needed by women who not only are pregnant, but those
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who are thinking about pregnancy. In Chapter Thlee, I discuss recommendations

which the WPS should implement with regalds to a comprehensive matemity leave

pamphlet for officers who are pregnant and who ale also planning their pregnancy.

Most importantly, the women are conceffred about being placed wherevel the Service

deems necessary upon their return fi'om maternity leave. The Police Union's

Collective Agreement (2000-2002: 42) states that on return fi'om maternity leave,

"the member shall be placed in a position comparable to and not less than the same

wages as her position prior to her commencement of matemity leave . . ." In other

words, there are no guarantees that the woman will be placed in the same position

she had prior to having her baby. I would suggest obtaining information booklets

from other policing agencies and use these as models in developing a WPS booklet

for potential mothers.

As discussed in Chapter Three, women are still the primary caretakers of the

family unit and sometimes struggle to balance family life, children and work.

Perhaps police departments need to find measures that are more sensitive to

achieving a better balance between work and family, that can have a positive impact

on productivity and troop morale (Ostiguy,1997:lL5). Female officers with and

without children in my study explored the ideas of creating a daycare either on site

or a daycare for city workers who work rotating shifts. Of course, the question

remains as to who would subsidize the daycare, where it would be built and so forth,

given that the officers work in many different sites around the city. The lack of

funding and physical space has been previously cited in arguing against having a
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daycare. However, some officers have sr,rggested there are other things that may be

done to alleviate some of the stress of childcare and inegular shift work for males

and females in the Service. Interested parties could post names as to their

availability of watching over one another's children. For instance, officers on

opposite rotating shifts could pool their names and contact one another to arange

days that they could watch over one another's children. One officer mentioned that

it would even be helpful to post phone numbers and addresses of local 24 hour'

daycare facilities that could take their child at the last minute, when the need adses.

Officers with family membels intelested in babysitting could also be contacted.

Conceivably, these services would not only help the women in the service, but the

men as well, who are otherwise unable to find adequate childcale at crucial times.

Job-shadng is an option available for all officers in the WPS, which may ease

some people's family and work stress. However, some issues need to be addressed

regarding the availability of information on job-sharing and its limitations for use.

For instance, I asked women spearheading the Winnipeg Police Service's

Policewomen's Network if they could provide me with a copy of the information

they had on job-sharing, but all that was available was a memo explaining that two

officels were now sharing a position. I then sealched thlough The Winnipeg Police

Association's Collection Agreement, and although job-sharing is not listed in the

table of contents near Matemity, I did find a "Letter of Understanding" (2000-

2003:1-3) between the City of Winnipeg and the WPS, which is found at the back

of the agreement. It showed that job-sharing began on a trial basis on December 26,
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1993. Only certain positions are eligible fol job-sharing but they are not listed in the

letter of understanding. It stipulates that the intelested officer must find a qualified

job sharer on her own and that both applicants must be employed in positions of the

same rank at the time of the request and that one member must ah'eady be working

in the position to be shared. It also stipulates that seniorjty for promotion pulposes

shall be accumulated based on the actual houls worked by the officer in the job

sharing arrangement (p.2). Split shifts (one officer works the morning and the other

the afternoon) are not allowed - full day shifts only.

Given the description of job-sharing and its stipulations, there are few women

who are able to benefit from this program. A female officer mentioned that it was

up to the officel to find an available person in her own unit who would like to job-

share with her. At times, however, there were vety few, if any, other women on their

shift and not many men have shown an interest in job sharing. Indeed, the program

states that an officel must find a peer employed in the same position and rank as the

interested officer'. Furthermore, it is uncleal as to how job-sharing works for officers

on patrol, if at all. Many workers are not applying fol job-sharing, not only because

of the lack of information provided, but as Hochschild (2004: 325) explains, fot'

some women in male-dominated fields, one reason to work long hours or to avoid

short ones is to wald off the 'evil eye' of male resentment (Hochschild,2004:325).

Those who apply for job sharing would be going against the norm of devoting long

wolking houls and overtime to theil job, which defines the unwritten rule of being

a loyal hard-wolker. So, while job-sharing would be an ideal option, particularly for
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officers with challenging family situations, the information on job-sharing is

minimal; the possibility of finding another officer who is willing to partake in such

an endeavour is minimal; and the stakes are high for expeliencing resentment with

peers. Furthermore, job-sharing is very difficult to organize among officers working

long rotating shifts on patrol.

Anothel suggestion made by the officers in my study was in regards to family

sick ol crisis days. Female officers expressed an interest for family crisis days to be

available for police officers, not just civilian staff. This would be an issue to be

bargained with the union. Although officers are able to bank time and use holiday

time, they feel they should not have to do so when a family member is ill or in need

of assistance. Even in a situation where a father and mothel is able to take care of

a sick child, it is often the mother who stays home to act as nurse. Rather than

calling in sick themselves, which may make it seem like women take much more sick

time than men, they would be able to use a family crisis day without needing to lose

their much deserved holiday or banked time.

The Police Service may also like to explore the possibility of "flexible hours"

for those officers who work in offices. This would allow some officels to work the

allotted hours everyday, but give them the flexibility to start (and finish) work either

earlier or later depending on their family needs. The controversy that lies with the

Police Service is how supportive can they be of their officers without becoming

intrusive to the family unit. One could argue that they should be just as helpful and

understanding to the families to the same extent that work does intrude into family
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affairs. For instance, 68 percent of the women answered in their short survey that

policing affects their home-life negatively. In that case, one could argue that since

work is affecting family-life, work should have some responsibility of aiding their

workers in this apparent intrusion. It is because wolk intrudes in the home, that wolk

should take some responsibility for their members' 'struggle to juggle.'

There exists an obvious male cultural wolk climate in policing.

Consequently, law enforcement agencies must be particularÌy judicious in their

efforts to combat sexual harassment. Female officers are at a higher than average

risk of harassment fi'om male co-workers, who may resent their entry and or

advances in the policing plofession. Law enforcement is a profession in which

interpersonal sensitivity, trust and respect for the rights of others are paramount.

Unwelcome and offensive sexual conduct can devastate the departmental harmony,

work relations and partnelships that are central to effective police work (Thomann

et. al; 1994: 31). It must be noted, of course, that absence of a complaint does not

mean that sexual halassment is not a problem. This is particulally true in work

climates such as law enforcement agencies, whele there are relatively few women

and where complainants may suffer retaliation where team unity or loyalty is highly

valued and rewarded. Indeed, the women in my study have described many instances

of gender discrimination and halassment where they have not complained. Instead,

they decided to handle the matter on their own or, in the worst of circumstances,

have transferred positions. Sudden transfers do not look good on their tecord,

considering they often cannot explain the true reason for the transfer, but they would
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rather have a maned lecord than a reputation fol not being a team-player. As some

officers put it, women need to " play good in the scutdbox.. " Eliminating harassment

and discrimination must start from the top, with superiors making a conscious effort

of withholding delogatory comments and actions that perpetuate sexist acts and

attitudes among the lowel ranks. Attitudes must be kept in check and hopefully will

change the way female officels are sexualized and oppressed.

In a similar vein, social scientists continually debate as to whether structural

and technical changes or attitudinal changes must occulfirst in order to bling about

change in male-dominated professions. Price (1996:5) argues that both must occur

before gender equality will be achieved. This is as true for policing as for other

aspects of people's social andoccupational lives. Women have hadto supptess their

definitions of femininity and emotions in ordel to be accepted members of policing.

They have internalized men's definition of what an officer should act like and even

used men's words (policeman) in reference to themselves, which further diminishes

the legitimacy of females as officers. When 'female' attributes of conflict resolution

and empathy, rather than using force and brawn, are used in policing, they often

bring about positive results for those involved (as discussed in Chapter Six). There

is a need to redefine what it means to be a police officer that incorporates rather than

dismisses women's approaches to policing. In essence, diversity needs to be

accepted, and this may be reinforced from the beginning during recruit class, but also

by positive, accepting attitudes demonstrated by senior officers. Changes have

occuned in policing allowing greater numbers of women to enter into this once all-
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male occupation. However, simply opening the dools to women does not mean they

will be treated equally by those within. There is a need for a conscious effort to

accept gender diffelences. Simply sweeping gender issues under the rug has gone

on long enough.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Although today's senior female officers believe newer recruits do not have to face

as many obstacles in entering this once all-male profession as they did, this study still

points to challenges created by their male-dominated work culture. The job

satisfaction of female officers may rely on many factors suruounding women and

work, such as perceptions of gender equality in work assignments and promotion,

perceptions of peer support, family and wolk balance, and group cohesion and sexual

harassment. I recommend further research is needed to probe whether policy

changes over the years have had any influence on the internal police attitudes and

culture, making it mole conducive to women's inclusion. The information gathered

in this case-study of female officers in the Winnipeg Police Service may also be

relevant to other police services. One goal of this research has been to reinforce that

women must be lecognized as true officers, equal to their male counterparts albeit

diffelent in theil'needs. They must not be prejudged as being weak because they are

female. The participants in this study believe that as cunently constructed, the Police

Service's male culture reinforces and rewards stereotypical male characteristics, such

as aggression and dominance. In their workplace, female officers must be able to use
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rather than excuse those attributes that are considered female, if they so wish.

Female officers have felt they need to work harder in all aspects of policing in order

to prove themselves and to fit into their wolkplace as a minority. In 1992, Deputy

Chief Christine Silverberg, of the Wentworth Regional force (and later the Chief of

Police in Calgary), made a strong statement when she said, "We allow average men

to come into our police forces. I would like to see the day when an average woman

could come into a police force and not have to be exceptional" (Corelli,1995).
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Dear IConstable/Officer, etc. ]

APPENDIX A
Letter to Respondents Requesting Participation

My name is Candida Sousa. I am a graduate student of Sociology at the University of
Manitoba. I am currently completing a Master of Arts Degree. I am writing to you with
regard to a study I am developing on the issue of women in policing. Wliile several studies
on this topic were conducted in the early 1980's, there is a need for more recent research.

The purpose of this study is to explore and describe the work related experiences of
policewomen in the Winnipeg Police Service, and how their experiences or perceptions are

linked to their job satisfaction. Since women comprise only fourteen percent of the
Winnipeg Police Service, it is important to understand unique issues which may affect their
job satisfaction. The goal of this study is to learn from the officers themselves what they
think can help increase theirjob satisfaction.

I hope to conduct approximately fifty confidential face to face interviews with female
officers of the Winnipeg Police Service. I expect these face to face interviews to take about
one hour. Participants have been selected randomly. The interviews will be conducted
during working hours on overlap days and will be conducted at the Community Services
building. You will be able to relate your stories and your views about certain topics
concerning your work environment and satisfaction on the job. Your participation in this
research is completely voluntary, and you are not obliged to answer any question that may
be asked of you. Also, if you choose to withdraw from this study, you may do so at any
time, without the risk of adverse consequences.

The intelview will be tape recorded using an audio recording device. At any time during
the interview, you have the right to ask that the audio recording device be turned off. All
the information that you provide will remain strictly confidential. The researcher will be
the only one with access to the raw information collected during the interview. It will not
be possible to identify any of the research participants in the final thesis report and the
interview notes and tapes will not contain respondents' names. At the completion of the
project, all audio tapes and other material will be destroyed. Only aggregate information
will be reported. As a participant you may receive a copy of the final report upon your
request.

If you are interested in participating in this study, please contact me at _. You
may leave a voice message and be assured that I am the only person accessing these
messages. I am available by email at _@cc.umanitoba.ca . I will arrange an
interview with you, during one of your overlap days, as has been approved by the
Service. Any questions you may have regarding this study, or the interview, feel free to
contact me or my Advisor, Dr.Rick Linden at _.
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I hope that the research that I amproposing will prove beneficial to you and your colleagues,
as well as to other women who may be interested in police work as a career. I am sure that
you will find the interview very interesting as it involves topics concerning your experiences
as an officer. Your participation in this study is important and would be greatly
appreciated. I am looking forward to speaking with you.

Sincerely,

Candida Sousa



Research Project Title: "Winnipeg Policewomen: Exploring Experiences,
Pelceptions and Gendel Dynamics of their Work EnviLonment"

Researcher: Candida Sousa

APPENDIX B
Informed Consent Form

This consent form, is only part of the process of informed consent, a copy of
which will be left with you for your records and reference. It should give you
the basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation will
involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or
information not included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take the time
to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information.

"Winnipeg Policewomen: ExplodngExperiences, Perceptions and GenderDynamics
of their Work Environment" is a thesis research project being conducted by Candida
Sousa of the Department of Sociology, University of Manitoba and is a thesis
requirement for a Master of Arts Degree.

The purpose of this study is to explore and describe the work lelated experiences of
policewomen in the Winnipeg Police Selvice, and how their experiences or
perceptions are linked to theirjob satisfaction. Since women comprise only fourteen
percent of the Winnipeg Police Selvice, it is important to understand issues that may
affect theil job satisfaction. The goal of this study is to learn from the officers
themselves what they think can help increase job satisfaction.

Information for this study will be collected by means of approximately 50
confidential face to face interviews with female officers of the Winnipeg Police
Service. These face to face interviews are expected to take about one hour. The
interview will consist of semi-structured, open-ended questions. You will be able
to lelate your stories and your views about certain topics conceming you and your
work envilonment and satisfaction on the job. Your participation in this research is

completely voluntary, and you are not obliged to answer any qr"restion that may be

asked of you. Also, if you choose to withdraw from this study, you may do so at any
time, without the risk of adverse consequences.

The interview will be tape recorded using an audio recording device in order to aid
in selective transcription. At any time duling the interview, you have the right to ask
that the audio recording device be turned off. All the information that you provide
will lemain str-ictly confidential. The researcher will be the only one with access to
the raw information collected during the interview. It will not be possible to identify
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any of the research participants in the final thesis report. At the completion of the
project, all audio tapes and notes will be destroyed. Only aggregate information will
be repolted. As a participant you may receive a copy of the final report upon your
request.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your
satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and
agree to participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor
release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and
professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any
time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without
prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as informed
as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new
information throughout your participation.

Candida Sousa - Principal Resealcher. Phone number
Dr. Rick Linden

This research has been approved by thePsychology/Sociology Research Ethics
Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may
contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at
474-7122. A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your
records and reference.

Principal Research Advisor. Phone number

Participant' s Signature

Candida Sousa
Graduate Student
Depaltment of Sociology
University of Manitoba

Date

Date



Time
Section 1: Demographic
1. What is your current assignment?
2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

What is your present rank?
What is the highest level of education attained?

APPENDIX C
Ouestions and Probes

How old were yolr when you started policing? _
How many years have you worked as a police officer'?

1.

8.

9.

What is your cuffent marital status?

When did you man'y or become partnered?

Do you have any children? Y/N How many? 

- 

How old?-
Could you describe your ethnic background?
Have any of your family membels ever been police officers? Y/N ?

Relation:

Section 2: Early Policing History
I I am going to ask yoll to remembel back when you first started thinking about

becoming a police officer.
a. When was this? How old were you?

b. What made you decide to become an officer?
c. Were there any people in particular who encouraged / discouraged

you?

i. Who were they?
ii. What were the reasons?

iii. How did they encourage I discourage you to pursue yout'

goals?

Can you tell me what youl POPAT experience was like?
a. Did you have to pre-tlain? How long?
b. What was the degree of difficulty of the test? Why?
c. Does anything else in particular stick out in your mind about that

day?
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ID#

2.

Section 3: Goals / Dedication / Perceptions of Work Environment as Linked to
Job Satisfaction

3. What do you like the most about your job?



4.

5

What do you like the least about youl job?

What are the qualities of a successful police officer?
a. How can these qualities be assessed?

b. Do you think women and men have the same definition of what
means to be a successful officer?

6. What are your career aspirations? Choose one of the following options:
a. I am satisfied where I am now
b. I am undecided about the future
c. I am interested in plomotion (to where)
d. I am interested in work outside of the Winnipeg Police Service

Have you ever been encouraged by anyone to seek advancement? Y/N ?

Who?

Do you feel there is anything stopping you from getting a promotion?

7.

8.

9. Have you ulways felt that you fit in or belong in policing ?

a. Would you recommend police work to other women?

Have you ever sedously thought about quitting the force?
a. If yes - When was that? Why was that?
b. What helped you decide to stay?

What is your overall impression with police work? Choose one of the

following:
a. Very satisfied
b. Satisfied
c. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
d. Dissatisfied
e. Very dissatisfied

Why is that?

10.

r87

11.

Section 4: Support attainment & Mentoring Question

12. 'Who would you go to if you needed to talk to somebody about something
work related, like a problem, or something you needed to get off your chest

or get some advice?



a.

b

13. There has been some movement within the police service to create a

mentoring program. This program would match newer recruits to ones with
more experience on the force. The mentols would act as a source of support
for the newer recruits. They would be a resource that could be tapped

whenever new lecruits need to talk or vent or ask for advice fi'om another
female officel who has been through many of the same experiences.

In your opinion, looking back on youl policing career so far, would it have

been beneficial to you to have this kind of resource, or support available?
Y/N ? Explain.

Section 5: Perceptions of current female population within the force - What
does it mean for Policewomen?

Is thele a formal body for dealing with sLrch

of?
Would you seek out help or deal with it on
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issues that you are aware

your own? Why?

14. I would like you to think about the cument number of policewomen in the

WPS (about 150) and the number of policemen (about 1,050).
a. Do you think it is a good or bad idea to have more women on the

force as police officers? Why?
b. Do you think it is a good or bad idea to have more female supervisors

or superiors?
whv?

15. Does it take a certain kind of woman to be an officer?
a. Do you believe there are certain qualities awonlcur needs to get into

this line of wolk?
b. Do you believe there are certain qualities arncul needs to get into this

line of work?

16. Why do you think there are still so few women choosing policing as a career,

even today?

17 . What do you think needs to happen for there to be more women on the force?

Section 6: Gender Differences in Policing

18. As a woman in this traditionally male oriented career, have there been any
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situations you've felt palticularly uncomfortable because you are female?
a. How about instances where yoLr were pafiicularly scLtisfied because

you are female?

L9. In yollr experience in dealing with the public, ale policemen and

policewomen treated the same ol differently by people they come in contact
with?
a. How about during an an'est or other confi'ontational event?

20. As a woman, have you ever felt that you were treated differently than your
male peers by your superiors?

21. Are there instances when you feel you have to hide your feminine side - or
use it - while wolking?

22. Do you think men and women differ in the way they police?
a. Do they have the same approach when talking to victims or duling

amests?

b. How about in a potentially violent situation?

Section 7: Double Day - Family Life and Work

23. Often, balancing home-life and work-life can be quite difficult fol some

people.
a. How demanding are youl'home-life responsibilities?
b. How well are yoLl able to balance/juggle your home-life and work-

life?

24. How does your career affect your home life?
a. Are you doing as much as you want to do at home, or does your work

often hinder you in doing what you want?

25. In youl eyes, is balancing home - life and work different for policewomen
and policemen?
a. Does one or the other face more challenges?

26. Is there anything you think the police service can do to help with balancing
the demands of work and home?

a. Are there certain challenges that policewomen face regarding work
and home that may be alleviated?



Section 8: Group Cohesion

21. I often hear about officers doing extra-curicular activities together, like
going for drinks, going golfing or playing some kind of group spofi.
a. How often are you involved in these?

b. Do yon feel these get-togethers add to group cohesion? How
important are they?

c. Wele thele ever times when you would like to have gone but were
invited to these outings or even refused to go? Why was that?

d. Do yor-r think it is harder fol policewomen with children (or other'

family responsibilities such as elder-care) to do these types of extra
curicular activities?

Section 9: Personal goals

28. What are your goals outside police work? In terms of family or anything else

that is important to you?

29.

come into conflict?

Section 10: Final Question

Did you ever feel that your personal goals and policing career have or could

I have tried to include a lot of questions that policewomen may deal with, but as I am

not an officer, I may not know what all the issues ale. Is there anything I have left
out that is of importance to you or to other officers, that may not have been captured
in the questions?

QUESTIONS SUGGESTED BY OFFICERS TO BE ASKED OF
COLLEAGUBS:

If you were a male officer, do you think you would have been more or less respected
by yor"rr peers and supervisors?

190

What are your perceptions of other women on the force? Is there a close camaraderie
between women, ol is it competitive and catty?



Have you had times when you male colleagues/supedors have made you
"uncomfortable?"

IF CONSTABLE LBSS THAN FIVB YEARS ASK: What do you think could help
yoLr along in your career from a common person to a constable?
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feel



APPBNDIX D
Close-Ended Questionnaire

Job Satisfaction

How satisfied are you with your job in genelal?1.

a.

b.

d.

e.

f.
g

Vely satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neutral
Somewhat unsatisfied
Unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

2. How satisfied are you with yoLrr salary?

a.

b.

d.

e.

f.
oÞ'

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neutral
Somewhat unsatisfied
Unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

J.
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How satisfied are you with the houls you have to worl<?

a.

b.

d.

e.

f.
g.

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
NeLrtral

Somewhat unsatisfied
Unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

How satisfied are yor.r with the flexibility of your work schedule?

a.

b.

d.

f.
g
Þ'

Vely satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neutral
Somewhat unsatisfied
Unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied



5.
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How irttportrutt is it that you have a strong level of cohesion with your
coworkels?

a.

b.

d.

6.

Very impottant
Somewhat impoltant
Not very impoltant
Not at all important

How satisfied are you with youL- present level of cohesiorz with youl
coworkers?

a.

b.

d.

e.

f.
ft6.

Vely satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Indiffelent
Somewhat unsatisfied
Unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

L How satisfied are you in your present work assignment?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
g.

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Indifferent
Somewhat unsatisfied
Unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

8. From a scale of I to 7, how stressful would you say you find your job?

(Notatall StlessfLrl) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Yery Stressful)

To what extent does yourjo b effectyour home-life negafively? (For example:

Yow work responsibilities tend to interfere with your responsibilities in the

lnrtte).

9.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Very often
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never



10. To what extent does youl/z onte-Iife negatively affect yow job? (Fol example:
Yottr ltonte /fe lesponsibilities tend to interfere with your responsibilities at

work).

a.

b.

(..

d.

Very often
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Nevel

1i. Overall, how well do you think you are handling the balance of home-life
demands and work demands? Are you handling it :

a.

b.

d.

Very well
Well
Fairly
Not well at all
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